PLAN COMMISSION
Wednesday, July 8, 2020
7:00 P.M.
Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge Avenue, James C. Lytle City Council Chambers

AGENDA

As the result of an executive order issued by Governor J.B. Pritzker suspending in-person attendance requirements for public meetings, Plan Commission members and City staff will be participating in this meeting remotely.

Due to public health concerns, residents will not be able to provide public comment in-person at the meeting. Those wishing to make public comments at the Plan Commission meeting may submit written comments in advance or sign up to provide public comment by phone or video during the meeting by completing the Plan Commission online comment form available by clicking here or visiting the Plan Commission webpage: https://www.cityofevanston.org/government/agendas-minutes/plan-commission and clicking on Public Comment Form.

Community members may watch the Plan Commission meeting online through the Zoom platform:

Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/93828139162?pwd=S1FqaFpLZFlyaUdXTGk0Uk02UzFZz09

Meeting ID: 938 2813 9162
Password: 156685
One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93828139162# US (Chicago)

1. CALL TO ORDER / DECLARATION OF QUORUM

2. SUSPENSION OF THE RULES: Members participating electronically or by telephone

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES: May 13, 2020

4. DISCUSSION

Order of agenda items is subject to change. Information about the Plan Commission is available online at: http://www.cityofevanston.org/plancommission. Questions can be directed to Meagan Jones, Neighborhood and Land Use Planner, at 847-448-8170 or via e-mail at mmjones@cityofevanston.org.

The City of Evanston is committed to making all public meetings accessible to persons with disabilities. Any citizen needing mobility or communications access assistance should contact the Community Development Department 48 hours in advance of the scheduled meeting so that accommodations can be made at 847-448-8683 (Voice) or 847-448-8064 (TTY).

La ciudad de Evanston está obligada a hacer accesibles todas las reuniones públicas a las personas minusválidas o las que no hablan inglés. Si usted necesita ayuda, favor de ponerse en contacto con la Oficina de Administración del Centro a 847/866-2916 (voz) o 847/448-8052 (TDD).
A. Accessory Dwelling Units
   Discussion on possible updates to the Zoning Ordinance as it relates to Accessory Dwelling Units

5. OTHER BUSINESS

A. Revisions to Plan Commission Administrative Rules and Procedures

B. Election of Chair and Vice-Chair

6. PUBLIC COMMENT

7. ADJOURNMENT

The next meeting of the Plan Commission is scheduled for **WEDNESDAY, August 12, 2020** via a virtual meeting. That information will be provided on the meeting agenda.
MEETING MINUTES
PLAN COMMISSION
Wednesday, May 13, 2020
7:00 P.M.
Virtual Meeting through Zoom Platform

Members Present: Peter Isaac (Chair), Jennifer Draper, George Halik, John Hewko, Brian Johnson, Jane Sloss

Members Absent:

Staff Present: Scott Mangum, Planning and Zoning Manager
Meagan Jones, Neighborhood and Land Use Planner
Kelley Gandurski, Corporation Counsel

Presiding Member: Chair Isaac

1. CALL TO ORDER / DECLARATION OF QUORUM
Chair Isaac called the meeting to order at 7:03 P.M. Ms. Jones called the roll and a quorum was established.

2. SUSPENSION OF THE RULES Members participating electronically or by telephone
Commissioner Johnson made a motion to suspend the rules to allow for electronic or telephone participation. Seconded by Commissioner Hewko. A voice vote was taken and the motion passed, 6-0.

Commissioner Halik made a motion to approve the minutes from the February 26, 2020 and March 11, 2020 meetings. Seconded by Commissioner Sloss. A voice vote was taken and the motion passed, 6-0.

4. OLD BUSINESS
A. Subdivision & Major Adjustment to a Planned Development
1619 Chicago Avenue 19PLND-0059
The applicant, Horizon Realty Group, submits for a subdivision and Major Adjustment to a Planned Development in the D4 Downtown Transition
Plan Commission Minutes 5/13/20

District. The requested adjustment will increase FAR from 3.15 to 4.2, increase parking spaces from 32 (23 on-site, 9 leased) to 38 (all leased off-site), and a decrease in total number of units from 205 to 186 (includes 65 dwelling units). No new site development allowance will be needed.

B. Planned Development
1621 Chicago Avenue 18PLND-0112

The applicant, Horizon Realty Group, submits a planned development application to construct a 19-story apartment building with 240 units, 85 subterranean parking spaces, and approximately 3,540 sq. ft. of ground floor retail space in the D4 Downtown Transition District. Site development allowances are being requested for: 1) a building height of 211 ft. 8 in. where 105 ft. is allowed), 2) an FAR of 11.62 where a maximum of 5.4 is allowed, 3) 240 dwelling units where 54 is maximum is allowed, 4) 85 parking spaces where a minimum 185 is required, and 5) 1 short loading berth where 2 short loading berths are required. In addition, the applicant may seek and the Plan Commission may consider additional Site Development Allowances as may be necessary or desirable for the proposed development.

Chair Isaac explained that this item is continued from the February 26, 2020 Commission meeting. He then stated that the applicant had submitted a request for a continuance and invited the applicant to explain their request.

Mr. David Meek, attorney for the applicant, explained that the request was made due to conditions that exist within these cases. There are concerns of other zoning practitioners and municipal attorneys regarding the legality of holding virtual public hearings and issues that may occur with the platforms and then explained several points mentioned within the request including: due process, ability of the applicant and members of the public to cross-examine, compromised ability to communicate with his client and that there was no rush to complete the hearing as the applicant owns the property where the development is proposed. There is no harm to the applicant nor the public as a result of the request. Mr. Meek then stated that the only issue is the Plan Commission rules which require a recommendation by 120 days after a case is first presented to the Commission. He suggested suspending this rule given the circumstances. He also added that article 16 within the Plan Commission Rules and Procedures provides for the Commission to suspend the rules under certain circumstances.

Chair Isaac stated that he consulted with the City’s legal counsel and that there were no issues or objections to the requested continuance. He then asked if there were any questions or concerns from the Commission. There were none.
Chair Isaac then explained that the application has been around for a while but that there are many Evanston citizens who have opinions on the project and want to be heard and he feels that that alone is a good reason to delay these items until the next in-person meeting. He added that Mr. Meek was accurate in referencing Article 13N which requires the Commission to make a recommendation within 120 days. There is an option to extend this time or suspend the rules. This is a situation that this applies to.

Commissioner Johnson concurred with Chair Isaac's comments to suspend the Commission rules and continue these items.

Ms. Gandurksi interjected that, as a point of order, the rules should be suspended first then the agenda items continued to a future meeting.

Commissioner Johnson made a motion to suspend the rules regarding the 120 day time period. Seconded by Commissioner Hewko. A roll call vote was taken and the motion was approved, 6-0.

Ayes: Isaac, Draper, Halik, Hewko, Johnson, Sloss
Nays:

Commissioner Sloss made a motion to continue items 4A and 4B to the next in-person Plan Commission meeting. Seconded by Commissioner Hewko. A voice vote was taken and the motion was approved, 6-0.

Ayes: Isaac, Draper, Halik, Hewko, Johnson, Sloss
Nays:

5. NEW BUSINESS

A. Text Amendment

Mr. Mangum provided an overview of the proposed text amendment, emphasizing that there is no proposed change to regulations for height, setback, or bulk requirements within the code but a reclassification of some variations that would change the review process. He then provided details on those reclassifications which include: changing major variations relating to parking from needing Council review to just needed Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) review and changing major variations for single or two-family accessory structures, yard obstructions and 2nd
floor addition setback variations to minor variations. Mr. Mangum then explained that the R4a, a fairly newer zoning district, was mistakenly omitted within the list of districts under distancing requirements for residential care homes and transitional care homes. The proposed amendment would add that district into the existing district listing in that section of the code. Mr. Mangum then noted that noticing requirements would remain the same as would the appeal process.

Chair Isaac asked if there were any questions or comments from the public. There were none. He then confirmed that no additional comments had been received. Ms. Jones stated that there were no comments for this item but a clarification requested on whether this amendment would change the regulations for residential care homes. She stated that, per Mr. Mangum’s presentation, this amendment would not change those requirements.

Chair Isaac stated that the number of cases reviewed for each of the proposed changes was included as well and that the amendment seems to be less of a workflow issue than it is meant to benefit property owners in dealing with the process.

Mr. Mangum responded that there would be roughly a handful of cases per year where the process would change. It is a combination of assisting homeowners and a few items within the code needing to be changed to streamline the review process and enable the Zoning Board of Appeals and City Council to spend more time on larger or more contentious items.

Mr. Isaac then asked if these cases are generally approved and non-controversial issues. Mr. Mangum responded that specific cases would need to be looked at but the cases are generally non-controversial with limited impact on the neighborhood as a whole.

The Commission then reviewed the standards for approval of amendments and agreed that the applicable standards were met.

**Commissioner Hewko made a motion to recommend approval of the proposed text amendment.** Seconded by Commissioner Draper. A roll call vote was taken and the motion passed unanimously, 6-0.

**Ayes:** Isaac, Draper, Halik, Hewko, Johnson, Sloss
**Nays:**

6. PUBLIC COMMENT

There was no public comment.

7. ADJOURNMENT
Commissioner Johnson made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Sloss seconded the motion.

A voice vote was taken and the motion was approved by voice vote 6-0. The meeting was adjourned at 7:35 pm.

Respectfully Submitted,
Meagan Jones
Neighborhood and Land Use Planner
Community Development Department
Plan Commission

Discussion
Accessory Dwelling Units
Memorandum

To: Chair and Members of the Plan Commission

From: Johanna Nyden, Director of Community Development
       Scott Mangum, Planning and Zoning Manager
       Meagan Jones, Neighborhood and Land Use Planner

Subject: Discussion - Accessory Dwelling Units

Date: July 2, 2020

Request
Staff requests feedback from the Plan Commission on a possible Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment to revise regulations related to accessory dwelling units.

Analysis

Background
At the January 13, 2020 City Council meeting, the Council approved Ordinance 171-O-19 (attached), a text amendment to the Zoning Ordinance, revising the definition of and regulations for Coach Houses. These amendments intended to begin addressing inequitable opportunities to develop Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs). The approved amendments included:

- Revisions to the definition of a coach house to the following:
  A single detached secondary or accessory dwelling unit located on the same zoning lot as the principal residential structure including a garage. Tenants of coach houses may be unrelated to the owners of the principal residential structure. A maximum of one (1) coach house is allowed per zoning lot (Section 6-18-3);

- Inclusion of coach houses in general regulations for accessory uses and structures, specifically:
  No accessory building shall exceed fourteen and one-half (14½) feet in height for a flat roof or mansard roof, or twenty (20) feet measured from grade to the highest point of said structure for all other roofs, except as otherwise provided for garages and coach houses in Section 6-4-6-2 of this Chapter (Section 6-4-6-4);

- Clarification of ADUs, coach houses specifically, being permitted accessory structures to a principal residential structure within the side and rear yards in both residential and non-residential zoning districts (Section 6-4-6-3);

- Addition of regulations specific to the setbacks, roof types and height of coach houses within designated historic districts and creation of a new section providing
height regulations for coach houses outside of designated historic districts, as well as conditions for additional height allowances with additional setbacks (Section 6-4-6-4).

Note- a proposed provision added by the Commission to prohibit the coach house height from exceeding the height of the principal structure was ultimately omitted by Council;

- Revision of parking requirements for coach houses which allows for no additional parking spaces if the coach house meets affordability criteria (the household income of the owner that builds a coach house is at or below 80% of the area median income (AMI), as determined annually by the Illinois Housing Development Authority. Affordability criteria is also met if a unit within the principal structure or coach house is rented at or below 80% AMI for a period of ten (10) years), or transit-oriented criteria (in a Transit Oriented Development area or within 1,500 feet of a Metra, Pace, or CTA bus stop or train station) (Table 16-B).

Previously, in April 2018 the Coach House definition was revised to clarify that tenants of a coach house may be unrelated to the owners of the principal residential structure.

During the March 9, 2020 City Council meeting, Alderman Braithwaite made a referral to establish more comprehensive zoning regulations for other types of ADUs beyond coach house regulations, including attached ADUs such as basement units.

Considerations for more Comprehensive Regulations

Staff has begun to evaluate potential revisions to regulations and seeks input from the Plan Commission. Attachments are included with regulations from Chicago, Wilmette, Oak Park, South Elgin, Park Forest, Lexington, KY, and Long Beach, CA in addition to ADU policy reports and guidance from the American Planning Association, Urban Land Institute and AARP.

Below is a structure of topics, some with draft language developed by staff in consultation with the Evanston Development Cooperative. Staff commentary is shown in italics where topics for which staff is seeking an additional level of policy guidance from the Commission are highlighted.

Definitions -

DWELLING UNIT, ACCESSORY (ADU) – A smaller, secondary independent housekeeping establishment located on the same zoning lot as a principal residential structure. ADUs are independently habitable and provide the basic requirements of shelter, heating, cooking, and sanitation, and may be internal, attached or detached.

The creation of a new definition of an ADU would newly allow attached/internal ADUs, as well as detached structures that are not associated with parking spaces. Internal/attached ADUs are more seamlessly integrated and often can be created with a lower construction cost and without potential zoning setback and lot coverage compliance issues found when increasing the footprint of an existing building or
constructing a new detached structure.

COACH HOUSE - A type of detached Accessory Dwelling Unit which includes a garage.

A definition of Coach House would remain for historical consistency, but is streamlined with the regulations previously contained within the definition moved to a new Section 6-4-6-10.

6-4-6-10 SPECIAL REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS

(A) Construction: An ADU may be created through new construction, alteration of an existing structure, addition to an existing structure, or conversion of an existing structure to an ADU while simultaneously constructing a new principal residential structure on the site.

This regulation would allow the maximum flexibility in the creation of an ADU by right without a special use process. The draft Chicago Ordinance would only allow for attached/internal units to be created within buildings constructed at least 20 years ago and would require a special use in some single-family zoning districts.

(B) Number of Units: One (1) ADU is permitted per zoning lot.

This regulation would limit to either a detached or attached/internal unit on a property, but not both, keeping the overall density closer to conformance with previous zoning regulations. The majority of ordinances reviewed only allow one ADU per lot although Chicago would allow more for properties with at least 5 regular units to add more than one conversion unit.

(C) Minimum Lot Size: None.

This regulation would allow an ADU on any lot with a principal residential structure, regardless of the size of the lot (or number of existing conforming or nonconforming units). Oak Park has an ordinance that limits coach houses to lots with a minimum of 6,500 square feet.

(D) Maximum ADU Size:

Many ordinances have limitations on the size of ADUs in relation to the size of the principal unit and/or in overall square footage to better maintain the character of the existing zoning district and the relationship between the principal use and accessory use. The eight sample units in the ABC's of ADUs Guide, produced by AARP, range from 220 square feet to 800 square feet in size. Chicago has proposed a maximum of 700 square feet for coach houses, Lexington and Park Forest 800 square feet, South Elgin 900 square feet, and Wilmette has limited ADUs to 25% of the size of the primary unit but not less than 600 square feet, where others may only require that the ADU is smaller than the largest principal unit. Staff could also explore the legality of directly
restricting the affordability of larger ADU units which otherwise may not promote the intended purpose of providing a more affordable dispersed housing type.

(E) **Maximum F.A.R. or Building Lot Coverage:** For an attached/internal ADU, the maximum F.A.R. or lot coverage of all structures on the zoning lot shall be that of the underlying zoning district.

For a detached ADU, Section 6-4-6-3 shall also apply.

On a zoning lot with an ADU any required parking spaces that are provided outside of a building shall not count toward building lot coverage.

*Currently open unenclosed required parking spaces count towards both impervious surface coverage and 200 square feet of building lot coverage each even though they are not within a structure. This limits the amount of building coverage available for an ADU but ensures that building coverage is reserved for future construction of enclosed parking within a garage. This regulation could be applied only to properties with ADUs or could apply to all properties.*

(F) **Yard requirements:** For an attached/internal ADU, the yard requirements shall be those required for a principal structure in the underlying zoning district.

For a detached ADU, the regulations in Sections 6-4-6-2 and 6-4-6-3 shall apply.

*Setbacks for a detached ADU would be the same as a garage or other accessory structures.*

(G) **Maximum Height:** For an attached/internal ADU, the maximum height shall be that of the underlying zoning district.

For a detached ADU the height could be controlled by a fixed height and/or in relation to the height of the principal residential structure. The most recent code revisions allow for increased height, up to 20-feet for flat or mansard roofs and up to 28-feet for sloped roofs with additional setbacks from neighboring properties. Increasing the height limit without requiring additional setbacks would allow for taller structures on properties with smaller lot widths but would not provide as much separation from neighboring properties for structures taller than a traditional garage. An increased height limit could or could not be applied to garages allowing for consistency between the structures.

(H) **Off-Street Parking:** Required per Chapter 16 (Off-street Parking and Loading), Table 16-B.

*The City of Chicago already does not require parking for single-family dwellings located on a lot that is 33-feet in width or less and lacks access to an improved alley. As a part of its recently introduced ADU ordinance Chicago has also proposed lowering the number of required spaces for single family houses from two to one. 63.9% of Evanston households have one or fewer vehicles available (2013-2017 ACS). A reduction in required parking for single-family dwellings would allow greater flexibility for property owners to determine the amount of parking spaces needed on their lot and devote more space for...*
housing of people and less for the housing of cars. The reduction of required parking in single-family dwellings is likely to have a lessened impact on overall neighborhood parking because of the incremental addition of ADUs. Additionally, the Commission could consider eliminating the one parking space required for all ADUs, instead of only those within 1500 feet of transit or with income restrictions. ADUs, especially if limited in size may not need additional parking.

(I) Design Standards:

1. Entrances: Only one (1) pedestrian entrance to the structure may be located on the front facing facade of the principal building.
2. Exterior Stairs: Any exterior stairs to serve as the primary entrance to an attached ADU within the principal building shall be located on the side or rear of the principal building.

Minimal design standards limiting the location of entrances and exterior stairs to side or rear elevations help to blend the ADUs within the existing neighborhood fabric. Some ordinances have more design review including compatibility with the principal structure and roof types. Evanston does not currently perform design review on single or two-family residential structures.

(J) Alterations of existing structures: If a detached ADU is created from an existing detached accessory structure that does not meet one or more of the standards within Section 6-4-6, the structure is exempt from the standard(s) it does not meet. However, any alterations that would result in the structure becoming less conforming with those standards it does not meet are not allowed.

This regulation would more easily allow for conversion of existing nonconforming detached structures, such as garages with work spaces, to ADUs.

(K) Ownership and Occupancy: There is no requirement that the property owner reside on the property.

This reinforces the 2018 Text Amendment to the definition of a coach house. Some jurisdictions require a property owner to live in one of the units on the property or prohibit ADUs from being used as vacation rentals.

(L) Separation from Principal Structure (Detached ADU):

Currently 10 feet is required between any principal and accessory structure. Reducing this to 5 feet for an ADU or any accessory structure could allow for additional area of the lot to be developed with an ADU while still meeting building and fire code requirements but could reduce usable open space, light, and air.

Other Considerations

Staff has also discussed impediments to constructing ADUs that are outside of the Plan
Commission’s purview and will continue to explore: 1) options to reduce property taxes at the municipal or county level; 2) the legality of requiring affordability in ADUs through the City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance; 3) the ability to create open-source pre-approved model construction drawings; 4) and cost implications for fire suppression requirements through local amendments to the City’s adopted Building Code.

**Recommendation**

Staff recommends that the Commission discuss the above matter and provide feedback and considerations for a proposed text amendment.

**Attachments**

- Ordinance 171-O-19 Amending Regulations for Coach Houses
- American Planning Association (APA)– July 2012 Zoning Practice, “Practice Accessory Housing”
- APA - May 2018 Zoning Practice, “Practice Garage Apartments”
- “The ABC’s of ADU’s”, AARP/Orange Splot, LLC
- Urban Land Institute May 2020 Report- “Unlocking Accessory Dwelling Units in Chicago”
- City of Chicago Ordinance Amending the Municipal Code Regarding Affordable Dwelling Units, Introduced May 20, 2020 (not yet adopted)
- Village of Wilmette Handout on Accessory Dwelling Units
- Village of Oak Park Coach House Regulations
- APA-IL Handout on Accessory Dwelling Units (Lexington, KY, Park Forest, IL, South Elgin, IL)
- City of Long Beach Regulations for Accessory Dwelling Units
171-0-19

AN ORDINANCE

Amending Title 6, Accessory Dwelling Unit Requirements and Qualifications

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EVANSTON, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION 1: City Code Subsection 6-18-3, "Definitions", of the Evanston City Code of 2012, as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows:

6-18-3. -- DEFINITIONS.

| COACH HOUSE: | A single detached secondary or accessory dwelling unit located on the same zoning lot as the principal residential structure including a garage. Tenants of coach houses may be unrelated to the owners of the principal residential structure. A maximum of one (1) coach house is allowed per zoning lot. |

SECTION 2: City Code Subsection 6-4-6-2, "General Provisions for Accessory Uses and Structures", of the Evanston City Code of 2012, as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows:

6-4-6-2. -- GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSORY USES AND STRUCTURES.

(G) No accessory building shall exceed fourteen and one-half (14½) feet in height for a flat roof or mansard roof, or twenty (20) feet measured from grade to the highest point of said structure for all other roofs, except as otherwise provided for garages and coach houses in Section 6-4-6-4 of this Chapter.
**SECTION 3:** Table 4-A, "Permitted accessory buildings, structures and uses," of City Code Subsection 6-4-6-3(B), "Allowable Accessory Uses and Structures (Detached From Principal Structure)", of the Evanston City Code of 2012, as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows:

6-4-6-3. – ALLOWABLE ACCESSORY USES AND STRUCTURES (DETACHED FROM PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yard</th>
<th>DISTRICT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Accessory dwelling units to principal residential structure (Coach House)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECTION 4:** City Code Subsection 6-4-6-4, "Special Regulations Applicable to Garages", of the Evanston City Code of 2012, as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows:

6-4-6-4. – SPECIAL REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO GARAGES AND COACH HOUSES

(A) Evanston Landmark Properties and Historic Districts
Garages and coach houses for Evanston landmarks and structures in City Council designated historic districts shall be subject to the following requirements:
1 Height:

(a) For garages and coach houses with flat and mansard roofs, height requirements for accessory buildings apply, as set forth in Section 6-4-6-2 of this Chapter.

(b) All garages and coach houses without flat or mansard roofs shall be no taller than three-fourths (3/4) the height of the principal structure, measured to the roof apex, but in no case shall the height exceed twenty-eight (28) feet.

2 Yards: All garages and coach houses shall meet the setback requirements for accessory structures, as set forth in Section 6-4-6-2 of this Chapter.

3 Roofs: The roof of the garage or coach house shall be compatible in pitch and shape with the roof of the principal structure.

(B) Non-Evanston Landmarks and properties outside of Historic Districts
Coach Houses for properties that are not an Evanston landmark nor located in City Council designated historic districts shall be subjected to the following requirements:

1 Height:

(a) For coach houses with a flat or mansard roof, an increase of one (1) foot in height shall be allowed for every one (1) foot in additional setback provided from every property line that directly abuts another property (not including right of way). In no case shall the height of the accessory structure exceed twenty (20) feet.

(b) For coach houses without flat or mansard roofs, an increase of one (1) foot in height shall be allowed for every one (1) foot additional setback provided from every property line that directly abuts another property (not including right of way). In no case shall the height of the accessory structure exceed twenty-eight (28) feet.

SECTION 5: Table 16-B, “Schedule of Minimum Off Street Parking Requirements,” of City Code Title 6, Chapter 16, “Off-Street Parking and Loading,” of the Evanston City Code of 2012, as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows:
1 parking space for each dwelling unit within the coach house; if the coach house meets affordability criteria or transit-oriented criteria, no parking space is required.

Transit-oriented criteria is met if the coach house is within a designated Transit-Oriented Development area or within a one thousand five hundred (1,500) foot distance from a Metra, PACE, or Chicago Transit Authority public transit bus stop or train station.

Affordability criteria is met if, at the time of building permit issuance, the household income of the owner that builds a coach house is at or below 80% of the area median income (AMI), as determined annually by the Illinois Housing Development Authority. Affordability criteria is also met if a unit within the principal structure or coach house is rented at or below 80% AMI for a period of ten (10) years.

**SECTION 6:** All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.

**SECTION 7:** If any provision of this ordinance or application thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this ordinance that can be given effect without the invalid application or provision, and each invalid provision or invalid application of this ordinance is severable.
SECTION 8: Ordinance 171-O-19 shall be in full force and effect after its passage and approval.

SECTION 9: The findings and recitals contained herein are declared to be prima facie evidence of the law of the City and shall be received in evidence as provided by the Illinois Compiled Statutes and the courts of the State of Illinois.

Introduced: December 9, 2019
Adopted: January 13, 2020

Approved: January 21, 2020

Stephen H. Hagerty, Mayor

Attest:

Devon Reid, City Clerk
Eduardo Gomez, Deputy City Clerk

Approved as to form:

Michelle L. Masoncup, Corporation Counsel
HOW DOES YOUR COMMUNITY ACCOMMODATE ACCESSORY HOUSING?
Zoning for Accessory Housing

By Tom Daniels

Compact, walkable, and well-designed development is a primary goal of smart growth, and accessory housing can provide affordable housing opportunities that promote smart growth without sacrificing appearance.

Accessory housing may either be a detached dwelling unit with full services—bath, sleeping quarters, and kitchen—or an autonomous apartment attached to a house.

Accessory apartments are often known as “granny flats” or “in-law suites” because of the common practice of keeping an elderly parent as part of the household but in a largely independent living situation. An apartment may be inconspicuously built over an attached or detached garage or added on to the back of a house.

Whether attached or detached, accessory housing can increase residential densities and encourage walkability. However, many older zoning ordinances present major obstacles to the creation of accessory dwelling units (ADUs).

Accessory housing is one response to major changes in demographics and the real estate market. First, the number of single-person households is growing, especially among young adults who are marrying later and don’t need large homes. Second, many people are living longer and want to age in place with family members nearby, rather than join their fellow senior citizens in an assisted-living complex. Third, many empty nesters are downsizing, and an apartment makes good sense. Fourth, the popularity of off-campus living among college students means a steady demand for apartments, especially within walking distance of school. Finally, people who work in a high-end community often cannot afford to live there as well. ADUs can provide affordable workforce housing for local workers.

Efforts to retrofit suburbs and encourage infill in cities have often focused on large projects such as redeveloping dead malls and multistory mixed use commercial and residential buildings. But financing for these projects is less available since the 2007 downturn in the real estate market. While these large projects are certainly needed to promote mixed uses and walkability, the residential market has lately favored renters over buyers. Still, proposals for multifamily rentals often spark a backlash, especially in newer suburbs. One less conspicuous way to provide more rental units is through an accessory housing ordinance in single-family residential districts.

ADVANTAGES OF ACCESSORY HOUSING

1. A way to create mixed income neighborhoods without reducing property values (a traditional use of zoning).
2. A way to increase density in urban and suburban areas without multifamily development. Little burden on community services compared to property taxes generated.
3. A way to provide housing for the elderly, especially for an older family member. This enables senior citizens to “age in place.”
4. Workforce and student housing.

Interest in accessory housing has existed for decades. In 1985 author Martin Gellen estimated that there were 10 to 18 million houses with sufficient space to add an accessory dwelling unit, and if just 15 percent of these units were actually built, at least 150,000 units could be added to the nation’s housing stock. In much of the 1980s and 1990s cities and inner suburbs grew more slowly or lost population compared to most suburbs and exurban areas, where builders could offer large houses on large lots. In the 2000s, this big-house strategy contributed to the housing meltdown in two ways. First, many people paid more than they could afford for these large houses, and second, home builders created an oversupply of houses, which exacerbated the downturn in home prices and left many recent buyers “underwater”—owing more on their mortgage than their house was worth. Although housing prices seem to be stabilizing after five years of declines, rental opportunities remain attractive.

Several studies have shown that accessory apartment units rent for below-market rates, in part because the accessory apartments are less expensive to build onto existing houses or garages. Pedestrian access to commercial uses and transit are important, especially for older people who may no longer drive and for young adults who cannot afford a car or may not want to own a car. Thus, accessory units tend to be more pedestrian- and transit-friendly within cities and inner suburbs, rather than in newer suburbs where residential and commercial areas are typically separated and a car is needed for transportation.

Two potential longer term threats to accessory housing are gentrification and rising property taxes. Gentrification can lead to reductions in accessory housing supply when wealthier residents moving into a neighborhood “mothball” or remove accessory units. Also, as property values rise, the rents on the ADUs can rise beyond the affordability of low- to moderate-income residents. It is also important to keep in mind that the construc-
tion of an ADU, whether detached or an attached apartment, will result in higher property taxes for the property owner.

CREATING AN ACCESSORY HOUSING ORDINANCE
Zoning is not known as a tool that local governments use to respond quickly to demographic trends or changes in the real estate market. The main purpose of zoning remains the separation of conflicting uses, which is closely tied to the protection of property values. But there is a sequence of steps that a local government can take to create a legally and politically sound accessory housing ordinance.

First, planners and elected officials should make sure that the community generally supports ADUs. Then they can add an affordable housing goal to the comprehensive plan (if such a goal does not already exist). Next, planners and elected officials can include a policy objective to promote ADUs in the housing section of the comprehensive plan and amend the future land-use map to indicate where ADUs are allowed. Planners should have a sense of the maximum build-out potential for accessory dwelling units, and accessory units should only be allowed in areas with adequate central sewer and water service. This first step shows that the elected officials and planners support accessory housing.

Second, make sure that the accessory housing provisions of the zoning ordinance are consistent with the local comprehensive plan. The affordable housing goal and accessory dwelling objective give direction to the zoning ordinance and establish a legal basis for the accessory dwelling provisions within the zoning ordinance. The location of where ADUs are allowed on the zoning map should coincide with locations identified as appropriate on the future land-use map. The overall consistency of the zoning ordinance and zoning map with the affordable housing goal, the accessory housing objective, and the future land-use map of the comprehensive plan will make the accessory housing ordinance more likely to withstand legal challenges.

Third, the addition of the accessory housing provisions in the zoning ordinance helps to avoid rezoning and variance battles, which can be expensive and engender bad feelings with neighbors. In drafting the ADU ordinance, planners should meet with residential property owners and neighborhood associations and negotiate design standards, parking, and rules for ADUs, such as “no more than two people may reside in an accessory unit.” This community outreach serves to head off political opposition to the accessory housing ordinance and to incorporate as much as possible the comments of the people who will live near and next to the ADUs. The ADU ordinance emphasizes revising single-family zoning districts to allow accessory dwellings. ADUs, both detached units and attached apartments, must be defined in the ordinance.

An important decision is whether to allow accessory dwellings by right or through a special exception. A conditional use permit makes little sense because accessory housing generally does not affect the entire community but rather certain neighborhoods. The advantage of the special exception approach is that the zoning ordinance can impose certain limits on the number of occupants of the accessory housing. The special exception process involves

The location of where ADUs are allowed on the zoning map should coincide with locations identified as appropriate on the future land-use map.

On the other hand, allowing an ADU by-right can speed the review process while maintaining certain performance standards, such as a required tie-in to central sewer and water, limits on size, and number of residents. A site plan review is commonly required whether the zoning to allow accessory dwellings is by-right or by special exception.

Fourth, land development and building design standards are key issues, especially for detached units. Setbacks from property lines are usually stated in the zoning ordinance rather than left up to the variance process. For the sake of good neighbor relations and appearance, a specific setback of
10 or 15 feet is recommended. Maximum lot coverage can be the same standard as for single-family dwellings. Height limits may be no more than 20 feet. The idea is that a single floor with some storage space above is adequate, or that an apartment above a garage should not loom over a neighbor’s property. The maximum size is a common issue. A maximum square footage should be spelled out, such as 800 square feet. Design and landscaping requirements for a detached accessory unit should not be dissimilar from the rest of the neighborhood. Graphic illustrations of design and landscaping standards in the ordinance can be particularly helpful. Parking, however, can be a problem. An accessory dwelling unit will most likely rely upon on-street parking. Adding a parking space on the property could be difficult. In addition, the property owner must demonstrate that there is adequate central sewer and water service for the accessory dwelling unit. Typically, no more than one accessory dwelling is allowed with a primary residence, and often, the owner of the primary residence must live on the property, either in the primary residence or in the accessory unit. Also, an ADU must meet the local building code before the local government will issue an occupancy permit.

Finally, it is important to demonstrate that builders are interested in constructing detached ADUs and attached accessory apartments. Local lenders should be made aware that accessory dwellings are permitted and that a construction loan should be forthcoming pending zoning approval.

WHERE HAS ACCESSORY HOUSING WORKED?

Cities appear to have had more success in constructing ADUs than suburbs. And West Coast cities, in particular, have made innovative efforts to encourage accessory units in part to provide affordable housing and to promote compact development.

**Portland, Oregon**

Portland is often cited as a paragon of smart growth. Portland’s zoning code provides standards for ADUs in all of its residential zones and was last updated in 2010. ADUs can be created by right in a detached single-family house, an attached row house, or a manufactured home. The ADU can result from converting existing living area, finishing an existing basement or attic, building a new structure, or making an addition to an existing structure.

The purposes of the accessory dwelling provisions in the Portland zoning ordinance include:

- increasing the housing stock while respecting the appearance and scale of single-dwelling neighborhoods;
- providing a mix of housing that responds to changing family needs and smaller households;
- providing a means for residents—particularly seniors, single parents, and families with grown children—to remain in their homes and neighborhoods and obtain extra income, security, companionship, and services; and
- providing a broader range of accessible and more affordable housing.

The ordinance defines an ADU as a second dwelling unit created on a lot with an existing house, row house, or manufactured home, where the second unit is auxiliary to and smaller than the existing unit. Portland’s ordinance allows a household to inhabit an ADU. The ordinance defines a household rather broadly: “One or more persons related by blood, marriage, legal adoption or guardianship, plus not more than 5 additional persons, who live together in one dwelling unit.”

The emphasis in Portland’s accessory dwelling approval process is on mitigating off-site impacts, for example requiring an erosion-control plan and a stormwater plan if the ADU will add more than 500 square feet of impervious surface. In addition, there is a system development charge (think impact fee) of about $6,000 to $10,000 for sewer and water service, recreation, and streets.

The density requirements are quite favorable for adding accessory dwellings. In the single-dwelling zones, ADUs are not included in the minimum or maximum density calculations for a site. In other words, density is not an issue. In all other residential zones ADUs are included in the minimum density calculations but are not included in the maximum density calculations. This is in an incentive not to create large lots. Keep...
in mind that the general standard for new
development inside the greater Portland
metropolitan service boundary is 10 to 12
dwelling units per acre. The ADU ordinance
is designed to help achieve that density.

For an existing house the ADU can be no
more than 75 percent of the total living area
of the house or a maximum of 800 square
feet, whichever is less. To keep detached ac-
cessory dwellings inconspicuous, a unit must
be at least 60 feet from the front property
line, or the unit must be at least six feet be-
hind the house, row house, or manufactured
home. For fire safety, the detached ADU must
be at least six feet from the primary dwelling.
Portland does not require additional on-site
parking for an accessory dwelling. Thus, on-
street parking can be used. Design review
is required if changes are proposed to the
exterior of an existing house.

The height limit for a detached acces-
sory dwelling unit is 18 feet. The lot coverage
of the detached accessory dwelling unit
cannot exceed the lot coverage of the pri-
mary dwelling. Together, the two dwellings
cannot cover more than 15 percent of the
entire lot. As for design, the exterior of the
accessory dwelling unit must be the same
as or visually match the primary dwelling.
For instance, the roof pitch of the acces-
sory dwelling must be same as the pitch
for the primary dwelling, and the trim and
the windows should match. Unfortunately,
though, the ordinance does not contain any
graphics for the reader to follow in trying to
understand the design standards.

Finally, Portland requires that an
applicant for an ADU submit a site plan,
architectural plans, and structural plans.

From 2002 through 2011 Portland
issued a total of 316 accessory dwelling per-
mits. The downturn in the national economy
was also reflected in ADU activity. In 2007,
31 permits were issued; only 19 were issued
in 2008 and 22 in 2009. The Portland City
Council then enacted a waiver of the system
development charges for three years for new
accessory dwelling units. The new policy
seems to be working. In 2010, the city is-
sued 61 permits; in 2011, 64.

Most of the new ADUs have been built
on the east side of the city fairly close to
downtown. About 40 percent of the ADUs
built have been detached cottage units and
60 percent attached apartments, typically
above a garage.

**Spokane, Washington**

Spokane has taken a unique approach to
accessory dwellings by adopting a cottage
housing ordinance in 2006. Although this
ordinance may not be applied as widely
as a typical accessory housing ordinance,
it offers a way to increase density and
affordability through the construction of
small houses. The purpose of the Spokane
ordinance is to “support the diversity of
housing, increase the variety of housing
types for smaller households and pro-
vide the opportunity for small, detached
single-family dwelling units within existing
neighborhoods.”

The cottage ordinance applies in
the city’s single-family residential district
and the residential agricultural district.
The ordinance requires a minimum of half
an acre and a minimum of six units, with
a maximum of 12 units, and offers the
property owner a 20 percent density bonus.
Properties that meet the minimum acreage
standard are most often on the edge of a
city, and hence the cottage ordinance could
be especially helpful as a city with annexa-
tion powers adds land within the city limits.
The maximum square footage is 1,000
square feet, excluding any floor area where
the floor-to-ceiling height is less than six
feet. But half of the cottages can have no
more than 650 square feet on the main
floor and half can have no more than 1,000
square feet on the main floor. Once a cot-
tage is built, it cannot be expanded.

Maximum lot coverage is 40 percent.
The height limit is 18 feet, except if the dwell-
ing has a pitched roof. Then the maximum
height is 25 feet. All cottages are required to
have covered porches, which are oriented
toward common open space or to the street.
For each cottage there must be at least 250
square feet of common open space and 250
square feet of private open space. The com-
mon open space must be landscaped and
maintained by a home owners association.
Setbacks for all structures from the property
lines must average 10 feet but cannot be less
than five feet, and not less than 15 feet from
a public street. This last standard is similar
to the front yard setback required of any
detached single-family residence.
Parking must be clustered in groups of five spaces and set back at least 20 feet from the street. Each cottage must have access to a sidewalk.

The cottage ordinance calls for variety in design. Only one-fifth of the cottages can have the same design, and no two similar designed cottages can be placed next to each other. Each cottage must have at least four elements from a list of 14. These include, for example, varying roof shapes, dormers, bay windows, and variation in building materials and colors.

Spokane has had difficulty in implementing the cottage ordinance. So far only three projects have been proposed. Objections from neighbors have been a major problem. But in 2009, the Washington Court of Appeals issued a ruling upholding the city’s approval of a 24-unit cottage development on two acres. The court found that the cottages would have no significant adverse effect on the neighborhood. Another obstacle has been minimum lot size of 4,350 square feet with a minimum lot width of 36 feet, and a minimum front lot line of 30 feet.

Santa Cruz, California
Santa Cruz is located about 70 miles south of San Francisco on the Pacific Ocean. It is a college town that has experienced considerable growth from its proximity to Silicon Valley to the northeast. Santa Cruz created its accessory dwelling ordinance in 2003 in response to California law AB 1866 of 2002, which not only sought to promote the creation of accessory dwelling units but made it so that local governments could not prohibit the development of an ADU if it meets development standards. The purpose of the Santa Cruz ADU program is to provide more rental housing, encourage infill development and thus protect green space on the edge of the city, and to promote the use of public transportation. Santa Cruz has one of the least affordable housing markets in the United States. The city estimates that less than seven percent of the city’s residents can afford to buy a local median-priced house. On the other hand, Santa Cruz has more than 18,000 single-family lots, which suggests a good opportunity to create affordable rental housing.

Santa Cruz formed the Accessory Dwelling Unit Development Program, which featured changes to the zoning ordinance, a strong public education effort, and financial assistance. The city removed a requirement that a single-family home had to have a covered parking structure (garage or carport), which made space available for RSF-C district would have a minimum lot size of 3,000 square feet, a minimum lot width of 36 feet, and a minimum front lot line of 30 feet.
an ADU. ADUs are allowed on single-family lots of 5,000 or more feet, and must meet setback, height, and parking requirements. Two-story ADUs that are located within a rear yard setback or any ADU that does not meet applicable zoning standards require a public hearing and an administrative use permit.

Next, the city had architects draft designs of accessory units that met both size (500 square feet) and style requirements that home owners could follow to speed the review and approval process. Then the city drafted an ADU manual describing how home owners could work their way through design, review, and city approval to construction. The city also held five public workshops to explain the ADU process.

In 2003 a total of 35 accessory dwelling units were built in Santa Cruz, up from just eight in 2001. In 2004, the city added a progressive Fee Reduction/Waiver Program for property owners who build an ADU for a household whose income level is at or below 60 or 50 percent of the Area Median Income (AMI). Fees may vary by unit size and other design components. Typical city development fees for a new one-bedroom, 500-square-foot ADU might be about $9,000. For providing rental housing to low-income households at 60 percent of the AMI, a home owner would save about $6,000 in city development fees. For very low-income housing at 50 percent of the AMI, the full $9,000 would be saved.

The Santa Cruz Community Credit Union offered loans of up to $100,000 at 4.5% interest for Santa Cruz home owners looking to build an affordable ADU. To qualify, home owners had to sign a covenant stating that the ADU would be rented at a price affordable to low- to moderate-income residents.

In 2004 the city received the Policies and Regulations Smart Growth Achievement Award from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Since 2003, Santa Cruz has added more than 170 accessory dwelling units.

**CONCLUSION**

The accessory housing concept is an old idea, but has seen renewed interest over the past 30 years and especially since the rise in real estate prices in the late 1990s. Local governments have adopted accessory dwelling ordinances to encourage housing for elderly relatives and rental opportunities for young adults, including students. A local government can identify accessory housing as an objective in the comprehensive plan and provide for it in the local zoning ordinance.

Portland and Santa Cruz have created successful accessory dwelling unit programs that seek to streamline the development process yet maintain good design that fits in with the neighborhood. Both cities have offered financial incentives. Portland has temporarily waived the system development charges on new accessory dwelling units, and Santa Cruz has offered low-cost financing.

Eleven cities in Washington, including Spokane, have adopted cottage ordinances. Spokane’s experience shows that site design is also important, not just zoning. In effect, a unified development code that combines zoning and land development regulations would help landowners understand what they have to do to create an ADU as well as streamline the approval process. Opposition from neighbors is to be expected, especially if the city does not undertake an educational effort. Even then, accessory units can make neighbors feel encroached upon as well as raise concerns about impacts on property values.

With the U.S. population expected to add more than 100 million people over the next 40 years, accessory housing can play a small, but significant role in offering affordable housing and walkable, compact development that helps to revitalize cities.

**RESOURCES BOX**

**Resources on Accessory Housing**

Georgia Department of Community Affairs

“Accessory Housing Units.” www.dca.state.ga.us/intra_nonpub/Toolkit/Guides/AcsryHsngUnts.pdf

Portland (Oregon) Bureau of Development Services, City of

“Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs).” www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=36676
www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=a53301

Spokane (Washington), City of


Santa Cruz (California), City of

www.huduser.org/rbc/newsletter/vol6iss2more.html

Washington Appeals Court, State of
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HOW DOES YOUR COMMUNITY ACCOMMODATE ACCESSORY HOUSING?
ISSUE NUMBER 5
PRACTICE GARAGE APARTMENTS
Zoning to Promote Garage Apartments

By Anne Brown, Vinit Mukhija, and Donald Shoup, FAICP

American cities have a large supply of garages that could be converted into affordable apartments, but off-street parking requirements prevent converting most of these garages into housing for people.

Converted garages in single-family neighborhoods are variously called second units, accessory dwelling units, garage apartments, granny flats, and backyard cottages. To convert a garage into an apartment, off-street parking requirements typically force a home owner to replace the two garage parking spaces with two new off-street parking spaces, plus an additional off-street parking space for the new apartment. These parking requirements make it almost impossible—financially and physically—for most home owners to legally convert garages into housing.

To make it easier to convert garages into housing, some cities have removed parking requirements for the second units. Although the residents of the garage apartments are less likely than others to own cars, many do own cars—some of which are parked on the street. Thus, converting a two-car garage into an apartment can add three cars parked on the street, and neighbors may fear that the conversions will congest on-street parking.

This dilemma can be resolved in neighborhoods with a residential parking permit district. We propose that cities remove the off-street parking requirements for single-family homes that have second units, and limit the number of on-street parking permits at that address to the number of cars that can park in front of the property. Managing on-street parking in this way can eliminate fears that converting garages into housing will flood the street with parked cars.

NOT IN MY NEIGHBOR’S BACKYARD

While reduced parking requirements for garage apartments can increase the supply of affordable housing, home owners often oppose garage conversions in their own neighborhood because of concerns about on-street parking. Explaining why she opposed garage apartments, one planning commissioner in a Southern California city said that she bought her house in a neighborhood “where I wouldn’t have to worry if I was going to be able to park in front of my own house.” Garage conversions can face severe political problems if local officials fear that the new residents will create parking problems.

This fear is exaggerated. A study of middle-income single-family home owners in the Los Angeles area found that 75 percent of garages were used to store old furniture or other household goods, not cars. Figure 1 shows two of these garages, where cars are out and just about everything else is in. In addition, many older garages are too small to accommodate larger modern vehicles such as pickup trucks or sports utility vehicles. Garage conversions are unlikely to displace many cars from garages because many cars are already in driveways or on the streets. Nevertheless, many residents fear garage conversions will lead to overcrowded on-street parking. How can cities remove off-street parking requirements for houses with garage apartments without overcrowding on-street parking and arousing political opposition?

Instead of requiring off-street parking to prevent crowded on-street spaces, cities can better manage the on-street parking. Parking is not the only reason why neighbors may object to garage conversions, but it is a major reason and a politically powerful one. If cities remove on-street parking problems as an objection to garage apartments, the other issues (such as concerns about noise or attracting lower-income residents to high-income neighborhoods) can be discussed more openly. Other zoning regulations for second units (location, size, safety, construction materials, and occupancy limits) can remain largely unchanged.

**REFORMING OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS**

One way to manage on-street parking is to limit the number of cars permitted to park on the street. In residential permit parking (RPP) districts, the city can limit the number of on-street parking permits for cars registered at any address with a second unit. An RPP district is necessary but not sufficient to prevent garage conversions from crowding the curb. Although cities create permit districts only where parking is already scarce, they can be irresponsible about the number of permits issued.

For example, a political firestorm erupted in San Francisco when journalists discovered that romance novelist Danielle Steel had 26 residential parking permits for her mansion in Pacific Heights.

To solve the on-street parking problem, cities can impose an *if-then* condition for garage conversions: *if* an owner receives a permit to convert a garage into to housing, *then* the owner accepts a limit on the number of on-street parking permits at that address. This *if-then* condition can be included in the zoning for single-family neighborhoods with RPP districts.

There are good precedents for this if-then policy. In 2016, Washington, D.C., halved its off-street parking requirements for multifamily buildings near transit with the provision that the residents cannot receive residential parking permits (§702.1(c)). In 2017, California adopted legislation that prohibits local governments from requiring any off-street parking for some multifamily developments “when on-street parking permits are required but not offered to the occupants of the development” (Government Code §65913.4(d)(1)(C)). Limiting the number of on-street parking permits at every address with a converted garage can eliminate the parking-related concerns of neighbors and thus reduce the political opposition to garage conversions.

The option to convert a garage into housing in exchange for a limit on parking permits is far less restrictive than prohibiting garage conversions entirely. Furthermore, if a city limits the number of on-street parking permits only at addresses with second units, the neighbors without second units can continue receiving permits as usual. Because the if-then permit solution does what off-street parking requirements were intended to do—manage on-street parking congestion—cities can remove the off-street parking requirements altogether.

Some cities offer permits that allow residents to park on the street in front of their own driveway, effectively creating a reserved curb space in front of every house and substantially increasing the on-street parking supply. If residents convert their garages into housing, these block-your-own-driveway permits can give property owners a guaranteed on-street parking space for themselves, guests, home help, and service vehicles.

**LEGALIZING UNPERMITTED GARAGE CONVERSIONS**

After a city has created a clear path for legal garage conversions, it can begin targeted code enforcement for illegally converted garages following a grace period, during which home owners may comply with new regulations. While heavy-handed enforcement would previously have been “inhumane” due to the widespread displacement it would have caused, enforcement can now encourage
TABLE 2. COST AND REVENUE FOR CONVERTING A TWO-CAR GARAGE INTO A 400-SQUARE-FOOT APARTMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction Cost</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural plans</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permit fees</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>$45,000</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixtures</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$60,000</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                      |      |      |
| **Monthly Cost**     |      |      |
| Mortgage payment     | $474 | $633 |
| Maintenance          | $50  | $67  |
| Insurance            | $73  | $73  |
| **Total**            | $597 | $772 |

|                      |      |      |
| **Monthly Gross Revenue** | $1,440 | $1,440 |

|                      |      |      |
| **Monthly Net Revenue** | $843  | $668  |

Complete sources and methodology available in “Converting Garages into Housing,” published in the Journal of Planning Education and Research.

regularizing illegal conversions along with a limit to on-street parking. For example, Lawndale, California, requires an inspection and a report that “states whether the property is in compliance with the requirements for off-street parking” before any residential property is sold. A similar inspection-at-sale requirement in other cities would lead home owners to upgrade or remove conversions.

Garages converted without a legal permit are surprisingly widespread in the U.S. To estimate the increase in the number of unpermitted single-family housing units in the 10 largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), we compared the number of new single-family housing units reported in the U.S. Census with the number of single-family building permits reported by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. (Detached inhabited garages are counted as single-family housing units in both data sets.) Column 4 in Table 1 suggests that, between 2000 and 2014, 37 percent of new single-family units were unpermitted. In total, 1.7 million unpermitted housing units were added in the 10 largest MSAs.

Column 5 shows the Wharton Residential Land Use Regulatory Index, which measures the strictness of land-use regulation. MSAs with more regulation have higher values and those with less regulation have lower values. The MSAs with more regulatory barriers to new housing (Boston, Los Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia) have high shares of unpermitted units in their metropolitan areas, while the MSAs with fewer barriers (Atlanta, Dallas, and Houston) have low shares. Providing a pathway to legalization can greatly reduce the number of illegal garage conversions.

**THE ECONOMICS OF GARAGE CONVERSIONS**

Converting garages into housing can have far-reaching benefits for home owners, including an improved financial footing. According to Pearl Remodeling, a company that converts garages into livable space in Los Angeles, the cost of converting a two-car garage into a 400-square-foot apartment ranges from $60,000 to $80,000. If the home owner finances the conversion at five percent interest over a 15-year period, monthly loan payments would be between $474 and $633 per month. Using Craigslist, we surveyed rental listings of second units in Los Angeles County in May 2016 and estimated that the average rent for a 400- to 450-square-foot second unit in Los Angeles is $1,440, so the rent from a garage apartment can cover the mortgage payments and give the home owner between $602 and $793 a month in additional income. If the owner pays $60,000 for the conversion without borrowing, the rate of return on the investment is 25 percent per year and the payback period is 3.9 years; if the conversion cost is $80,000, the rate of return is 18 percent per year and the payback period is 5.4 years.

Some owners may not want to borrow money to convert a garage, or may have too little equity to do so. A policy that can help in this case is being tested in Portland, Oregon. The government offers to build a second unit on a single-family property if the home owner agrees to allow a homeless family to live in it rent-free for five years, after which the home owner has unrestricted use of the property. The sites considered for the second units are close to public transit, schools, grocery stores, and day care, and the formerly homeless families receive full support from social services.

The government’s cost to build the second unit is around $75,000, about the same as the cost to convert a garage into a second unit—far less than the average $372,000 per unit it costs to build subsidized affordable housing in California.

If a city wants to provide housing for homeless families, subsidizing second units can be cheaper than subsidizing the rent for existing apartments.

Unlike rent subsidies, which increase the demand for affordable housing, subsidized second units increase the supply of affordable housing. After five years, home owners get the second units at no cost.

If an agency is committed to providing shelter for a specific group, subsidized second units can be a cost-neutral or even a less expensive alternative.

For example, because the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs offers a wide array of programs to help homeless veterans, it can also offer to pay for converting garages into housing in exchange for letting veterans occupy the new housing rent-free for a specified period. This offer seems especially appropriate if the home owner appreciates a veteran’s service to the country and if the neighbors approve of (or at least hesitate to publicly oppose) allowing a formerly homeless military veteran to live nearby.
GARAGE CONVERSIONS AND URBAN DESIGN

The large scale and bad design of some high-density infill projects often provoke opposition from home owners who want to preserve their neighborhood’s physical character. In contrast, garage apartments do not overwhelm existing houses and may even go unnoticed by neighbors. Garage conversions merely swap people for cars or storage, leaving exteriors virtually unchanged. Critics cannot say that a converted garage will be out of scale in the neighborhood because the garage is already there. Garage apartments create horizontal, distributed, and almost invisible density instead of vertical, concentrated, and obtrusive density. Home owners may begin to consider their garages like unfinished attics or basements that can be converted into living space when the need arises. With a garage conversion, no one has to build more housing because it’s already there. The problem is that the city requires it to be reserved for cars, not people.

Figure 2 shows single-family homes with converted garages in front of and behind the house. Both have enough parking to accommodate two, three, or more cars parked in the driveway or on the street in front of the house.

Because most garage conversions have been illegal, most of them have been in backyards where they are inconspicuous. Few home owners would be foolhardy enough to illegally convert a street-facing garage into housing because it would be obvious to everyone, including city inspectors. The investment would be risky because of the high chance of being cited for two violations: converting the garage to housing and not having the required off-street parking. Nevertheless, street-facing garages may be the most suitable for conversion to housing, for several reasons.

First, street-facing garages already comply with zoning-required setbacks and height limits. Second, converting a street-facing garage into an apartment will not reduce privacy in the home owner’s or the neighbors’ backyards. The garage apartment’s resident will also have more privacy with a separate entrance to the street. Third, converting a street-facing garage that is part of the house into an apartment should be cheaper than converting a freestanding backyard garage. The apartment can connect with the electricity, central heating, air conditioning, and plumbing in the main house, and can have a door into the main house if the apartment is occupied by a family member or caregiver. Fourth, fire engines or ambulances can easily access a garage apartment in the front, removing an objection often raised against backyard cottages. Fifth, garage residents will provide more eyes on the street, and the home owners can feel safer while they are away if someone is living in the former garage. Sixth, converting a street-facing garage into an apartment can improve both the architecture of the house and the urban design of the street. Street-facing garages can be much more valuable for people than for cars.

All this can be accomplished with little effect on parking or aesthetics. Cars can still park side-by-side in the driveway of a front-facing converted garage. If a garage abuts the sidewalk and has no driveway, the city can issue a block-your-own-driveway permit to provide a guaranteed on-street parking space along the curb cut in front of the house. Moreover, a city can require design review for any garage conversion to ensure that it is consistent with the design of both the house and the neighborhood.

The two renderings in Figure 3 illustrate the improvements possible when a residential facade replaces a garage door that formerly dominated the front of a house. (The entry door to the second unit can be in the side setback.)

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Off-street parking requirements in single-family neighborhoods prevent on-street parking congestion mainly by preventing second units, and most garage conversions that do occur are confined to the unregulated housing market rather than the formal market. Some home owners ignore not just parking requirements but also important safety precautions when converting their garages without building permits. These unregulated garage units may then not adhere to building codes, thus exacerbating existing concerns over the safety of converted garages.

Urban economists have argued that high housing prices result not from a shortage of land, but from a zoning-induced shortage of building permits. Parking reforms that allow second units can provide a new supply of small, well-located, and high-quality dwellings within walking distance of stores and public transit. Allowing home owners to convert their garages into second units will allow the market to supply more housing with less parking and less traffic.

By creating new affordable housing, garage conversions can reduce the demand for existing affordable housing—which is in short supply—by increasing both the number of units and their geographical availability. If reformed parking requirements...
allow it, garage apartments can create income-integrated communities not only in the sense of income diversity within a neighborhood but also of people with different incomes living on the same piece of property. The garage apartments will be what has been called naturally occurring affordable housing (NOAH): units that are affordable without being supported by public subsidies. Because the residents of the new garage apartments will not be competing for the existing supply of affordable housing, the benefits of the new NOAH units will trickle sideways and benefit everyone seeking affordable housing.

Property-rights advocates can see that it will increase owners’ ability to manage their property. Environmentalists can see that it will reduce energy consumption, air pollution, and carbon emissions. Elected officials can see that it will encourage infill development and reduce traffic congestion without any new taxes. Contractors can see that it will increase investment in new housing. Urban designers can see that unobtrusive microapartments will enable people to live at higher density without being overwhelmed by cars. Libertarians can see greater opportunities for individual choice. Older people can see the potential to have on-site housing for caregivers or boomerang children. Opponents of illegal second units can see the potential for cities to legalize or remove these units.

Home owners can see the opportunities for guest quarters or rental income. Potential residents can see the prospect of affordable housing close to their workplace. Across the political spectrum, the left can see that garage conversions provide affordable, mixed-income housing in good neighborhoods, while the right can see they are 100 percent capitalist.

If many home owners convert their garages into apartments, cities can consider charging market prices for the on-street parking permits and spending the revenue to improve public services in the neighborhood. Everyone will have an incentive to economize on curb parking. Some residents who formerly parked their cars at the curb will park in the driveway, and others might sell an old car that isn’t worth the price of an on-street parking permit. If more home owners convert their garages into apartments, rising permit prices will prevent a curb parking shortage, and will increase the revenue to pay for neighborhood public services.

**CONCLUSION**
One goal of city planning is to avoid conflicts before they happen, such as by regulating setbacks, fence heights, signs, and other features of real estate. Off-street parking requirements help to avoid conflicts about on-street parking, but they have serious unintended consequences, one of which is reducing the supply of housing. Garage conversions can increase the supply of housing but off-street parking requirements inhibit converting garages into housing.

**SAMPLE LOCAL LEGISLATION**
Off-street parking requirements shall be removed where the following conditions are met:

- The lot sits within a residential parking permit district; and
- On-street parking permits are limited.
- This condition shall remain in effect so long as the normally required number of off-street spaces are not provided on the lot.

**SAMPLE STATE LEGISLATION**
[A] local agency . . . shall not impose parking standards for an accessory dwelling unit in any of the following instances:

- The accessory dwelling unit is located within one-half mile of public transit.
- The accessory dwelling unit is located within an architecturally and historically significant historic district.
- The accessory dwelling unit is part of the proposed or existing primary residence or an accessory structure.
- When on-street parking permits are required but not offered to the occupant of the accessory dwelling unit.
- When there is a car-share vehicle located within one block of the accessory dwelling unit.

**COMMENTARY**
In California, all cities and counties must allow garage conversions and other second units through a ministerial review process (Government Code §65852.2). Additionally, the California Vehicle Code authorizes block-your-own driveway permits (§22507.2):

A local authority may, by ordinance, authorize the owner or lessee of property to park a vehicle in front of the owner’s or lessee’s private driveway when the vehicle displays a permit issued pursuant to the ordinance authorizing such parking. The local authority may charge a nonrefundable fee to defray the costs of issuing and administering the permits.

Cities can issue block-your-own-driveway permits in neighborhoods zoned for single-family residential use. Block-your-own driveway permits substantially increase the on-street parking supply and give property owners a guaranteed on-street parking space for themselves, guests, home help, and service vehicles.

This is not an unprecedented approach. Hermosa Beach, California, has authorized block-your-own driveway permits since 1989 ($10.32.080). Here is the city’s permit application and the original ordinance: http://bit.ly/2uycyXT.
Off-street parking requirements put space for cars ahead of housing for people by making it difficult to convert garages into apartments. Instead, cities should remove off-street parking requirements for houses within RPP districts and limit the number of on-street parking permits at any address where a garage has been converted to housing. Limiting parking permits will prevent on-street parking congestion and help make garage conversions politically feasible. By increasing both home values and the supply of affordable housing, this parking reform can achieve individual and collective benefits of converting garages into housing without creating costs to neighboring home owners.

Parking reform for garage conversions can be offered first as a pilot program in one district. If the first district where garage conversions are allowed is successful, the policy can be offered in other parts of the city. Because they offer flexibility and may be adopted on a piecemeal basis, the parking reforms can allow residential districts to implement gradual change at the neighborhood level. The policy can also be expanded to allow other kinds of second units such as new detached structures, additions to the main house, or carve-outs in the main house, such as basement apartments. Parking reform can reduce the barriers to all forms of second units in both old and new housing while removing concerns about on-street parking congestion.

Parking reforms offer a simple solution to encourage the addition of affordable housing while also providing home owners with improved choice and opportunities for mortgage financing and home equity loans. While parking regulations will change, other city regulations for second units, particularly building and safety codes, can remain the same. Existing garage conversions can be grandfathered if they are brought up to code, as is often done with other nonconforming land uses. New houses can also be built with second units or designed with garages and other spaces that are ready for conversion to second units.

The most appropriate method of managing on-street parking for houses with second units will depend on the nature of the neighborhood. In older neighborhoods with narrow lots, for example, only one on-street parking permit may be possible for a house with a second unit. In newer neighborhoods with wider lots, several parking permits for a house with a second unit may not crowd the street. Even in the densest neighborhoods, cities can allow second units such as basement flats if they manage the on-street parking properly. In this way, relatively minor parking reforms can allow home owners to create second units and adapt the urban landscape to a new future, one garage at a time.

Note: This article is condensed from “Converting Garages into Housing,” in the Journal of Planning Education and Research.
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A NOTE TO READERS: Many of the photographs and project examples in this publication are from Portland, Oregon, one of the first municipalities in the nation to encourage the creation of accessory dwelling units.

Visit AARP.org/ADU to download or order this free guide and find more resources about accessory dwelling units.
Welcome! Come On In

AARP surveys consistently show that the vast majority of people age 50 or over want to remain in their homes and communities as they age rather than relocate.

We know from surveys by AARP and others that a majority of Americans prefer to live in walkable neighborhoods that offer a mix of housing and transportation options and are close to jobs, schools, shopping, entertainment and parks.

These preferences — coupled with the rapid aging of the United States’ population overall and decrease in households with children — will continue to boost the demand for smaller homes in more compact neighborhoods.

As small houses or apartments that exist on the same property lot as a single-family residence, accessory dwelling units — or ADUs — play a major role in serving a national housing need.

This traditional home type is reemerging as an affordable and flexible housing option that meets the needs of older adults and young families alike.

In fact, in the 2018 AARP Home and Community Preferences Survey, people age 50-plus who would consider creating an ADU said they’d do so in order to:

- provide a home for a loved one in need of care (84%)
- provide housing for relatives or friends (83%)
- feel safer by having someone living nearby (64%)
- have a space for guests (69%)
- increase the value of their home (67%)
- create a place for a caregiver to stay (60%)
- earn extra income from renting to a tenant (53%)

Since ADUs make use of the existing infrastructure and housing stock, they’re also environmentally friendly and respectful of a neighborhood’s pace and style. An increasing number of towns, cities, counties and even states have been adapting their zoning or housing laws to make it easier for homeowners to create ADUs.

Accessory dwelling units (or ADUs) come in many shapes and styles.

The ABCs of ADUs is a primer for elected officials, policymakers, local leaders, homeowners, consumers and others to learn what accessory dwelling units are and how and why they are built. The guide also suggests best practices for how towns, cities, counties and states can include ADUs in their mix of housing options.
ADUs Come in Many Shapes and Styles

ADUs are a family-friendly, community-creating type of housing the nation needs more of

Although many people have never heard the term, accessory dwelling units have been around for centuries (see page 6) and are identified by many different names. To be clear about what’s being discussed:

- An ADU is a small residence that shares a single-family lot with a larger, primary dwelling
- As an independent living space, an ADU is self-contained, with its own kitchen or kitchenette, bathroom and sleeping area
- An ADU can be located within, attached to or detached from the main residence
- An ADU can be converted from an existing structure (such as a garage) or built anew
- ADUs can be found in cities, in suburbs and in rural areas, yet are often invisible from view because they’re positioned behind or are indistinct from the main house
- Because ADUs are built on single-family lots as a secondary dwelling, they typically cannot be partitioned off to be sold separately
- An ADU can provide rental income to homeowners and an affordable way for renters to live in single-family neighborhoods
- An ADU can enable family members to live on the same property while having their own living spaces — or provide housing for a hired caregiver
- Unlike tiny houses (see page 17), ADUs are compact but not teeny, so they’re a more practical option for individuals, couples and families seeking small, affordable housing
- For homeowners looking to downsize, an ADU can be a more appealing option than moving into an apartment or, if older, an age-restricted community
- ADUs can help older residents remain in their community and “age in place”

ADUs are also known as …

Although most local governments, zoning codes and planners in the United States use the term accessory dwelling unit or ADU, these small homes and apartments are known by dozens of other names. The different terms conjure up different images. (Who wouldn’t rather live in a “carriage house” than in an accessory or “ancillary” unit?) Even if you’ve never heard of accessory dwelling units or ADUs, you have likely heard of — and perhaps know the locations of — some of the home types noted at right.

- accessory apartment
- alley flat
- back house
- backyard bungalow
- basement apartment
- carriage house
- coach house
- garage apartment
- granny flat
- guest house or cottage
- in-law suite
- laneway house
- mother-daughter house
- multigenerational house
- ohana unit
- secondary dwelling unit
- sidekick

Renting out this 350-square-foot garage-conversion ADU in Portland, Oregon, helps the property owner, who lives in the lot’s primary residence, pay her home mortgage.
Since ADUs can be created in many different shapes and styles, they’re able to fit discreetly into all sorts of communities, including suburban subdivisions, row-house streets (either with or without back alleys), walkable town or urban neighborhoods — and, of course, large lots and rural regions.

A DETACHED ADU (aka DADU) is a stand-alone home on the same lot as a larger, primary dwelling. Examples include backyard bungalows and converted outbuildings.

Location: Portland, Oregon | Photo by David Todd

An ATTACHED ADU connects to an existing house, typically through the construction of an addition along the home’s side or rear. Such units can have a separate or shared entrance.

Location: Davidsonville, Maryland | Photo by Melissa Stanton, AARP

A GARAGE ADU makes use of an attached or detached garage by converting the space into a residence. Other options involve adding a second-story ADU above a garage or building a new structure for both people and cars.

Location: Portland, Oregon | Photo by Radcliffe Dacanay

An INTERNAL ADU is created when a portion of an existing home — an entire floor, part of a floor, or an attic or basement — is partitioned off and renovated to become a separate residence.

A LOWER-LEVEL ADU is typically created through the conversion of a home’s existing basement (provided that height and safety conditions can be met), during construction of the house, or (see page 7) as part of a foundation replacement and house lift.

Location: Portland, Oregon | Photo by Derin Williams

Access to an UPPER-LEVEL ADU can be provided through a stairway inside the main home or directly from an exterior staircase. This 500-square-foot ADU sits atop a 1,900-square-foot primary dwelling.

Location: Portland, Oregon | Photo by Eli Spevak, Orange Splot LLC
ADUs Are Good for People and Places

Communities that understand the benefits of ADUs allow homeowners to create them

**ADUs are an affordable housing option**
- ADUs can generate rental income to help homeowners cover mortgage payments or simply make ends meet. The income provided by an ADU tenant can be especially important for older people on fixed incomes.
- Since the land on which an ADU is built already belongs to the homeowner, the expense to build a secondary residence is for the new structure only. The lot is, in a sense, free.
- ADUs are typically owned and managed by homeowners who live on the premises. Such landlords are less likely to raise the rent once a valued tenant has moved in. Many ADUs are created for family members to reside in for free or at a discounted rate.
- Although market rate rents for ADUs tend to be slightly more than for similarly sized apartments, they often represent the only affordable rental choices in single-family neighborhoods, which typically contain no studio or one-bedroom housing options at all.
- Some municipalities are boosting ADUs as part of affordable housing and anti-displacement strategies. Santa Cruz, California (see opposite), is among the cities with programs to help lower-income households build ADUs or reside in them at reliably affordable rents.

**ADUs are able to house people of all ages**
- An individual's housing needs change over time, and an ADU's use can be adapted for different household types, income levels, employment situations and stages of life.
- ADUs offer young people entry-level housing choices.
- ADUs enable families to expand beyond their primary home.
- ADUs provide empty nesters and others with the option of moving into a smaller space while renting out their larger house or letting an adult child and his or her family reside in it.

**ADUs are just the right size**
- Generally measuring between 600 and 1,000 square feet, ADUs work well for the one- and two-bedroom homes needed by today's smaller, childless households, which now account for nearly two-thirds of all households in the United States.

**ADUs are good for the environment**
- ADUs require fewer resources to build and maintain than full-sized homes.
- ADUs use significantly less energy for heating and cooling. (Of all the ADU types, internal ones tend to have the lowest building and operating costs.)

**ADUs are community-compatible**
- ADUs offer a way to include smaller, relatively affordable homes in established neighborhoods with minimal visual impact and without adding to an area's sprawl.
- ADUs provide a more dispersed and incremental way of adding homes to a neighborhood than other options, such as multistory apartment buildings. As a result, it's often easier to get community support for ADUs than for other housing types.

---

**Big houses are being built, small houses are needed**

Do we really need more than three times as much living space per person as we did in 1950? Can we afford to buy or rent, heat, cool and care for such large homes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average square footage of new single-family homes</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>2,571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of people per household</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square feet of living space per person</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>1,012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fact:** ADUs house more people per square foot of living area than single-family homes do.
When Carrie and Sterling Whitley bought their house in 1971, they paid less than $15,000. Nearly 50 years later, similar homes on their street have sold for more than $1 million.

THE PROBLEM: The Whitleys, who are in their 80s, own the house outright and don’t want to move. But the financial and physical demands involved in maintaining the house are a challenge.

A SOLUTION: To help low-income homeowners age 62 or older live independently and keep their homes, the Monterey Bay affiliate of Habitat for Humanity and the City of Santa Cruz launched My House My Home: A Partnership for Aging-in-Place. The pilot program builds accessory dwelling units so older homeowners can downsize into a new, aging-friendlier home and earn rental income from their original house. Or such homeowners can remain in their house and rent out the new, smaller residence. Participating homeowners are required to charge an affordable rental rate.

REALITY CHECK: When the Whitleys’ project broke ground in April 2017, they were the first homeowners to receive an ADU through the program, which worked with them to design the ADU as an addition to their existing home. Since the dwelling was built with accessibility features, Carrie and Sterling know they can downsize into it if they ever need to. Until then, their daughter, Brenda, resides in the addition.

REAL LIFE: “I’m right next door to my parents in case they need me or need any help,” Brenda says.

ADU ADVICE: With an attached ADU, privacy between the two residences can be achieved by locating the ADU bedroom(s) and bathroom(s) as far as possible from the main house. Providing the ADU with its own yard or outdoor space is helpful too.
ADUs Are an American Tradition

While today’s interest in ADUs may be new, the housing type is centuries old

Early settlers often built a small home to live in while constructing their larger, primary house nearby. When farming was a source of survival for most of the nation’s households, families routinely constructed additional homes on their land when needed.

People with wealth and acreage regularly populated their lands with secondary mansions and ancillary buildings independent of the main estate house.

In fact, until the 20th century, people with land built as many homes as they wished. There were few or no zoning rules, municipal services or infrastructure (utilities, roads, schools, trash collection, first-responders) to consider.

A historic precedent for the modern day accessory dwelling unit is the “carriage house,” or “coach house.” Originally built for horse-drawn carriages, the structures associated with grander homes were frequently large enough to double as living quarters for workers and stable hands.

Decades later, in response to housing shortages and economic needs, many surviving carriage houses were converted into rental homes. By becoming landlords, the owners gained income from their otherwise unused outbuildings.

Automobile garages have a similar history. Some were originally built with a housing unit upstairs. Over time, many garages were converted (often illegally or under zoning codes no longer applicable today) into small homes when the spaces became more valuable for housing people than vehicles.

With the rise of suburban single-family home developments following World War II, ADUs practically ceased to be built legally in the United States. Then as now, residential zoning codes typically allowed only one home per lot, regardless of the acreage and with no exceptions. Attached and detached garages occupied yard space that might otherwise have been available for ADUs.

Some cities, including Chicago, grandfathered in pre-existing ADUs — but only if the residences remained consistently occupied. In Houston’s historic and trendy Heights neighborhood, old and new garage apartments are common and desired.

But elsewhere, even in rural areas with ample land, property owners are often prohibited from creating secondary dwellings. Many communities today don’t allow new ADUs, even if they did in the past — and even if ADUs currently exist there. (Countless units in single-family homes or yards are technically illegal or are allowed simply because they were created when such residences had been legal.)

ADUs began making a comeback in the 1980s as cities explored ways to support smaller and more affordable housing options within single-dwelling neighborhoods. In 2000, in response to a growing demand for ADU-supportive guidelines, AARP and the American Planning Association partnered to release an influential model state act and local code for ADUs.

More recently, there’s been renewed interest at the state and local levels (see page 8) in legalizing and encouraging the creation of ADUs, driven by the increasingly high cost of housing and, in some places, the belief that homeowners with suitable space shouldn’t be so restricted in the use of their property.
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HOME VISIT #2
Garage Apartment ADU
Denver, Colorado
Size: 360 square feet

“I see our ADU as something very similar to a student loan,” says Mara Owen. “It’s something you invest in the future with. It was cheaper than buying a house for Mom, and it lets her have independence. It’s great knowing we can check in on her whenever.”

AH-HA MOMENT: Owen, her partner, Andrew, and their three dogs were sharing a one-bedroom, one-bath house with her mother, Diane. When Owen learned that ADUs were allowed in the city, she decided the best way to get more space for her small home’s many residents would be to remove their “leaky and defunct” garage and build a new two-car garage with an apartment above it.

WISE ADVICE: “Get a really great builder and architect,” says Owen. “Interviewing architects was similar to a first date. It’s not just who you feel connected with. That’s important, but get to the values. It’s a niche market, so see if you can find someone who has built ADUs before, because ADUs are a little different.”

FUTURE PLANS: The stairs to Diane’s apartment are wide enough for a stair lift, if it’s ever needed. The roof was built at the correct slope for the eventual installation of solar panels.

Design: Hive Architecture | Builder: Hive Architecture | Cost to build: $167,000 in 2016 | Photo by Mara Owen | Article adapted from “ADU Case Studies” by Lina Menard on AccessoryDwellings.org. Visit the website to read about and see photographs of more ADU projects.

HOME VISIT #3
Basement ADU
Portland, Oregon
Size: 796 square feet

The transformation of this colorful Victorian was both a preservation and expansion project.

TEACHING MOMENT: “Here’s a very welcome breath of fresh air, especially in the face of so much gentrification that is going on in Portland!” declared Mark Lakeman, principal of Communitecture, an architectural, planning and design firm, about the pictured remodel. Writing on his company’s website, he says the project provides a lesson in how to “adapt and reuse our precious historic houses so they can accommodate more people while also providing more income to support the existing home.”

HOW'D THEY DO IT? To add a basement rental unit, engineers lifted the house. The resulting ADU is roughly four feet underground and four feet above.

THE ACHIEVEMENT: Adds Lakeman: “Unlike the seemingly pervasive method of simply tearing down existing buildings so that new, giant ones can be built, this approach achieves upgrades in energy efficient living places and adds density while retaining the continuity of our beloved historical urban environment.”

Design: Communitecture | Home Lift: Emmert International | Builder: Tom Champion | Cost to build: $125,000 in 2015 | Photos by Communitecture (before) and Chris Nascimento (after)
The Time Is Now

Rules for ADUs continue to evolve and frequently differ from one town to the next

Some communities allow almost any home to be set up with an ADU — so long as size limits, property line setbacks and placement caveats in relation to the primary dwelling are met.

Other communities start with those basic standards and then layer on extra requirements (see page 14) that can make it challenging to create an ADU.

Municipalities nationwide have been relaxing their restrictions against ADUs, and some states have been encouraging their creation by requiring communities to allow them.

- In 2017, California required all of its cities and counties to allow ADUs so long as the property owner secured a building permit. In Los Angeles, Mayor Eric Garcetti has said ADUs could provide the city with a needed 10,000 housing units. He’s touted ADUs as a “way for homeowners to play a big part in expanding our city’s housing stock and make some extra money while they’re at it.”

- That same year, a New Hampshire law established that local zoning codes had to allow ADUs nearly everywhere single-family housing was permitted. The change stemmed in large part from the frustration of builders who couldn’t construct the type of amenities, such as backyard cottages and garage apartments, that their clients desired.

- Oregon requires cities and counties of certain sizes within urban growth boundaries to allow ADUs in all single-family neighborhoods.

- As of 2019, major cities that allow ADUs include Anchorage, Alaska; Atlanta, Georgia; Austin, Texas; Denver, Colorado; Honolulu, Hawaii; Houston, Texas; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Phoenix, Arizona; Seattle, Washington; and Washington, D.C. Communities in Massachusetts, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana and Oregon have sought advice from AARP and Orange Splot about revising their zoning codes to allow ADUs.

To Encourage ADUs

LOCAL OFFICIALS can ...
- allow all ADU types (detached, attached, interior)
- simplify the building permit process for ADUs
- waive or reduce permit and impact fees
- let garages be converted into ADUs without requiring replacement off-street parking
- allow a second ADU if one of the homes on the property meets accessibility standards

COMMUNITY PLANNERS can ...
- adopt simple, flexible but nondiscretionary ADU rules about setbacks, square footage and design compatibility with the primary dwelling

LENDERS can ...
- work with homeowners to finance the construction of ADUs by using renovation loans

ADVOCATES can ...
- organize tours of completed ADUs in order to inform and inspire the community
- educate homeowners, real estate agents, architects and builders about local zoning regulations and the permit process

REAL ESTATE AGENTS can ...
- educate themselves and their clients about rules for the construction of ADUs

LOCAL MEDIA can ...
- report on how and why homeowners build ADUs

The unique floor plan of this single-family Maryland farmhouse allows for a first floor residence (accessed through the door on the right) and an upper-level ADU that can be reached through the entrance at left.
HOME VISIT #4
Internal ADU (Main Level)
Portland, Oregon
Size: 220 square feet

Even small homes can have enough space for an ADU. An underused main floor bedroom in this 1.5-story, 1,500-square-foot bungalow was transformed into a studio apartment.

AH-HA MOMENT: According to Joan Grimm, who owns the home with Rita Haberman: “What we were looking for in terms of a community and aging in place was right under our noses. Remove a fence and create a shared open space. Build a wall and create a second dwelling unit. It doesn’t have to be complicated.”

REAL LIFE: “Creatively carving out an ADU from the main floor of our house saved on design and construction costs,” Grimm adds. “It provides an opportunity for rental income, with no significant compromise to the livability of our home.”

![The steps and side entrance (top) lead to the studio apartment ADU, which was crafted out of an existing space. The covered porch to the right leads to the primary residence. The ADU contains a kitchen, small dining and living area, sleeping area, bathroom and laundry area.](image)

Design: Rita Haberman | Builder: RS Wallace Construction | Cost to build: $55,000 in 2015 (with some work done by the homeowners)
Photos courtesy Billy Ulmer | Article adapted from “ADU Case Studies” by Lina Menard on AccessoryDwellings.org

HOME VISIT #5
Internal ADU (Lower Level)
Portland, Oregon
Size: 795 square feet

“We were looking for a way to live in our house for the rest of our lives and to generate at least some income in the process,” Robert Mercer and Jim Heuer wrote for the program guide of the annual Portland ADU Tour when their home was part of the lineup.

“An ADU offers the possibility of caregiver lodging in the future or even a place for us to live while we rent out the main house if we get to the point where we can’t handle the stairs any longer.”

THE SOUND OF SILENCE: Internal ADUs often require that soundproofing insulation be installed between the primary dwelling and the accessory unit that’s below, above or beside it. In Portland, the building code for duplex residences requires a sound insulation rating of at least STCC45. To property owners thinking about a similar ADU setup, the duo advise: “Think about how you live in your home and how having downstairs neighbors will change what you can and can’t do with your space and what investment you are prepared to make in sound insulation.”

AN ADDED BONUS: “We are pleased that we have been able to provide more housing density on our property and still be in keeping with the historic character of our home.”

![The door to the right of the garage leads to a ground-floor ADU with windows along the back and side walls. The upper-level windows seen below are part of the main residence.](image)

Design: DMS Architects | Builder: Weitzer Company | Cost to build: $261,000 in 2016 | Photo by Melissa Stanton, AARP | Article adapted from the 2017 ADU Tour project profiles on AccessoryDwellings.org
Bringing Back ADUs

The reasons for creating or living in an ADU are as varied as the potential uses

ADUs are flexible. Over time, a single ADU might be used in many ways as an owner’s needs and life circumstances change. Following are just a few reasons why ADUs are created and by whom:

**EMPTY NESTERS** can build an ADU and move into it, then rent out the main house for supplemental income or make it available to their adult children.

**FAMILIES WITH YOUNG CHILDREN** can use an ADU as housing for a nanny or au pair or even a grandparent or two, who can then help raise their grandkids and be assisted themselves as they age.

**INDIVIDUALS IN NEED OF CARE** can reside in an ADU to be near family members, or they can use the ADU to house a live-in aide. (In fact, ADUs can be an affordable and more comforting alternative to an assisted-living facility or nursing home.)

**HOME BUYERS** can look forward to the rental income from an ADU to help pay their mortgage or finance home improvements, especially in expensive housing markets.

**HOME-BASED WORKERS** can use an ADU as their office or workshop.

**HOMEOWNERS** can use an ADU for guests or as housing for friends or loved ones who:
- aren’t yet financially independent, such as new high school or college graduates
- need temporary housing due to an emergency or while renovating their own home
- have disabilities but can live independently if family reside nearby

![The zoning code in Evanston, Illinois, permits accessory dwelling units, creating an opportunity for the owners of this 1911 home with an outbuilding in the backyard.](image)

**Planning and Paying for ADUs**

Most new homes are built by developers, entire subdivisions at a time. Apartments are also built by pros.

But ADUs are different.

Although ADUs are occasionally designed into new residential developments, the vast majority are created by individual homeowners after they move in. In other words, ADUs are usually created by enthusiastic and motivated amateurs.

An ADU may present the ultimate chance for a do-it-yourselfer to build his or her small dream home. More often, homeowners bring in a combination of architects, designers and construction contractors to do the work, much as they would for a home addition or major kitchen remodeling. The local municipality’s planning department can provide guidance on the rules for ADUs and information about what permits, utility connections and fees are involved.

ADUs aren’t cheap, and they are often the most significant home improvement project a homeowner will undertake.

Although internal ADUs can sometimes be built for about $50,000, new detached ADUs often exceed $150,000. Most ADUs are financed through some combination of savings, second mortgages, home equity lines of credit and/or funds from family members (sometimes a relative who ends up living in it).

In some areas, the cost of building an ADU can be recouped after a few years of renting it. If that’s the plan, it’s worth estimating the expenses versus the potential income before undertaking an ADU project.

A few cities, nonprofits and start-ups are experimenting with creative financing options that could put ADUs within reach for more homeowners and their families, as well as prospective renters.
HOME VISIT #6
Detached ADU (One-Story)
Decatur, Georgia
Size: 800 square feet

When Walt Drake decided to downsize, his son Scott purchased his dad’s house for himself and his family and built a detached ADU (or DADU) for Walt.

“From not finding what we wanted for Dad, we decided to create it,” says Scott. “Neighborhoods built in the 1920s have carriage houses. Building an ADU was a modern day version of something people have been doing on their property in this area for a hundred years.”

NEAR AND FAR: “We wanted the houses to be separate and to feel like we’re each on our own property, but we’re there for each other,” says Scott.

AGING-FRIENDLY: Building the ADU meant Walt didn’t have to sell his home and leave his neighborhood. “He was able to keep his own stuff and turn over what he didn’t need to us,” says Scott. “It kept my dad in place, which I think was important.”

FUTURE PLANS: Scott says the ADU is “serving its intended purpose” but that someday down the road it could be used as a long- or short-term rental. “The ADU could turn into lots of different things over the course of its lifetime.”

Design: Adam Wall, Kronberg Wall | Builder: Rob Morrell | Cost to build: $350,000 in 2014 | Photo by Fredrik Brauer | Floor plan by Kronberg Wall Architects | Article adapted from “ADU Case Studies” by Lina Menard on AccessoryDwellings.org
ADUs Are Age-Friendly Housing

New-construction ADUs can be created with “universal design” features

An “age-friendly” home has a zero-step entrance and includes doorways, hallways and bathrooms that are accessible for people with mobility differences. Garage conversions (such as the one pictured on page 2) are among the easiest and least expensive ADU solutions for aging in place since they’re preexisting structures and generally have no-step entries. To learn more about making a home aging-friendly, download or order the AARP HomeFit Guide at AARP.org/HomeFit.

HOME VISIT #7
Detached ADU (Two-Story)
Seattle, Washington
Size: 800 square feet

Evelyn Brom’s plan was to build a backyard cottage and rent it out. She would keep living in her two-bedroom home.

AH-HA MOMENT: As the design developed, Brom realized that she wanted to live in the stunning wood-and-glass ADU. It was a good decision. A week before moving in, Brom was laid off from her job.

REAL LIFE: The $3,000 a month Brom receives in rent for the main house (which is occupied by a three-generation family) provides a needed income. “Being laid off has made this arrangement a lifesaver,” Brom says. If the stairs in the cottage ever become too hard to navigate, she can move back into her original one-story house and rent out the cottage instead. “Now I have options,” she says.

Design: Chrystine Kim, NEST Architecture & Design | Builder: Ian Jones, Treebird Construction | Photo by Alex Hayden | Cost to build: $250,000 in 2014

Article adapted from Where We Live: Communities for All Ages (AARP 2018)
The ABCs of ADUs

CREATIVE THINKING: A detached bedroom is a permanent, accessory structure that, unlike ADUs, lacks a kitchen. But that’s what makes these cabin-like homes more affordable to build than many ADUs and even tiny houses.

WHAT’S INSIDE: Bertha’s home contains a sleeping and living area and a full bathroom. “I paid for the little house and it’s on my son’s property. So I figured, if I’m cooking I can do it at my son’s house,” she says. (Her laundry is also done at his house.)

REAL LIFE: “Having access to my son’s house makes it livable. Otherwise, I personally would not be happy. It’s very comforting to know that John is close by. Hopefully this will be my home forever.”

HOME VISIT #8
Detached Bedroom
St. Petersburg, Florida
Size: 240 square feet

Bertha and her son John talked about someday buying a house with a mother-in-law suite. “Then one day someone came along and wanted my house, so I up and sold it,” she explains. “But that left me homeless. I asked John if I could build a small house in his backyard and he agreed.”

A Sustainable and Sunny ADU

Tired of living in a house with so many walled off and dark spaces that the sun couldn’t shine in, the home’s owners built and moved into the bright, airy, modern and very accessible ADU they created in their yard. (The original, larger home has become a rental.) The ADU is located within a conservation district and was constructed using sustainable materials and environmentally friendly techniques. One such feature is the deck trellis, which allows light in while diffusing the heat of the afternoon sun.

Although this ADU has only 721 square feet of living space, there is room enough for two bedrooms.

Design: Propel Studio | Builder: JLTB Construction | Photo by Josh Partee | Cost to build: $185,000 in 2017 | Article adapted from “ADU Case Studies” by Lina Menard on AccessoryDwellings.org
Practical Solutions for ADUs

Local laws can both allow and appropriately control the creation of accessory dwellings

There are more than 19,000 cities, 16,000 towns and 3,000 counties in the United States. Regulations about ADUs are typically written or adopted at the local government level.

Where it’s legal to build ADUs, homeowners still need to follow rules about where it can be done, how tall they can be, how many square feet they can contain, what they can look like and how they can be used. These rules can be found in the local zoning code.

Over the past few decades it has become clear that there’s a balance to strike between the strictness of ADU regulations and how often ADUs get built.

For instance, after Portland, Oregon, relaxed its ADU rules in 2010 and waived impact fees (a savings of up to $12,000), the number of ADUs built there increased from about 30 per year between 2000 and 2009 to practically one ADU a day in 2015.

Changes in California’s ADU laws allowed Los Angeles to achieve an even more dramatic increase, going from 80 permit applications in 2016 to nearly 2,000 in 2017. Allowing both an ADU and a “Junior ADU,” or JADU — an interior ADU of 500 square feet or fewer — on properties in Sonoma County were among the urgent policies adopted in the wake of Northern California’s many devastating fires.

Meanwhile, in many jurisdictions, well-intentioned but burdensome rules can stymie the creation of ADUs. ADU-related zoning codes should be restrictive enough to prevent undesirable development but flexible enough that they actually get built.

When a community is worried about a potentially undesirable outcome, it can — and many do — craft regulations to prevent particular building types, locations or uses. A city concerned about the environmental impact of new structures might prohibit placing detached ADUs in precarious locations, such as on steeply sloping lots. Communities wary of ADUs becoming, for instance, off-campus student housing could establish occupancy rules.

Every community has its own priorities and concerns, and there’s a wide enough range of regulatory controls that communities can write appropriate ADU rules.

This inherent flexibility in the form and function of ADUs allows them to pass political muster and get adopted in a wide range of places. (See page 16 for more about uses and rules.)

Rules that discourage ADUs

- ADU-specific regulations that don’t also apply to primary dwellings (e.g., owner-occupancy requirements)
- complex design compatibility criteria and approval steps
- off-street parking requirements beyond those required for the primary dwelling
- restrictions that limit ADUs to certain geographic areas, particular zoning categories or to large lots
- caps on square footage relative to the primary house that make it easy to add an ADU to a large home but hard or impossible to add one to a small home

Are ADUs allowed in your community?

Find out by calling the office in charge of land use and permits or stopping by in person. You can also search for and read the zoning code through the local government’s website.

- If ADUs are allowed, ask what conditions, permit needs and impact fees apply.
- If ADUs are not allowed in your community and you want them to be, ask an elected official or the local department of zoning and planning for information about how the codes can be updated. Then get organized and start advocating!

TRADING SPACES: An ADU is always the smaller of two dwellings on a property, but it’s possible for an existing home to become the ADU when a larger house is built and becomes the primary dwelling.
Creating (or Understanding) an ADU Zoning Code

The ADU section of a community’s zoning code needn’t be overly complicated. It just needs to establish clear, objective and fair rules for the following:

1. **A Definition:** A good zoning code clearly defines its terminology. Here, for example, is a useful outline for what, in the real world, is a very fluid term: “An ADU is a smaller, secondary home on the same lot as a primary dwelling. ADUs are independently habitable and provide the basic requirements of shelter, heat, cooking and sanitation.”

2. **The Purpose:** This is where the code describes key reasons a community allows ADUs. They should:
   - increase the number of housing units while respecting the style and scale of single-dwelling development
   - bolster the efficient use of existing housing stock and infrastructure
   - provide housing that’s affordable and respond to the needs of smaller, changing households
   - serve as accessible housing for older adults and people with disabilities

3. **Eligibility:** Who can build an ADU and on what type of property? A statement in this part of the code clarifies that an ADU can be placed only on a “residentially zoned, single-family lot.” (Some communities provide lot size standards, but many don’t.)

4. **Creation:** This is where the code sets out how an ADU can be built. For instance: “An ADU may be created through new construction, the conversion of an existing structure, as an addition to an existing structure or as a conversion of a qualifying existing house during the construction of a new primary dwelling on the site.”

5. **Quantity:** Most municipalities that permit ADUs allow one per lot. Vancouver, British Columbia; Sonoma County, California; and Tigard, Oregon, are among the few that allow two per lot (typically one internal and one external). Some communities also allow duplexes or townhomes to have ADUs, either in the backyard or on the ground floor.

6. **Occupancy and Use:** A code should state that the use-and-safety standards for ADUs match those that apply to the primary dwelling on the same property. (See page 17 for more about ADU uses.)

7. **Design Standards:**
   - **Size and height:** A zoning code might specify exactly how large and tall an ADU is allowed to be. For instance, “an ADU may not exceed 1,000 square feet or the size of the primary dwelling, whichever is smaller.” Codes often limit detached ADUs to 1.5 or 2 stories in height. (An example of that language: “The maximum height allowed for a detached ADU is the lesser of 25 feet at the peak of the roof or the height of the primary dwelling.”)
   - **Parking:** Most zoning codes address the amount and placement of parking. Some don’t require additional parking for ADUs, some do, and others find a middle ground — e.g., allowing tandem parking in the driveway and/or on-street parking. (See page 16 for more about parking.)
   - **Appearance:** Standards can specify how an ADU’s roof shape, siding type and other features need to match the primary dwelling or neighborhood norms. Some codes exempt one-story and internal ADUs from such requirements. (See page 16 for more about making sure that ADUs fit into existing neighborhoods.)
   - **Entrances and stairs:** Communities that want ADUs to blend into the background often require that an ADU’s entrance not face the street or appear on the same facade as the entrance to the primary dwelling (unless the home already had additional entrances before the ADU was created).

8. **Additional Design Standards for Detached ADUs:**
   - **Building setbacks:** Many communities require detached ADUs to either be located behind the primary dwelling or far enough from the street to be discreet. (A code might exempt preexisting detached structures that don’t meet that standard.) Although this sort of rule can work well for neighborhoods of large properties with large rear yards, communities with smaller lot sizes may need to employ a more flexible setback-and-placement standard.
   - **Building coverage:** A code will likely state that the building coverage of a detached ADU may not be larger than a certain percentage of the lot that is covered by the primary dwelling.
   - **Yard setbacks:** Most communities have rules about minimum distances to property lines and between buildings on the same lot. ADUs are typically required to follow the same rules.

Visit [AARP.org/ADU](http://AARP.org/ADU) to see examples of ADU zoning codes from selected cities.
ADU “Hot Topics”

As communities allow ADUs or update existing zoning codes and rules to be more ADU-friendly, they inevitably wrestle with some or all of the following issues:

Adding ADUs to neighborhoods

Recognizing that ADUs may represent a new housing type for existing neighborhoods, communities often write special rules to ensure they’ll fit in well. These guidelines typically address visual compatibility with the primary dwelling, appearance from the street (if the ADU can be seen) and privacy for neighbors. Rules that help achieve these goals include:

- height and size caps mandating that ADUs be shorter and smaller than the primary dwelling
- requirements that detached ADUs be behind the main house or a minimum distance from the street
- mandates that the design and location of detached ADUs be managed the same way as other detached structures (e.g., garages) on the lot
- design standards for larger or two-story ADUs so they architecturally match the primary dwelling or reflect and complement neighborhood aesthetics
- encouragement for the creation of internal ADUs, which are often unnoticed when looking at the house

Each community can strike its own unique balance between strict rules to ensure that ADUs have a minimal impact on neighborhoods and more flexible rules that make them easier to build.

Providing places to park

ADU regulations often include off-street-parking minimums on top of what’s already required for the primary dwelling. Such rules can prevent homeowners from building ADUs if there’s insufficient physical space to accommodate the parking. However, additional parking often isn’t needed.

Data from Portland, Oregon, shows that there are an average of 0.93 cars for each ADU, and that about half of all such cars are parked on the street. With fewer than 2 percent of Portland homes having ADUs (the highest percentage in the country), there is about one extra car parked on the street every six city blocks. This suggests that any impacts on street parking from ADUs are likely to be quite small and dispersed, even in booming ADU cities.

More-realistic parking rules might:

- require the creation of new parking only if the ADU displaces the primary dwelling’s existing parking
- waive off-street-parking requirements at locations within walking distance of transit
- allow parking requirements for the house and ADU to be met by using some combination of off-street parking, curb parking, and tandem (one car in front of the other) parking in a driveway

Dealing with unpermitted ADUs

It’s not uncommon for homeowners to convert a portion of their residence into an ADU in violation (knowingly or not) of zoning laws or without permits.

Such illegal ADUs are common in cities with tight housing markets and a history of ADU bans. One example is New York City, which gained 114,000 apartments between 1990 and 2000 that aren’t reflected in certificates of occupancy or by safety inspections.

Some cities have found that legalizing ADUs, simplifying ADU regulations and/or waiving fees can be effective at getting the owners of illegal ADUs to “go legit” — and address safety problems in the process.
Allowing and Restricting Uses

Communities get to decide whether to let ADUs be used just like any other housing type or to create special rules for them. Some municipalities take a simple approach, regulating ADUs just as they do other homes. So if a home-based childcare service is allowed to operate in the primary dwelling, it is also allowed in an ADU. Conversely, communities sometimes adopt ADU-specific regulations in order to avoid undesirable impacts on neighbors. Examples include:

**Limiting short-term rentals**
ADUs tend to work well as short-term rentals. They’re small and the owner usually lives on-site, making it convenient to serve as host. However, if ADUs primarily serve as short-term rentals, such as for Airbnb and similar services, it undermines the objective of adding small homes to the local housing supply and creating housing that’s affordable.

In popular markets, short-term rentals can be more profitable than long-term ones, allowing homeowners to recoup their ADU expenses more quickly. In addition, short-term rentals can provide owners with enough income that they can afford to occasionally use the ADU for friends and family.

A survey of ADU owners in three Pacific Northwest cities with mature ADU and short-term rental markets found that 60 percent of ADUs are used for long-term housing as compared with 12 percent for short-term rentals.

Respondents shared that they “greatly value the ability to use an ADU flexibly.” For instance, an ADU can be rented nightly to tourists, then someday rented to a long-term tenant, then used to house an aging parent. ADUs intended primarily for visiting family are sometimes used as short-term rentals between visits.

Cities concerned about short-term rentals often regulate them across all housing types. If there are already rules like this, special ones might not be needed for ADUs. An approach employed in Portland, Oregon, is to treat ADUs the same except that any financial incentives (such as fee waivers) to create them are available only if the property owner agrees not to use the ADU as a short-term rental for at least 10 years.

**Requiring owner-occupancy**
Some jurisdictions require the property owner to live on-site, either in the primary house or its ADU. This is a common way of addressing concerns that absentee landlords and their tenants will allow homes and ADUs to fall into disrepair and negatively impact the neighborhood.

Owner-occupancy rules are usually implemented through a deed restriction and/or by filing an annual statement confirming residency. Some cities go further, saying ADUs can be occupied only by family members, child- or adult-care providers, or other employees in service of the family.

Owner-occupancy requirements make the financing of ADUs more difficult, just as they would if applied to single-family homes. But as ADUs have become more common, owner-occupancy restrictions have become less so, which is good. Such requirements limit the appraised value of properties with ADUs and reduce options for lenders should they need to foreclose.

Enforcing owner-occupancy laws can be tricky, and the rules have been challenged in courts, sometimes successfully. However, according to a study by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, more than two-thirds of properties with ADUs are owner-occupied even without an owner-occupancy mandate.

While not technically ADUs, tiny houses can serve a similar purpose

Because tiny houses — such as the 100-square-foot “Lucky Penny,” pictured — are built on a trailer with wheels rather than on a fixed foundation, they are typically classified as recreational vehicles (RVs) rather than permanent residences. Although tiny homes are usually smaller than 400 square feet, many of them do contain a kitchen and bathroom.
An accessory dwelling unit is a small residence that shares a single-family lot with a larger primary dwelling.

As an independent living space, an ADU is self-contained, with its own kitchen or kitchenette, bathroom and living/sleeping area. (Garage apartments and backyard cottages are each a type of ADU.)

ADUs can enable homeowners to provide needed housing for their parents, adult children, grandchildren or other loved ones.

An ADU can provide older adults a way to downsize on their own property while a tenant or family member resides in the larger house.

Since homeowners can legally rent out an ADU house or apartment, ADUs are an often-essential income source.

ADUs help to improve housing affordability and diversify a community’s housing stock without changing the physical character of a neighborhood.

ADUs are a beneficial — and needed — housing option for people of all ages.
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ULI Building Healthy Places Initiative

Around the world, communities face pressing health challenges related to the built environment. Through the Building Healthy Places Initiative, launched in 2013, ULI is leveraging the power of ULI’s global networks to shape projects and places in ways that improve the health of people and communities. Building Healthy Places is working to make health, social equity, and wellness mainstream considerations in real estate practice. Learn more and connect with Building Healthy Places: uli.org/health

ULI’s District Council Task Forces for Health and Social Equity

The ULI Chicago Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Initiative is part of ULI’s District Council Task Forces for Health and Social Equity program led by the ULI Building Healthy Places Initiative with support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. ULI District Councils in Arizona, Chicago, Sacramento, and Tampa organized member-led task forces to explore solutions to local policy and practice barriers in order to promote healthier and more equitable communities. The collective findings and key takeaways from the four teams is documented in a national synthesis report. To view more resources from this project and the participating cities, visit uli.org/taskforces.
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Message from ULI Chicago Leadership

We could not have anticipated it when we launched the ADU Initiative, but the COVID-19 pandemic has deeply impacted our lives and how we utilize our built environment. Since March 2020, Chicagans, like people across the country and the world, are staying at home to slow the spread of the COVID-19 virus. The pandemic has underscored the importance of access to safe and affordable housing for all. ADUs can be an important tool in solving the increased housing challenges and we hope that the recommendations outlined in the report will help craft a successful, equitable ADU policy for Chicago and other communities.
Accessory Dwelling Units

Granny flats, in-law units, coach houses, casitas; whatever their name, “accessory dwelling units” or ADUs are gaining ground in cities around the country. Minneapolis made ADUs possible when it did away with single-family only residential zoning in its new Minneapolis 2040 plan. In 2016, Washington, DC made ADUs permissible by-right in lower-density residential zones when it updated its zoning code. Los Angeles added more than 4,100 new ADUs in 2018 accounting for 20% of residential construction permits issued in the city.

What are ADUs?

ADUs are smaller, independent dwelling units with a full kitchen and bathroom, and can be attached or detached from a primary residential building. ADUs can be created in new construction and existing residential buildings by repurposing basement and attic spaces, by building an extension or as detached units in the backyard (Figure 1).

ULI Chicago Initiative

ULI Chicago launched the ADU Initiative in August 2019 to develop a framework for a successful and equitable ADU policy for Chicago and to provide a potential model for communities across the region. The Initiative was launched with the following three goals:

1. Make it Easier to Build ADUs. Identify the most significant regulatory, policy, technical and financial barriers to building ADUs and develop recommendations to help overcome them.

2. Improve Housing Affordability. Explore opportunities for incentivizing affordable ADUs for middle- and lower-income households.

3. Build Community Support. Engage diverse groups in the planning process, proactively address potential concerns regarding ADUs.

As a part of the Initiative, ULI Chicago convened nearly 100 community, industry and public sector stakeholders in a series of workshops. Workshop participants worked collaboratively to identify the most significant barriers to building ADUs and developed strategies to help overcome the barriers, promote affordability and win community support. Supported by best practices research from other cities and analysis of Chicago’s housing stock and development trends, stakeholders worked together to develop the recommendations presented in this report.
Why Build ADUs?

ADUs help reinvigorate neighborhoods by creating more housing variety for different needs, from younger householders who want a small footprint to seniors looking to downsize but remain in their neighborhood. ADUs can also serve as a source of financial stability for homeowners, especially for seniors and others living on fixed incomes. Rental income from the ADU can help defray rising costs of home ownership, allowing them to stay in their home. In Chicago, allowing an additional unit could help tip the scale in favor of retaining a 2-4 flat1 residential building vs. tearing it down and replacing it with a more expensive single-family home. In addition, because they are smaller and use non-primary spaces such as basements and backyards, ADUs tend to be more affordable than regular residential units in the same neighborhood.2 Therefore, ADUs can help create more income-diverse neighborhoods and improve housing affordability. By bringing in new residents, ADUs also add to neighborhood vibrancy and can help build a stronger customer base for area businesses.

Not surprisingly, cities with predominantly single-family housing are increasingly looking at ADUs as a mechanism for increasing housing supply, choice and affordability. Although interest in ADUs is growing, barriers abound. Restrictive zoning regulations, red tape, costs to build coupled with limited financing options, and neighborhood resistance all make it challenging to build ADUs. In fact, after legalizing ADUs, many cities have initially seen only a handful of units built. It took strategic changes such as greater flexibility in site development standards, shorter and simpler approval processes, and increased technical support to encourage higher levels of ADU construction (Figures 2a and 2b).

In Illinois, HB 4869, the Local Accessory Dwelling Unit Act, was introduced in the Illinois General Assembly in February 2020. This bill bars local governments in Illinois from prohibiting ADUs on lots with existing or proposed residential buildings. Municipalities would be allowed to regulate the size and location of ADUs, but these regulations cannot be so restrictive that they have the effect of prohibiting ADUs.

---

1 A 2-4 flat is small residential building with up to four apartments; typically, two or three apartments are stacked on top of each other and accessed via a common entrance vestibule.
2 California Budget & Policy Center. Health Note: Senate Bill 13. August 2019

---

* In July 2019, Seattle passed comprehensive ADU reforms.
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**ADUs in Chicago**

Historically, ADUs have been an integral part of Chicago’s urban fabric. 2-4 flats, which typically include a basement unit, have been a popular residential building type in Chicago, accounting for nearly 30% of total residential units. Renting the basement or the garden unit of a 2-flat while living in the unit above was common, and likely an important source of income for many Chicago homeowners while providing an affordable housing option for renter households. However, recent trends indicate that Chicago is losing its 2-4 flat housing stock at a rapid rate, and not surprisingly, its affordable housing stock (Figures 3 & 4).

If the de-converted or demolished 2-4 flat happens to be in a “RS” or single-family only zoning district, current regulations make it very challenging if not impossible to build a 2-flat again on that site. 55 percent of residential parcels in the city are in RS zones, which do not allow new ADUs to be built, even within the existing building envelope. RT and RM zones allow more than one unit on a site, but frequently other requirements, such as parking and open space, make it difficult to accommodate more than one residential unit on a site (Refer Figure 6 for information on Chicago’s residential zoning districts).

Building new coach houses or backyard houses is currently not allowed in Chicago. They were outlawed in the 1950s when Chicago’s population was booming, and the city likely feared overcrowding. Existing coach houses can remain but they cannot be expanded or reused as rental dwelling units if they have been

---

3. Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning. “Community Data Snapshots, Chicago Municipality.” Community Data Snapshots, July 2019

---

**Figure 3. 2-4 Flats are Disappearing from the Rental Stock: Indexed Change in Rental Units by Building Size in the City of Chicago, 2012-2017**
Source: Analysis by the Institute for Housing Studies (IHS), DePaul University, using US Census Bureau and Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) data

**Figure 4. Chicago’s Affordability Gap is Driven by Declining Supply: Indexed Change in Affordable Supply & Affordable Demand in the City of Chicago, 2012-2017**
Source: Analysis by the Institute for Housing Studies (IHS), DePaul University, using US Census Bureau and Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) data
vacant for more than a year. Estimates indicate that there are more than 2,400 existing coach houses in Chicago (Figure 5).

Many multifamily buildings have unproductive vacant space in their basements and on the ground floor that is well-suited for conversion into residential units. But current zoning regulations, including off-street parking requirements, severely limit the ability to repurpose existing underutilized space to create additional units. Easing zoning restrictions to allow ADUs in multifamily buildings will allow property owners to deliver new units at relatively lower costs and generate additional rental income to help offset rising operating expenses. Using previously vacant ground floor space could also create a more vibrant street environment and stronger customer base for area businesses.

While the current zoning regulations in Chicago are not ADU-friendly, the city’s most recent five-year housing plan explores policy change to encourage ADUs as a way to create affordable rental housing and increase homeownership opportunities.

Chicago is actively working to implement this strategy. An ordinance to make it easier to build ADUs is expected to be introduced in the Chicago City Council in spring 2020. City representatives have been active participants in the ULI Chicago ADU Initiative and have indicated that the stakeholder discussions and resulting recommendations have provided valuable input into the city’s ordinance drafting process. Our initial review of the proposed ordinance indicates significant alignment between the ordinance’s key provisions and the recommendations presented in this report. A comparative analysis of the introduced ordinance will be included as an Addendum.

City of Chicago Housing Plan

Plan Vision
No matter who you are or where you live in Chicago, every family and resident deserves the chance to make a great home, thrive and be proud of their community.

The plan states:
“The City will identify options to leverage building codes or zoning to create affordability through accessory dwelling units (ADU), which is an additional housing unit added to an existing property such as basement or attic conversions, “in-law” apartment units, garage or coach house conversions, or new construction. ADUs can offer relatively affordable housing for tenants and can help moderate income families become homeowners with the additional income. The City will work with partners to explore cost-effective, safe strategies or policy adjustments to increase this supply of housing, including new mandated and natural occurring affordable units.”


Figure 5. Estimated Locations of Coach and Rear Houses in Chicago

Notes: 1. Data for the map comes from the City of Chicago building footprints data layer and OpenStreet Map.
2. Each of the 3,138 dots on the map represent a suspected coach or rear house, further validation revealed that approximately 77% (or 2,416 dots) are actually coach/rear houses.
Most Significant Barriers for ADUs in Chicago

Participants in stakeholder convenings identified the following as the most significant barriers and challenges for building ADUs in Chicago:

**Zoning Regulations**
Current zoning regulations either prohibit or make it difficult to build ADUs on most residential lots; new coach houses are not permitted.

**Navigating City Processes**
- **Permit application process.** Getting permits through zoning and buildings reviews can be time-consuming and complex, particularly for homeowners and smaller-scale property owners and developers.
- **Building inspections.** The ADU inspection could reveal other code violations in the primary dwelling requiring expensive repairs. In the absence of any programs to help bring the building up-to-code, some property owners may choose to avoid inspections by not legalizing an existing unit or building a new ADU.

**Cost of Building**
- Although ADUs are usually cheaper to build than a regular unit, they still require a significant capital investment which can be a barrier for many. Also, adding a new unit can trigger the need for infrastructure upgrades, such as a new water service line, which can be prohibitively expensive.
- Cost of building will be a greater barrier in neighborhoods with softer real-estate markets where going rents may not be high enough to recoup the cost of creating the ADU.

**Financing**
There is a lack of loan products that can be used to finance ADU construction, and most property owners rely on personal savings or equity in their existing home to finance ADUs.

**Improving Health & Safety while Minimizing Displacement**
- Anecdotal evidence suggests that like many cities across the country, Chicago has a significant number of “illegal” ADUs. These are mostly basement units that have been built without permits and are rented by households who cannot afford market-rate rents but are not able to access public or subsidized housing. While some of these units might be perfectly safe and habitable, others may not. Therefore, creating a pathway for legalizing these existing units by having them meet minimum health and safety standards, would create better housing conditions. However, once improved, these units are likely to fetch higher rents, potentially pricing-out former tenants. Minimizing displacement of lower-income tenants by providing access to rental subsidies and incentivizing property owners to continue to rent affordably should be an important consideration for the City’s ADU policy.
- Basement units face higher risks of water seepage and flooding. In the absence of appropriate water-proofing improvements, this can result in potentially unhealthy living conditions especially in neighborhoods with higher incidences of urban flooding.

**Awareness and Knowledge**
Even the best policies will have little effect if their intended audience does not know about them or how to use them effectively. Because homeowners and smaller-scale property owners/developers are essential to a successful implementation of any ADU policy in the city, it will be necessary to create awareness and build knowledge—both about the benefits of building an ADU on one’s property and how to do it.
Existing Residential Zoning Districts

This section provides a summary description of Chicago's existing residential zoning districts and bulk and density standards associated with each district. For complete details and up-to-date information, please refer to the Chicago Zoning Ordinance.¹

Existing Zoning District Descriptions

**RS, Residential Single-Unit Districts**
RS districts are primarily intended to accommodate detached houses on individual lots. There are three RS districts – RS1, RS2 and RS3 – which are differentiated based on minimum lot area requirements (MLA) and floor area ratios (FAR).

**RT, Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit Districts**
RT districts are intended to accommodate detached houses, two-flats, townhouses, and low-density, multi-unit residential buildings and provide a gradual transition between RS districts and higher density RM districts. The RT districts are differentiated primarily on the basis of allowed density (MLA per unit) and FAR. The RT4A designation is intended to accommodate and promote multi-unit buildings containing dwelling units which are accessible for people with disabilities.

**RM, Residential Multi-Unit Districts**
RM districts accommodate a wide range of housing types, including detached houses, two-flats, townhouses and multi-unit residential. They are however primarily intended for moderate to high-density, multi-unit residential buildings. In addition to MLA per unit and FAR, the five RM districts – RM4.5, RM5, RM5.5, RM6 and RM6.5 – are differentiated based on allowed building heights.

Existing Bulk and Density Standards

Selected bulk and density standards, particularly those that impact the ability to add an internal ADU or in the backyard of a residential parcel, are provided below for residential districts RS1-RM5. RM5.5 and higher districts allow greater density, FAR and height, making it less likely that these requirements will be significant barriers to creating ADUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Name</th>
<th>MLA (square feet)</th>
<th>MLA/Unit (square feet)</th>
<th>FAR</th>
<th>Max. Building Height (feet)</th>
<th>Rear Yard Open Space (sq ft. per unit/ % of lot area, whichever is more)</th>
<th>Min. Front Setback (feet)</th>
<th>Min. Rear Setback (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>6,250</td>
<td>6,250</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>400/6.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>400/6.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,500*</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>225/6.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT3.5</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100/6.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT4</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>65/6.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT4A</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1.50**</td>
<td>42**</td>
<td>65/6.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM4.5</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>45/47***</td>
<td>50/6.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM5</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>45/47****</td>
<td>36/5.25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: There are several exemptions to the standards listed in the table above; refer the Chicago municipal code for a more complete overview of applicable standards.

Characteristics of Residential Parcels and Buildings
Analysis by the Institute for Housing Studies, DePaul University

The Institute for Housing Studies (IHS) provided data analysis and mapping support for ULI Chicago’s ADU Initiative. IHS analysis, combined with the “on-the-ground” experience of industry and community stakeholders, helped illustrate the differences in housing conditions and needs in neighborhoods across the city. The analysis provided the context necessary for developing recommendations that are practical, implementable and equitable. Highlights and key findings from IHS’ analysis is presented in this section.

Key Findings

Distribution of Residential Zoning Districts

As illustrated in Figures 7 and 8:

- There are only a limited number of parcels with RS1 zoning designation and they are concentrated in a few community areas. In addition to those listed in Figure 7, South Shore (3.3%) and Kenwood (8%) are the only two community areas with more than 3% of their parcels in RS1 zone.

- The other single-family only zones, RS2 and RS3, are distributed throughout the city. Many community areas have a significant percentage of parcels with RS2 zoning, which is more limiting for ADUs than the RS3 zone. Many of these community areas are on the South and West Sides, which have been identified as priority investment areas by the city.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Com. Area No.</th>
<th>Community Area</th>
<th>Percentage of Residential Parcels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Ashburn</td>
<td>94.7% 3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>West Elsdon</td>
<td>90.9% 4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Mount Greenwood</td>
<td>4.7% 90.7% 1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>West Lawn</td>
<td>89.5% 0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Garfield Ridge</td>
<td>89.2% 5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Calumet Heights</td>
<td>84.9% 13.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Washington Heights</td>
<td>83.7% 11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Avalon Park</td>
<td>81.1% 14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Dunning</td>
<td>79.3% 4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Edison Park</td>
<td>75.4% 6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Norwood Park</td>
<td>7.2% 73.4% 10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td>69.7% 11.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Morgan Park</td>
<td>16.9% 63.7% 12.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>West Pullman</td>
<td>58.7% 35.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Roseland</td>
<td>58.1% 35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Montclare</td>
<td>57.7% 28.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Hegewisch</td>
<td>57.3% 36.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Chatham</td>
<td>54.2% 27.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>North Park</td>
<td>52.1% 27.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>East Side</td>
<td>47.7% 47.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pullman</td>
<td>46.6% 51.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Forest Glen</td>
<td>43.4% 44.2% 5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Jefferson Park</td>
<td>43.8% 41.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Beverly</td>
<td>49.7% 43.0% 3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Portage Park</td>
<td>42.2% 48.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Auburn Gresham</td>
<td>41.5% 48.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Top 25 Chicago Community Areas by Percentage of Residential Parcels in RS2 Zoning District

Source: IHS analysis of Cook County Assessor Data

Notes. 1. Universe: Parcels in Chicago by community area with a residential property (single family, condo, 2 to 4, 5+) as of the Cook County Assessor’s 2018 data. 2. “All Other Zoning Districts” include Downtown Districts, Manufacturing Districts, Planning Manufacturing, Planned Development, and Open Space.
Figure 8. Residential Zoning in Chicago
Data Source: Chicago Open Data Portal
Key Findings (continued)

Zoning for Existing Residential Buildings
As shown in Figure 9, most of the residential parcels in the city (55%) are in RS or single-family only zones, which under existing regulations are not conducive to creating ADUs. Slightly more than 25% of the residential parcels are in RS1 and RS2 zones.

Many residential properties in Chicago, especially older buildings, do not reflect the current zoning designation of their parcel.
- Out of the 677,228 parcels in Chicago with a residential property, only 77% of the parcels have a residential zoning designation.
- Larger apartment buildings are found in non-residential zones at a greater rate than other building types: More than a quarter of buildings with 5+ units are in business and commercial zones (20.9% in B- districts, 4.5% in C- districts).

Basements in Existing 2-4 Unit Buildings
Converting basements of existing buildings offer a relatively low-cost opportunity for adding new residential units in neighborhoods throughout the city. 2-4 flat buildings, which are common in most Chicago neighborhoods, can be particularly well-suited for basement units.

As per Cook County Assessor data, in 2018, more than 60% of 2-4 unit buildings in Chicago, that is nearly 77,000 2-4 flats, had a full basement. These include unfinished basements and “formal recreation rooms,” that may already have many of the improvements needed to create a residential unit. There is however no data available on the ceiling height and the general conditions of the basements, making it difficult to ascertain suitability or cost for conversion into a safe and healthy residential unit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Name</th>
<th>Single Family</th>
<th>2 to 4 unit</th>
<th>5+ unit</th>
<th>Condominium</th>
<th>All Residential Property Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>count</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>count</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>10,278</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>152,277</td>
<td>50.8%</td>
<td>5,756</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>102,205</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
<td>74,768</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
<td>5,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM and RT</td>
<td>23,820</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>30,130</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>8,215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Residential Zones (RS1-RS3, RM, RT)</td>
<td>288,580</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>110,828</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>13,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Business Zones (B1, B2, B3)</td>
<td>2,234</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>9,220</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>4,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Commercial Zones (C1, C2, C3)</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>2,498</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Zoning Districts</td>
<td>8,523</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>1,758</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Zoning Districts</td>
<td>300,043</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>124,304</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>232,058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Residential Parcels by Zoning District and Building Type
Source: IHS analysis of Cook County Assessor Data

Notes. 1. Universe: Parcels with a residential property (single family, condo, 2 to 4 unit building, 5+ unit building) in Chicago as of the Cook County Assessor’s 2018 data.
2. “All Other Zoning Districts” include Downtown Districts, Manufacturing Districts, Planning Manufacturing, Planned Development, and Open Space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Name</th>
<th>Total 2 to 4 Unit Parcels</th>
<th>Eligible 2 to 4 Unit Parcels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>5,756</td>
<td>4,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>74,768</td>
<td>49,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM and RT</td>
<td>30,130</td>
<td>18,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Residential (RS1-RS3, RM, RT)</td>
<td>110,828</td>
<td>72,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Business (B1, B2, B3)</td>
<td>9,220</td>
<td>2,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Commercial (C1, C2, C3)</td>
<td>2,498</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Zoning Districts</td>
<td>1,758</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Zoning Districts</td>
<td>124,304</td>
<td>76,580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. 2-4 Unit Parcels with an Existing Eligible Basement
Source: IHS analysis of Cook County Assessor Data

Notes. 1. Universe: Parcels with a 2 to 4 unit property in Chicago as of the Cook County Assessor’s 2018 data.
2. An “existing eligible basement” is a parcel with a “Full and Unfinished” or “Full and Formal Rec. Room” basement description in the Cook County Assessor’s data.
3. “All Other Zoning Districts” include Downtown Districts, Manufacturing Districts, Planning Manufacturing, Planned Development, and Open Space.
Less Regulation Is More ADUs
Lessons from other Cities

ULI’s Building Healthy Places team reviewed ADU policy in several cities to understand which regulatory changes have been most impactful in promoting equitable ADU development. While there is significant variation in how different cities regulate ADUs, it is clear that a streamlined, cost effective process and flexible code requirements encourage more people to build ADUs. Key policy consistencies across cities with larger volumes of ADUs include:

• Allow ADUs on all lots where residential uses are permitted
• Allow attached ADUs (basement, attic or other carve-out unit and as additions) and detached ADUs (coach houses and cottages)
• Do not require off-street parking for the ADU
• Do not require the property owner to live on-site
• Allow flexibility in terms of size, height and placement of ADUs on the lot
• Minimize permit and other development fees
• Offer financial assistance programs for middle- and lower-income property owners

Note: AARP offers many resource materials on ADUs. For information on ADU policy in various cities, we recommend the 2019 publication titled Accessory Dwelling Units: A Step by Step Guide to Design and Development.

Crown Hill Detached ADU in Seattle: Contemporary two-level unit with a flexible space on the main level that includes a sleeping area, office and full bathroom with laundry—convertible for aging in place.

*Credit: Design and photography by Sheri Newbold, live-work-play architecture and interior design*
Recommendations for a Successful & Equitable ADU Policy for Chicago

Through an extensive stakeholder engagement process supported by data analysis and best practices research, ULI Chicago has prepared a framework of recommendations for the city as it considers adopting new ADU-friendly regulations. Our recommendations focus on incremental changes that will help overcome the most significant barriers to creating ADUs; providing regulatory relief or incentives beyond what is outlined in this report could further boost ADU production. While the recommendations are specific to Chicago, the overall framework could translate well to other municipalities in the Chicago region and beyond.

It is important to note that although the recommendations are organized in numerical order to make the report easier to follow, they don’t reflect any prioritization of recommendations. Fostering equitable ADU development so property owners across the city, including homeowners and owners of smaller-scale multi-family residential buildings, can successfully build ADUs, will require a multi-faceted approach to implementing recommendations. For example, changing the regulatory requirements should be accompanied with a robust program of technical and financial support targeted towards middle- and lower-income homeowners, who might not otherwise be able to build or rent an ADU.

While the city will need to implement many of the recommendations, other entities—including sister agencies such as the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA), non-profit organizations such as the Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) and Community Investment Corporation (CIC), community-based organizations, professional associations, and development professionals willing to volunteer their time—can play a significant role in making it easier for property owners across the city to build ADUs.
Unlocking Accessory Dwelling Units in Chicago
ULI Chicago Technical Assistance Services

Recommendations (continued)

1. Key Components of an ADU-friendly Zoning Ordinance

Easing regulatory restrictions that do not allow the creation of ADUs by either prohibiting them or making it very difficult to site them on typical lots is the first step in unlocking the ADU opportunity in Chicago.

Residential Zoning Districts
Allow ADUs in all residential zones, including the current single-family only, RS1-RS3 zones.

- RS zones contain the largest residential parcels in the City and are therefore more likely to have space for accessory units, making them suitable for such development.

- Interest in ADUs is rising. As per the 2018 AARP Home and Communities Survey, one in three respondents over the age of 18 said that they would consider building an ADU, and two-thirds of the respondents said they would live in an ADU. ADUs are appealing because they offer a unique opportunity to age-in-place or provide housing for a loved one, especially in established neighborhoods with access to amenities but not enough buildable land for new development.

- Several Chicago neighborhoods, many of them on the south and west sides have a large share of residential parcels in RS1 and RS2 zones (Figure 7). These neighborhoods will be disproportionately disadvantaged if ADUs are not allowed in RS1 and RS2. For example, in Roseland and West Pullman, identified as priority investment areas as part of Chicago’s Invest South West Initiative, nearly 60% of all parcels with residential buildings are in the RS2 zone.

- Selective application of ADU zoning might encourage residents who are opposed to ADUs to seek downzoning.

- Frequently, the desire to maintain neighborhood character is cited as a reason for not allowing ADUs in lower density, single-family only neighborhoods. However, density and bulk controls can be more effective in maintaining the character of the built environment than a restriction on the number of units on a lot. Our recommendations for bulk control and site design are provided later in this section.

Commercial Zoning Districts
Allow ADUs in existing residential buildings on lots with commercial or other non-residential zoning.

This would allow all residential buildings with space to add ADUs to do so irrespective of the underlying zoning designation. As per an analysis of Cook County Assessor data by the Institute for Housing Studies (IHS), more than 25% of apartment buildings in Chicago with 5+ units are on lots with B- or C- zoning designations.

Consider allowing on a targeted basis, the conversion of chronically vacant ground floor commercial space in commercial and mixed-use zones into residential units.

- Chicago, like cities across the country, has an excess of ground level commercial space. Allowing these spaces to be retrofitted into residential units, especially in sub-optimal commercial/retail
locations can serve the dual benefit of activating vacant spaces and helping “right-size” commercial space.

- Ground-level commercial spaces are better suited for creating accessible units for those with disabilities or age-related mobility issues compared to basement units and coach houses above garages. We recommend that such units be required to meet accessibility standards set by the American with Disabilities Act (ADA).

- The City could consider a pilot to test the conversion of ground level commercial space into residential along corridors with limited commercial potential. For instance, if the block is not a primary commercial street and if there is a vacancy rate of 50% or more, it could be considered for partial or full conversion to residential use.

### Permitted Use

**Allow ADUs to be an “as-of-right” use instead a special use.**

The approval process for a special use can be difficult to navigate for a homeowner and expensive because it typically requires professional assistance. The outcome is also inherently unpredictable, which can be a significant deterrent for many, especially for homeowners and smaller-scale developers with limited resources.

### Existing Structure Requirement

**Allow ADUs in new residential construction; do not limit to existing structures.**

In neighborhoods with many vacant lots where single-family homes and even 2-4 flats likely once stood, ADUs should be allowed as a part of new residential construction. Limiting ADUs to older or existing buildings could be a significant disadvantage for neighborhoods that have lost a lot of their building stock and need to focus on activating vacant parcels (Figure 11). In some of these neighborhoods, constructing a new 2-3-unit residential building on a vacant lot could be more desirable or financially viable.

---

**Community Area** | **No. of Privately-owned Vacant Parcels**
--- | ---
Englewood | 2,468
West Englewood | 2,403
New City | 1,867
North Lawndale | 1,418
East Garfield Park | 1,375
Roseland | 1,323
West Pullman | 1,175
Austin | 1,164
South Deering | 1,122
Humboldt Park | 904
West Garfield Park | 830
Auburn Gresham | 795
Greater Grand Crossing | 793
Near West Side | 762
South Chicago | 738
Morgan Park | 686
Grand Boulevard | 671
Woodlawn | 621
West Town | 532
South Shore | 505

**Figure 11. Top 20 Community Areas by Number of Privately Owned Vacant Parcels**

*Source: IHS analysis of 2018 Cook County Assessor’s Data.*

*Note: Vacant parcels owned by public agencies are not included in this figure; actual number of vacant parcels is likely to be significantly higher.*
than building a single-family house. In such instances, allowing ADUs in new construction could mean the difference between whether a parcel remains vacant or gets developed, bringing new residents and stability to the block and the neighborhood. Also, when planned as a part of new construction rather than as a retrofit, ADUs can likely be built more efficiently and cheaply.

Some worry that allowing ADUs as a part of new construction in neighborhoods with stronger real estate markets would encourage owners to tear down older, and likely more affordable, residential buildings and replace them with higher-end homes. However, as shown in Figure 12, in stronger markets, much of the 2-4 flat teardown activity is being driven by the demand for new construction single-family housing. The ability to add basement or attic units is unlikely to further incentivize significant teardown activity in these markets. On the other hand, limiting ADUs to existing, older buildings will reduce the number of residential units that can be built in new developments in stronger markets. Therefore, we recommend that the city allow ADUs in new residential construction in all neighborhoods.

**Owner Occupancy**

Do not require the property owner to reside onsite in the principal residence or the ADU.

As many cities have learned, this requirement can be excessively restrictive, making an ADU investment riskier and consequently less attractive for a homeowner. A life-change, such as a new job, might require a homeowner to move. If the city has an

![Newer 3-flat on a quiet street with a mix of residential uses in Chicago's Lakeview neighborhood.](image-url)
owner-occupancy requirement, the homeowner will not have the flexibility to rent both the principal and accessory units. Instead, they would be forced to stop renting the ADU or sell their property. In addition, owner occupancy requirements reduce the value that appraisers can assign to the ADU, making the property less valuable overall. Alan Durning of the Sightline Institute refers to the owner occupancy requirement as one of the poison pills of ADU legislation.4

Short-term Rentals (STRs)
Do not prohibit short-term rentals in ADUs. Instead, subject ADUs to the same regulations for STRs as other residential units in the neighborhood or the city.

Given that ADUs are a significant investment for most homeowners, allowing greater flexibility in how ADUs can be used to generate additional income or meet other needs is likely to stimulate greater interest in building them. A report prepared by the Terner Center to study ADU development in Portland, Seattle and Vancouver,5 found that in Portland, ADU production surged after the City allowed their use as STRs in 2014. While it’s likely that many factors, including a strengthening housing market, contributed to the increase in ADU production in Portland, easing restrictions on STRs appears to be a significant factor. In a survey conducted for the Terner Center report, 11% of respondents cited the ability to use their ADU as a short-term rental and another 11% cited the desire for a flexible future as the primary reason for building an ADU. The Terner Center survey also found that only 12% of ADUs were being used as short-term rentals suggesting that even when homeowners do not use ADUs as STRs, they value the flexibility of being able to do so.

Additionally, even the ADUs that are used as STRs can eventually become long-term housing, as the homeowner’s needs change in the future. In Portland, a study found that within one year of licensing, nearly half of ADUs stopped being short-term rentals.6 This is consistent with the findings of a study on short-term rental housing operations in Chicago.7 Researchers compiled listing data from Airbnb, a leading short-term rental platform, for all stay dates in the Chicago area from December 1, 2012 to March 31, 2103. When they revisited 18 months later, they found that 49% of these original listings had exited the market. In addition to the hassle of marketing and maintaining a short-term rental unit vs. using it as a long-term rental, economics might not always be in the favor of short-term rentals. An Environmental Impact Study (EIS) completed by the City of Seattle for its ADU ordinance, revealed that it was more profitable to rent an ADU as a long-term rental and this remained true across different parcel prototypes and real estate markets within Seattle.8

8 City of Seattle. Accessory Dwelling Units, Final Environmental Impact Statement. October 2018
Parking
We recommend that no new off-street parking be required for ADUs and additional parking relief be provided when building at-grade ADUs.

Given the relatively small size of the typical Chicago single-family residential lot (125 feet x 25 feet), the requirement to provide an additional parking space on site would make it very challenging if not impossible to build an ADU.

At-grade ADUs, even without meeting ADA’s accessibility standards, can provide a more comfortable and accessible living environment for seniors and others with limited mobility. The current zoning code requires two off-street spots for every dwelling unit in single-family zones. We recommend that the city consider relaxing this requirement to allow the construction of ground-level ADUs. If the homeowner is building an at-grade ADU, allow the two required spots to be provided as tandem parking (one car behind another), and if the ADU is within a transit-served location, allow the elimination of one mandated parking space (Figures 13a-c for potential ADU layouts on a typical Chicago lot).

There should also be an opportunity to add ADUs in multi-family residential buildings without providing new off-street parking. Many multi-family buildings have underutilized ground floor and basement space that could be repurposed to provide new units at a relatively low cost, but don’t have large enough lots to provide additional off-street parking. Waiving parking requirements for ADUs in such multi-family buildings could help in creating a significant number of units with affordable rents.

Regulating Density and Bulk
Our density and bulk recommendations focus on making it possible to build ADUs on most residential lots while maintaining open space and strengthening neighborhood character.

Minimum lot area (MLA) per dwelling unit is the primary mechanism for regulating density or the number of units, including ADUs, that can be built on a lot. Requirements for setbacks, open space, building coverage and height regulate the size and location of buildings on a lot. Internal ADUs such as basement and attic units, which are usually incorporated completely within the existing primary building, are not impacted by these requirements. Bulk and density regulations have a more significant impact on the ability to build backyard ADUs. Figures 13a-c provide layouts of different types of ADUs that can be created on a typical Chicago single-family residential lot by

Parking Utilization
While residents are often concerned about lack of parking in their neighborhood, research shows that many residential parking spaces go unused even during peak demand times.

The Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) has found that mandatory off-street parking requirements in Chicago is resulting in significant oversupply. As a part of its research, CNT surveyed 41 rental multi-family buildings with more than ten units each; most of them located in the City of Chicago with a few in suburban Cook county. The sample included a mix of vintage and newer buildings, both market-rate and affordable, and near as well as away from the CTA rail system to capture a snapshot of parking demand across the City. CNT found that at 4 am, which would be a peak time for residential parking utilization, apartment buildings that had two parking spaces for every three units, were utilizing only one-half of the parking spaces. Even within a quarter mile of transit stops (CTA ‘L’ stations), where only one parking space was provided for every two units, one-third of the parking spots were empty.

implementing the regulatory changes recommended below.

**Minimum Lot Area (MLA) per Dwelling Unit**

We recommend waiving MLA requirements to allow the greater of one new ADU or 33% of the total legally established or permissible residential units. For lots that are eligible for more than one ADU, we recommend allowing both a coach house and an internal ADU, provided the ADUs meet other regulatory requirements. This change would allow a gentle increase in density of one ADU on lots with single-family and 2-3 flat buildings, two ADUs in buildings with 4 to 6 units, and potentially more units in larger multi-family buildings.

Under the current zoning code, typical residential lots in Chicago are not large enough to meet the MLA requirement for more than one unit. For example, in the RS3 zone, the typical lot area is 3,125 square feet and the required MLA is 2,500 square feet. If this MLA requirement is applied to every dwelling unit built on the lot, it would make typical RS3 lots ineligible for ADUs even if they were made an “allowed use.”

**Setbacks**

**Front setback.** No change is recommended to accommodate ADUs.

**Side setback.** Require the ADU to be set back at least 3 feet from the property line on one side of the property. On the other side, allow the ADU to be built up to the property line.

**Rear setback.** Allow backyard ADUs as a permitted encroachment in the rear setback and subject to the same rules as other accessory structures. No change is recommended to the dimension of the rear setback.

Currently, if the rear property line is less than 10 feet from the center line of the alley, the accessory structure must be set back 2 feet from the property line to allow adequate passageway and turning radius for vehicles. Backyard ADUs should be subject to the same requirement.

**Open Space**

Regulate the minimum area of rear yard open space that must be provided while allowing greater flexibility in where it is located on the lot. Also, require a minimum separation distance between the primary house and the backyard ADU.

We recommend allowing the rear yard open space to be defined as a circle with a diameter of the minimum length required in the current zoning code, to be provided anywhere between the alley lot line and the rear wall of the primary residence. Porches that are open on at least three sides, open stairwells not more than 4 feet wide that entirely abut a wall of the primary house or the ADU, and other currently allowed...
Figures 13a-c: Potential Layouts for Backyard ADUs on a Typical Chicago Single-Family Residential Lot

Figure 13a. Studio ADU Above a Two-Car Garage
Key features include:
- Wider alley, 2’ setback from rear lot line not required
- Primary house built up to the rear setback line
- Two off-street parking spaces
- ADU size: 440 square feet (covers 50% of the rear yard setback)

Figure 13b. Two Story, 2-Bed and 2-Bath ADU
Key features include:
- One off-street parking space, option to provide another tandem parking space
- ADU size: 1,050 square feet on two levels (covers 59% of the rear yard setback)

Source: Sketches by Booth Hansen
structures, should continue to be allowed encroachments into the open space.

The appropriate minimum separation distance—the distance between the rear wall of the primary house and the front or side wall of the ADU—should be based on an analysis of existing lot and building sizes in different neighborhoods. We recommend a separation distance of at least 15 feet to maintain open space while still allowing a backyard ADU on most residential lots.

**Building Coverage**
Limit the total footprint of the accessory structure, including the dwelling unit and garage to 60% of the rear yard or 700 square feet, whichever is less.

**Height**
Increase the maximum allowed height for accessory structures such that they can accommodate two stories. Allowing two stories in accessory structures would make it possible for property owners to add a dwelling unit above their garage or construct a larger, two-story coach house in their backyard. We recommend that at minimum, the allowed height of accessory structures be increased to 20 feet. Going a little further and setting the maximum allowed height at 22 feet, would help create a more spacious ADU interior. Also, it would make it easier to build pitched roofs while maintaining a ceiling height of 7'-6” instead of the minimum 7'-0” requirement.

**Floor Area Ratio (FAR)**
- **Backyard ADUs.** Allow coach houses and backyard cottages to be exempt from FAR requirements. Allow restrictions on building coverage and height to control the size of the structure.
- **Basement and Attic ADUs.** No change is recommended from existing code requirements. In the current code, basement spaces that are more than 50% below ground level are not included in floor area calculations. We recommend applying the same rule when a basement is converted into a dwelling unit. Attic spaces with a clear height of 6'-9” or more are counted towards floor area in the current code. Attic units, which must have ceiling heights of at least 7 feet, will therefore be subject to applicable FAR and height restrictions based on the underlying zoning designation of the lot.

![Figure 13c. One Story, 1-Bed and 1-Bath ADU](image)

Key features include:
- One off-street parking space
- ADU size: 520 square feet (covers 59% of the rear yard setback)
- Ground level living, particularly attractive for seniors and others with limited mobility
Unlocking Accessory Dwelling Units in Chicago
ULI Chicago Technical Assistance Services

Recommendations (continued)

2. Key Components of an ADU-friendly Building Code

Chicago has adopted a new building code which will be mandatory starting August 1, 2020. Modeled on the International Building Code (IBC), Chicago’s new code includes many ADU-friendly regulations, which are highlighted in this section. We recommend that the city and partner organizations continue a robust program of outreach and education to create greater understanding of the new code requirements and how they might benefit homeowners and smaller property owners.

Smaller Residential Buildings (R-5 Occupancy)

Recognizing that smaller residential buildings do not need to meet the same building code standards as much larger buildings with higher levels of occupancy and usage, the new Chicago building code includes a separate occupancy category, R-5, for smaller residential buildings. The code defines smaller residential buildings as those with 1-3 units and no more than four stories in height. Key differences for R-5 buildings include:

- Not required to meet accessibility standards unless they are a part of a planned development
- Not required to have sprinklers
- Can be built with 20% reduction in design wind loads and do not need to meet seismic requirements

Single-family homes and 2-flats would still be considered an R-5 occupancy category after adding an ADU and would not trigger additional code requirements.

Wood Frame Construction

Wood frame construction can be very cost-effective for building smaller, energy-efficient buildings such as backyard cottages and coach houses. The new building code provides additional flexibility for wood frame buildings. Such buildings now have no minimum setback requirement compared to the minimum 2'-6" setback required previously. Instead, if the building is closer than 3 feet from the property line, it is now subject to an increased fire resistance requirement and limits on the size of windows or other openings. This increased flexibility makes it easier to fit backyard cottages and coach houses on the typical 25 foot wide Chicago lot.
Reduced Minimum Ceiling Heights
The new code allows 7'-0" ceiling heights instead of 7'-6", potentially reducing or eliminating the need for excavation to meet the height requirements in basement units or building dormer windows in attic units.

Minimum Space Dimensions
The new Chicago code maintains the flexibility provided by the previous code regarding minimum space dimensions, allowing property owners greater flexibility in retrofitting basement and attic spaces into dwelling units. Unlike the IBC, the Chicago code does not regulate minimum room dimensions; the minimum requirements are only for room size. Habitable spaces are required to be at least 70 sq. ft. and single-room living areas (studio units) must be at least 180 sq. ft. Spaces with plumbing fixtures (that is kitchens and bathrooms), must comply with minimum clearance requirements for plumbing fixtures.

Exiting Requirements
The new Chicago code provides increased flexibility in exiting requirements by maintaining many of the provisions of the previous code and enhancing them based on IBC. There continues to be no new requirement for egress windows as Chicago's code relies on stricter requirements for exit stairs. The Chicago code allows steeper stairs and tighter winders than IBC. The new code will allow narrower spiral staircases like IBC and allow steeper stairs or ladder access to loft spaces.

Residential Mezzanines and Lofts
Mezzanines and lofts are not counted as an additional story under the new building code, making it easier to add them in smaller—no more than four stories—residential buildings (R5 occupancy classification in the new building code). Mezzanines can also be larger in size but need access via conventional stairs; lofts cannot have plumbing fixtures but can have ladder access.

Electrical Disconnects
Electrical disconnects can now be located outside of residential buildings instead of a common access space within the basement, making it easier to create a basement ADU with private access.

Plumbing
The City of Chicago tentatively plans to roll out plumbing code reforms in Phase 3 of its Construction Code Modernization initiative. In formulating these reforms, efforts should be made to provide greater clarity on meter location, service size, and sewer requirements for ADUs.

Recommendations (continued)

3. Streamlined, User-Friendly and Solutions-Focused Process for ADUs

To encourage ADU construction in Chicago, we recommend that the application and review process be simple, unambiguous and expeditious. We also recommend that the city adopt a solutions-based approach to building inspections that focuses on improving health and safety rather than violations that do not pose a safety hazard.

Make it Easy to Obtain ADU Permits

For many homeowners and smaller-scale developers, navigating a complex application process can be daunting, besides being time-consuming and expensive. San Francisco, for example, was experiencing a serious backlog of ADU applications until the City established a streamlined, inter-departmental review process that offered applicants greater clarity and support in resolving code requirements. All ADU applications in San Francisco are now acted on within four months.

Creating a simple, streamlined process would result in ADUs getting built quickly and encourage more homeowners to explore the ADU opportunity adding to the much-needed housing stock in Chicago. Recommendations include:

• Create a user-friendly website, similar to Chicago’s Large Lots program, for property owners to determine if they are eligible to build an ADU and to understand the steps involved. San Francisco’s online ADU website could also serve as a model - https://sf.gov/step-by-step/add-units-your-property.

• Provide no-cost opportunities for potential applicants to meet with city staff or representatives from community-based, non-profit organizations to provide specific guidance on ADU potential for their property. A community intermediary who can help make an initial assessment regarding ADU feasibility would be an especially valuable resource for homeowners who might be hesitant to meet with city officials.

• Provide access to free or low-cost resources for design, construction and project management guidance. A guidebook including sample layouts and designs, checklists of “must-do” improvements, cost estimates, construction considerations, and financing sources could be a valuable resource for a homeowner, helping them understand what is required to build an ADU. The city should work with partner agencies such as Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) in developing these resource materials. ADU information sessions, such as Austin’s “ADU Tuesdays” where residents can learn about the city’s ADU policy and programs, can also be very helpful.

• Create a coordinated process across city departments so that ADU applicants have a single point of contact at the city for their ADU questions and the application process. To the extent possible, the city should try to parallel process ADU applications across reviewing departments to shorten processing times. Adequate staffing and ADU-specific training for staff would be key in ensuring that ADU applications are processed in a timely fashion.

• Allow ADUs to be an eligible project under DOB’s Self-Certification Permit Program, commonly known as “Self-Cert.” This program simplifies the building permit process for eligible projects by eliminating plan review by DOB and allowing
the Architect of Record (with active Self-Certification) to take full responsibility for code compliance. After zoning is approved, self-certified building permits are typically issued within ten days.

Practice a Strategic, Solutions–Focused Approach to Building Inspections

While essential for maintaining health and safety, building inspection to certify an ADU is ready-for-occupancy can be a challenging step for many homeowners. An ADU inspection could reveal other existing code violations on the property, resulting in unexpected and possibly significant fines and repair costs for homeowners. For many, this may be a significant deterrent keeping them from building an ADU or legalizing an existing unit that may have been built without proper permits.

Therefore we recommend a solutions-based approach to building inspections that prioritizes improving health and safety over violations that do not pose a safety hazard. Also, helping property owners reach compliance by connecting them with resources can ease the burden, especially for seniors and lower-income households. Programs such as Small Accessible Repairs for Seniors (SARFS) and Roof, Porch and Emergency Heating Repair could be bolstered with more money and expanded to assist income-eligible homeowners with a variety of necessary home repairs. Volunteer organizations such as Habitat for Humanity could organize service days to help homeowners fix code violations.

The Cities RISE program outlines the framework for a strategic approach to code enforcement that is proactive and equitable rather than reactive and punitive. Such an approach can result in fewer distressed properties and healthier neighborhoods overall. A strategic, proactive approach allows for an information and feedback loop across departments to identify “problem areas.” It encourages development of solutions at the macro-level to address the root causes instead of treating each incident as a “one-off” code violation. The Urban Institute provides a framework for strategic code enforcement for Memphis. Santa Clarita’s Extreme Neighborhood Program offers an excellent example of the benefits of strategic code enforcement (see below).

10 The Urban Institute. Strategic Housing Code Enforcement and Public Health, A Health Impact Assessment in Memphis, Tennessee. October 2018

Santa Clarita, California: Extreme Neighborhood Makeover Program

The City of Santa Clarita started the Extreme Neighborhood Makeover program in 2005 in response to an increasing concentration of unsafe conditions and would-be code violations in its neighborhoods where residents were having a hard time keeping up with building maintenance. Recognizing that issuing increasing number of violations and fines would cause economic hardship to already overburdened households and might even result in eventual foreclosure, the city decided to take a different approach.

The city collaborated with various nonprofits, local businesses and community volunteers to sponsor kick-off block parties in target areas. Elected officials and city employees provided information about local regulations, grant programs, and other resources for homeowners and tenants. Local businesses and neighbors came out to eat, meet each other, and figure out ways to work together to improve their neighborhood. Each block party was followed up with a “heads-up” list of current violations from the city and staff continuously checked in with residents to clarify issues or connect them to resources. Through its Makeover program, the city reached almost 500 homes and, for a relatively low cost, improved compliance rates from 10% to 95%.

Recommendations (continued)

4. Cost of Building

ADUs are usually cheaper to build than regular units but still require a significant capital investment. In this section, we explore strategies for achieving potential cost savings and provide general cost estimates for constructing ADUs in Chicago.

In general, ADUs cost less to build than regular units, particularly basement and attic units, which can be accommodated within the existing building. Even coach houses are typically less expensive because they are usually smaller and have no land acquisition costs. In San Francisco for example, the average cost to build an ADU in 2018 was estimated to be less than $150,000 compared to $500,000 for a regular unit in a new development. The average cost to build an ADU in Portland, Seattle and Vancouver was $156,000 according to the 2017 Terner Center study.

However, even when it is comparatively lower, the cost of building an ADU is a significant investment that can be a barrier for many. In addition, unlike traditional housing, there are fewer loan products available to help finance ADUs, making it harder for property owners who do not have access to personal or other non-traditional sources of funds. Financing barriers and potential solutions are discussed in greater detail later in the report under financing recommendations; this section provides general cost estimates and strategies for achieving potential cost savings.

Estimating Construction Costs for Basement Units

Figure 14 provides a list of potential improvements that may be needed to create a basement unit in an existing building and associated cost estimates. The estimates are based on case studies provided by stakeholder participants and are intended only for general guidance. Actual construction costs can vary significantly based on a variety of reasons, including existing conditions, quality of finishes selected, and the experience and skill level of construction professionals. In many buildings, creating basement units can be a cost-effective way of adding new units. On the other hand, for properties with structural challenges and history of significant flooding, creating safe basement units can be prohibitively expensive.

The cost estimates in Figure 14 are for an approximately 900 square foot basement unit with two bedrooms, one full bath and a kitchen. It is important to note that all of these improvements may not be required for all basement units. A basement which already complies with building code requirements and does not require significant structural work may cost less than $75,000 to convert to an ADU. A basement that requires structural changes and more extensive improvements may exceed $150,000. Construction contingencies and soft costs are not included in these estimates.

Figure 14. Potential Improvements and Associated Cost Estimates for Creating Basement Units in Existing Buildings

Source: Cost estimates are based on case studies provided by the Chicago Metropolitan Housing Development Corporation, Neighborhood Housing Services, and ADU Initiative participants, Greg Gibson and Jacob Chartoff.

Notes: Cost estimates are for a 900 square foot apartment and are intended to provide general guidance only. Actual construction costs can vary significantly based on existing building conditions and other factors.
## Potential Improvement Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Improvement</th>
<th>Estimate 1 (lower cost)</th>
<th>Estimate 2 (higher cost)</th>
<th>Estimate 3 (No Structural Rework)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site &amp; Structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterproofing: Regrading, drain tiles, sump pump &amp; ejector pump</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry repairs and caulking</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New windows</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demolition of interior walls &amp; finishes</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>$11,500</td>
<td>$22,000</td>
<td>$7,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Increasing Ceiling Height</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoring for removal and new structural columns</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground plumbing work for drains</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal of existing slab, excavation &amp; new concrete slab</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$14,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>$16,500</td>
<td>$24,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upgraded Building Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgraded water service</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgraded electrical service</td>
<td>$8,500</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>$20,500</td>
<td>$28,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build-Out</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough &amp; finish carpentry for walls &amp; ceiling: Wood framing &amp; blocking, insulation, doors, frames &amp; hardware</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$14,000</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing &amp; Electrical work: Electrical distribution, outlets &amp; switches, exhaust fans &amp; vents for kitchen &amp; bath, new water pipes, drains &amp; vents</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td>$22,000</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drywall, taping &amp; paint</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooring</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinets, counters, fixtures &amp; appliances</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>$44,000</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
<td>$44,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating: Furnace and ductwork</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot water heater</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>$10,500</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>$10,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous Construction Costs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary facilities, storage, dumpsters, clean-up, etc.</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>$105,500</td>
<td>$152,500</td>
<td>$64,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soft Costs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Contractor</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>$8,500</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permit Fees</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cost</strong></td>
<td>$117,000</td>
<td>$173,000</td>
<td>$76,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A basement which already complies with building code and does not require significant structural work may cost less than $75,000 to convert to an ADU (Estimate 3). A basement that requires more extensive improvements may exceed $150,000.
Opportunities for Reducing Costs for Building ADUs

Design and Construction Solutions

Design Guides and Pre-approved Design
Building an ADU based on design guidelines developed for Chicago site and building conditions or using a pre-approved ADU design for backyard ADUs would reduce soft costs. It would also facilitate a smoother, faster permitting and building inspection process. The pre-approved designs could be used in conjunction with Department of Building’s (DOB) self-cert program, which allows the project architect with a valid self-cert registration to bypass DOB review.

For example, the West Denver Renaissance Collaborative (WDRC) has five permitted designs for its ADU pilot program called the West Denver Single Family Plus (WDSF+) Initiative. This program is available to qualified moderate- and low-income homeowners. Seattle is working with designers and builders to develop preapproved construction plans for detached ADUs, which will be made available in an online gallery with images, description, and information about the designer.

Modular and Prefabricated Units
Prefabricated dwelling units are gaining in popularity as a potential mechanism for delivering new units at

---

Figure 15. Flexible Floor Plans for ADUs:
Designing modular plans, which can be adapted based on site conditions, can help reduce design and construction costs for ADUs.


Note: This figure is meant to illustrate how modular plans for ADUs could work. The plans are not based on typical Chicago residential lots.
lower costs and could help bring down the costs for backyard ADUs as well.

Dweller, a private company based in Oregon builds and installs ready to rent, 425 square feet prefabricated ADUs in backyards for $130,000. Dweller’s price includes design, permitting, construction and installation costs including utility connections and landscaping. It estimates that because of the modular, prefabricated design, its ADUs are 25%-50% cheaper than comparable units. In Chicago, Skender, a design, construction and manufacturing firm, is manufacturing ten modular 3-flat residential buildings that will be assembled on vacant lots to provide affordable housing. These 3-flats can provide a potential template for developing modular backyard homes that meet Chicago’s building code and other regulatory requirements.

**Passive Design**
Incorporating energy-efficient design features to create a “passive house” that requires minimal heating/cooling could result in operational cost savings and a healthier living environment in the ADU. For example, Community Investment Corporation and Elevate Energy’s Energy Savers program has helped finance energy-saving retrofits in over 10,000 units in multi-family buildings including 2-4 flats.

**“Bundling” ADU Construction**
Neighborhood organizations or small-scale developers could identify opportunities to build multiple ADUs in a neighborhood at the same time, helping achieve economies of scale.

**General Contracting and Project Management Services**
Non-profit or other community-focused housing organizations can likely provide these services at lower than market costs. Access to a list of architects, contractors and other professionals with expertise in building ADUs, would also be an useful resource for property owners.

---

**Permit and Other Fees**
Permit and inspection fees, fees for utility connections, and when applicable, development impact fees can be a significant portion of the cost to build an ADU. While recognizing that some fees are necessary to help fund ADU-related city services, we recommend minimizing fees and perhaps waiving them on a sliding scale based on income-eligibility of the applicant to encourage ADU production. The city could tap into resources that fund its affordable housing programs to cross-subsidize the fee reductions and waivers.

In 2010, Portland waived development fees covering sewer, water, and other infrastructure connections, reducing costs by as much as $11,000 per unit. In 2013, the city received almost 200 ADU applications, six times more than the yearly average from 2000 to 2009. Permit fees in Chicago are much lower, especially when renovating an existing unit or creating a new unit in an existing building. We recommend continuing to keep permitting costs low and explore opportunities for further reductions based on income-eligibility of ADU applicants.

**Cost Sharing for Infrastructure Improvements**

**Water Line Upgrade**
Upgrading the water service line to meet the increased demand from additional fixtures and users is likely to be one of the most expensive improvements in most ADU projects. The current process of determining whether a new service line is needed can be opaque and does not necessarily consider the higher water efficiency of modern fixtures. Creating an easy-to-use chart that clearly correlates service line sizes to number and type of fixtures would be a helpful resource for property owners.

In instances where an upgraded service line is required, the property owner would be replacing the existing lead service line, effectively eliminating a health hazard for current and future occupants of

---

12 California Budget & Policy Center. *Health Note: Senate Bill 13*. August 2019
the dwelling unit(s). Chicago could consider a pilot program to help property owners finance the replacement of old lead water service lines, which could be tied to an affordability requirement for the new ADU.\footnote{Recognizing the significant public health benefit, many municipalities are working actively to facilitate lead line replacement. Philadelphia for example, offers free lead service line replacement to residents when crews work on water main on their street, whether crews break anything or not. Elgin, IL requires homeowners to replace lead pipes with financial assistance from the city when any groundwork is being done near their property. Source: Eng, Monica. “Chicago’s Way Of Replacing Broken Pipes Can Increase Lead In Your Drinking Water.” WBEZ Chicago, April 2, 2019. www.npr.org/local/309/2019/04/02/708900376/chicago-s-way-of-replacing-broken-pipes-can-increase-lead-in-your-drinking-water}

**Waterproofing for Basement Units**

Minimizing basement flooding, which could be from water leaks, seepage or sewage back-ups, might require a variety of improvements, ranging from less intensive interventions such as soil grading and rain gardens to perimeter drainage systems with sump pumps. Parts of the city that are more susceptible to flooding are likely to need the most intensive and most expensive improvements. A recent study on urban flooding by CNT shows that Chicago neighborhoods with a greater concentration of people of color and lower-household incomes are disproportionately affected by urban flooding. This is partly due to a lack of adequate stormwater infrastructure in these neighborhoods.\footnote{Center for Neighborhood Technology. *Assessing Disparities of Urban Flood Risk for Households of Color in Chicago.* December 2018.}

The city should implement comprehensive stormwater improvements to reduce urban flooding, especially its disparate impacts in lower-income neighborhoods. The city should also explore opportunities for sharing the cost of waterproofing with property owners in these neighborhoods; the level of financial assistance could be based on the household income of the property owner and/or be tied to an affordability requirement for the ADU. As noted in the section on general cost estimates, waterproofing improvements can constitute a significant portion of the cost of building a basement ADU.

**Property Tax Relief**

The increased property value from an ADU is likely to result in an increase in property taxes effectively reducing the financial benefit of the ADU. However, relief from property taxes is available in some cases:

- The Cook County Tax Assessor offers a homeowner improvement exemption, which allows up to $75,000 of home improvements to be exempt from property tax increase for five years. Therefore, a significant portion of the ADU improvement (if not all of it), should not result in property tax increase for the homeowner for at least five years, allowing them to recoup their investment sooner.

- If the property owner commits to long-term affordability for the ADU, the assessor is committed to providing a lower assessment value for the property, compensating in part for the lower rental income.

- Placing the property in the Chicago Community Land Trust (CCLT) can result in significant property tax relief.
5. Financing

After regulatory restrictions are removed, the ability to get financing is often the next big hurdle for building ADUs. We recommend expanding financing options for owner occupants and smaller property owners, who are likely to face greater challenges in accessing financing; strategies are presented below.

Financing Challenges

Owner-occupants and smaller multifamily owners will most likely need new financing tools to build ADUs. If a new ADU policy in Chicago allows basement units to be added in multi-family residential buildings without parking and other relief, larger rental owners may be able to pay to create these units with their own resources. Smaller owners, however, may need financing, which could be complicated, depending on the value of their building and the size of their first mortgage.

The challenge is likely even greater for owner-occupants. In the 2017 Terner Center survey of ADU owners, 54% of the respondents cited obtaining financing and paying for construction as their biggest challenge, and it is not difficult to see why. 30% of respondents relied on cash savings, 15% on other personal resources such as credit cards, and 40% borrowed against the equity in their home (via a home equity line of credit (HELOC) or a cash-out refinance of their existing mortgage) to build their ADU. Only 4% of respondents were able to borrow against the future expected value of the ADU to finance its construction (Figure 16).

Most residential loan products available today do not consider the future value of an ADU that is yet to be constructed or the potential rental income stream from an ADU. This stymies the ability of homeowners to get a traditional bank loan for an ADU. If they lack significant equity in their home or a high enough income, the Loan to Value (LTV) and Debt to Income (DTI) ratios become too high for them to qualify for a loan. Renovation loans, such as the Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) 203(K) loans and Fannie Mae’s HomeStyle loans, consider the after-rehab value of the property, but are not as widely used for ADUs, likely because of restrictive criteria. 203(K) loans cannot be used for detached ADUs and require using licensed contractors and approved 203(K) consultants.

Without easy access to a loan or sufficient personal savings, building even a lower cost ADU becomes financially infeasible for most homeowners. As Seattle’s Equity Assessment Report found, in the absence of interventions such as ADU-friendly loan products, most ADUs are likely to be built by wealthier, asset rich homeowners.15 Overcoming the financing barrier is therefore key to an equitable ADU program that can

Figure 16. Source of Financing for ADU Development


also both benefit moderate-income homeowners and increase ADU production across the City. Community focused financial institutions, housing non-profits and others are rising to the challenge. Innovative financing products are facilitating the surge in ADU production in many cities across the country. As Chicago considers adopting more flexible regulations to encourage ADUs, we recommend working with community partners and financial institutions to expand options for financing ADUs and reducing reliance on personal wealth for their construction.

Financing programs that offer a subsidy or provide savings over market-rate loans can be tied to income-eligibility requirements for ADU applicants or affordability requirements for the new ADU. It is important to note that the affordability requirement should be in proportion to the level of subsidy being offered. For example, a small grant to cover part of the pre-development costs while very helpful to many income-eligible homeowners, might not be as attractive if it came with an affordability requirement that significantly reduced the rental income potential from the ADU for many years.

**Financing Tools for Owner Occupants**

**Bridge Loans**

Shorter term loans, which homeowners can use to construct the ADU and establish a rental income stream, can serve as a “bridge,” allowing homeowners to transition into a longer term, conventional mortgage. For example, Housing Trust Silicon Valley, a Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) serving 13 counties in the Bay Area, is offering loans for building ADUs at the following terms:

- Second mortgage, maximum loan amount is capped at $200,000
- 36-month loan term, 20-year amortization schedule
- Interest rate of 5%; interest only payments in the first year, principal and interest payments in second and third years
- The loan comes with the restriction of renting the ADU to a household at 80%-120% Area Median Income (AMI) for two years

**Loans against Future Value of ADU and Rental Income**

Local banks and other financial institutions in some cities have developed loan products with underwriting standards that use future value and rental income from the proposed ADU in determining loan eligibility. These loans are often backed by loan loss reserve pools funded by grants and philanthropic donations. The cash out refinance program offered as a part of the Backyard Homes project in Los Angeles is based on these principles.

**Grants or Low-Cost Loans**

Even before breaking ground on an ADU, a homeowner can spend thousands of dollars on predevelopment services such as feasibility studies, architectural drawings and permit fees. This initial cost can be a hurdle, especially for homeowners with limited financial resources. Grants or low interest loans to help defray these costs, either through direct financial assistance or access to discounted professional services, can encourage homeowners to take the first step towards building an ADU. Such financing options could be made available on a sliding scale to income-eligible residents.

Private loan pools, funded by local philanthropic organizations, foundations and private donors, can be used to provide below-market loans for constructing ADUs. For example, Healthy Neighborhoods, a non-profit organization in Baltimore, created a $30.5 million private loan pool supported by local banks and philanthropic organizations. This loan pool provides below-market loans to income-eligible homebuyers and homeowners to purchase or rehab homes to encourage investment in neighborhoods. While not ADU specific, the Healthy Neighborhoods loan pool provides a good model that can be replicated to encourage ADU investment in Chicago.

Boston also launched a pilot loan program to provide very low-cost financing for homeowners of 1-3 unit buildings interested in constructing an additional dwelling unit on their property. Interest free loans of up to $30,000 are available to homeowners with annual household incomes of less than 135% AMI.
and less than $75,000 in financial assets (excluding the value of the home, retirement accounts and college savings plans). Homeowners with incomes between 120-135 percent of AMI are required to match the city-funded loan 1:1. There is no match requirement for incomes below that. The loan has no monthly payments and is not due until the owner sells, transfers ownership, or undertakes a cash-out refinance of the home.

**Shared Equity or Co-Investment**

In this emerging financing model, companies provide cash in exchange for shared equity in the home equal to the value of the cash investment, plus a share in the home’s future appreciation (or depreciation). Homeowners can use the cash to build an ADU. Because it is not a loan, there are no monthly interest or principal payments; the investment is paid back typically at the time of sale or at the end of an agreed upon time period. Homeowners could also choose to buy-out the investment at any time. Specific terms of the agreement, including amount of cash available and how it can be spent, vary by company. Unison, based in San Francisco, allows homeowners to access up to 17.5% of their home value as cash to be used however they want.

**Developer ADU Financing and Leasing**

Another emerging innovative financing model for ADUs allows homeowners to build an ADU on their property for little or no financial outlay. Instead, the homeowner enters into a lease agreement with a developer who owns the ADU while they continue to own the land. The developer is responsible for all the construction and maintenance costs for the ADU and pays the homeowner a percentage of the rental revenue each month under a lease agreement. The property owner has the option of selecting tenants themselves. The property owner also retains the right to purchase the ADU at any time based on a declining buyout payment established in the lease agreement; at the end of the lease term, the property owner will own the unit outright.

An Oregon-based for-profit company, Dweller, constructs and installs prefabricated ADUs for a fixed fee, also offers the financing model described above for property owners who are not able to or do not want to pay the entire cost of the ADU upfront. Other examples include United Dwelling in Los Angeles and ADU Builder in Palo Alto, California.

This second story ADU was built over a two car garage in Portland to generate rental income for the homeowner. The 650 square foot ADU has two bedrooms, 1 bathroom and a “great room” with combined living, dining and kitchen areas.

*Credit: Propel Studio Architecture, photo by Marshall Steeves*
Selected Case Studies: Initiatives to Encourage ADUs and Improve Housing Affordability

The Alley Flat Initiative
Austin, Texas

The Alley Flat Initiative is a collaboration between the University of Texas Center for Sustainable Development (UTCSD), the Guadalupe Neighborhood Development Corporation (GNDC), and Community Powered Workshop (formerly the Austin Community Design and Development Center) to build sustainable and affordable “alley flats” or small backyard houses on residential lots.

Homeowners in Austin who agree to comply with Austin’s SMART (Safe, Mixed-income, Accessible, Reasonably-priced, Transit-oriented) Housing requirements for 5 years are eligible to participate in the Alley Flat Initiative. Alley Flat Initiative clients receive architectural services, expedited review, and permit fee waivers in exchange for complying with sustainability and affordability requirements. During the 5-year compliance period for the SMART program, the rent for alley flat is limited to 28% of 80% Median Family Income (MFI), which in 2019 was $1,233.17/month for a studio or one-bedroom apartment.

Community Powered Workshop has a design catalog of house models that are designed to a budget and have a minimum of three stars on the Austin Energy Green Building Program Single Family rating tool. Clients can choose the house model most suitable for their site and needs or request a custom design for an additional fee.

For more information, visit: thealleyflatinitiative.org

Credit: Community Powered Workshop, photos by Leonid Furmansky

Exterior and interior photos of a backyard house in Austin’s Clarksville neighborhood built as a part of Community Powered Workshop’s Alley Flat Initiative.
The Backyard Homes Project
Los Angeles, California

LA-Más, a non-profit organization based in Los Angeles, in partnership with other non-profit and public agencies, launched the Backyard Homes Project in 2017 to help homeowners build affordable ADUs in their backyards. The pilot program, intended for ten homeowners in its first phase, serves as a “one-stop shop” for design, permitting and construction support. In exchange, homeowners commit to rent the ADU to a section 8 voucher holder for a minimum of 5 years.

The program includes optional financing in the form of a permanent mortgage product designed particularly for homeowners who have some equity in their homes but may not have the cash to finance an ADU. Eligible program participants can get a cash-out refinance with up to 90% Loan to Value (LTV). There is no requirement for mortgage insurance and up to 75% of future rental income from the ADU can be used to help qualify for the loan. Homeowners can choose from multiple design options for ADUs that include garage conversions as well as new construction ADUs. Each plan comes with a baseline cost that includes everything necessary to get a certificate of occupancy from the city including permits, surveys, materials and labor. The Backyard Homes Project is the result of many community partners coming together to provide the complete suite of services needed to build an ADU from start to finish:

- **LA-Más**: Program Management, Design, Permitting
- **Restore Neighborhoods LA (RNLA)**: Construction
- **Genesis LA Economic Growth Corporation & Self-Help Federal Credit Union**: Financing
- **LA Family Housing & St. Joseph Center**: Tenant Matching and Support
- **Housing Rights Center**: Landlord Training
- **Housing Authority of the City of LA (HACLA)**: Section 8 Program Management

For additional information, visit: [www.mas.la/affordable-adus](http://www.mas.la/affordable-adus)

WDSF+ Initiative ADU Pilot Program
Denver, Colorado

The West Denver Renaissance Collaborative (WDRC) launched an ADU pilot program in June 2019 as a part of its West Denver Single Family Plus (WDSF+) initiative to minimize displacement in west Denver. To participate in the WDSF+ ADU pilot, homeowners must have a property that is zoned for ADUs in a west Denver neighborhood and have an annual household income of 120% of area median income (AMI) or lower. Applicants must also be able to qualify for a new mortgage that covers the primary house and the ADU development costs.

The WDSF+ ADU pilot program provides significant cost savings for participating homeowners by using design-permitted ADU models. The cost savings along with development, design, financing, and construction assistance make it possible for moderate and low income homeowners to build an ADU. WDRC also provides custom housing counseling services and property management training to program participants.

In exchange, program participants agree to the following terms:
- The ADU must be used for residential occupancy, and either the ADU or primary house must be occupied or rented by a household earning less than 80% current Denver Area Median Income (AMI) for a 25 year term.
- If rented, the monthly rent must be equal to or less than 80% Denver current AMI maximum rent.

For more information, visit: [www.mywdrc.org/adu-pilot-program](http://www.mywdrc.org/adu-pilot-program)
Recommendations (continued)

6. Fostering an Equitable ADU Policy

Encouraging equitable development, where a variety of ADUs are built in neighborhoods across the city by property owners from a range of income, racial and ethnic backgrounds and at affordable price-points, will require a deliberate effort including direct subsidies. Crafting and implementing strategies that can help overcome the additional financial, technical and cultural barriers faced by lower-income residents and communities of color, should be an integral part of the city’s ADU policy. Recommendations for equitable strategies are presented below.

Research shows that loosening regulations to allow ADUs and removing burdensome fees and requirements can spur ADU production. The increased supply of housing units is a great opportunity in cost-burdened housing markets and can help stabilize and even put a downward pressure on rapidly rising rents and sale prices. Research also shows that in the absence of policy interventions, most of the ADUs will be built by wealthy homeowner or property owners in the strongest residential markets within the city and rented at market rates. While these ADUs are likely to be more affordable than other types of dwelling units in the neighborhood, adding to its housing and income diversity, the market-rate rents will still likely be too high for many middle- and lower-income households.

Encouraging equitable ADU development that benefits all residents and neighborhoods in the city will require a robust program of targeted financial and technical assistance. Key elements that should be part of the assistance program are presented below.

Financial Assistance
The cost of building and securing financing are significant barriers for all property owners interested in building ADUs, but they have a disproportionate impact on lower- and middle-income households who are unlikely to have enough savings to build an ADU. In fact, representatives from non-profit agencies who are implementing housing assistance programs in the community, report that the second unit in many 2-flat buildings go unused because the owners, particularly

Why does Chicago Need an Equitable ADU Policy?

Equitable ADU development can help stabilize Chicago’s lower- and middle-income families and neighborhoods:

- **Stronger Neighborhoods.** ADUs can make it easier to age in place and for multiple generations of families and community members to live together, strengthening the social fabric of the neighborhood.

- **Homeownership Opportunities.** Rental income from an ADU can help homeowners who might otherwise struggle with rising costs stay in their homes. By making homeownership easier through increased financial stability, ADUs can provide housing stability and an opportunity to build wealth.

- **Housing Affordability.** For renter households with limited means, the cheaper rent of an ADU such as a basement unit, can provide housing stability and greater economic security.
seniors, lack the resources to perform basic maintenance and repair to keep the unit habitable.

Therefore, reducing the cost burden and providing financial assistance for renovating existing or building new ADUs is key to ensuring more equitable ADU development (refer section 5 on financing recommendations for details). Financial assistance should be designed to serve the following policy priorities:

- Make it easier for property owners without sufficient personal income or savings to improve or build an ADU.

- When property owners receive financial assistance to create ADUs, the new units should be rented at affordable rates, so low-income households are not priced-out.

- Encourage property owners to improve any existing “illegal” units to make them healthy and safe while minimizing displacement of existing tenants.

Financial incentives such as grants or low-cost loans, should have specific requirements such as:

- Restrictions on income eligibility. A specific grant or other type of financial assistance could be limited to ADU applicants with income levels below a certain threshold.

- Affordability requirement for the ADU that is built using the incentive. In exchange for receiving financial assistance, the property owner would have to commit to rent the ADU at an affordable rent.

For financial incentives to be most effective, we recommend that they be designed such that affordability requirements correlate with the level of financial benefit being provided. For example, even after accessing financial assistance from the city or another source, a homeowner could incur significant costs to build an ADU and then operate it as a rental unit. If the rent is set too low to recoup their costs and potentially earn a small profit, most property owners may not choose to build the ADU at all.

To achieve a higher level of rental affordability that can serve the lowest-income households, we recommend exploring additional subsidies such as the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA)’s rental vouchers. CHA could consider a pilot program to allocate project-based vouchers to new ADUs in their “Mobility Areas” and provide technical assistance related to voucher acceptance for interested property owners as part of a streamlined ADU permitting and approval process.

Technical Resources

For the average homeowner and smaller-scale property owners the thought of building an ADU in their backyard or basement and then operating it as a rental unit can be overwhelming. Creating a streamlined application and review process and a centralized resource center for ADUs can be very valuable in helping overcome the knowledge barrier that can keep many potential ADU applicants on the sidelines (refer to section 3 on recommendations for streamlining ADU application and review for details).

ADU resources, including guidebooks, should include plentiful illustrations and explanations to ensure that the information can be easily understood by those without design or construction experience. To ensure quality construction, especially in cases where special expertise might be needed, such as installing waterproofing in an existing basement, a trusted community partner should maintain a list of skilled, competent contractors. Once the unit is ready, guidance or assistance in recruiting tenants, and operating and maintaining the rental unit could be a valuable resource for many homeowners and help ensure a healthy and safe living environment for tenants.

In addition, key resource materials should be translated in other languages, especially Spanish, to make the information more accessible to a wider group of property owners.

Community-based Intermediaries

Many residents might hesitate to legalize or build an ADU because they are not comfortable navigating a complex and time-consuming City Hall process.
might also be worried about opening up their home or property for a city inspection.

To help overcome this hurdle, we recommend building capacity in community-based, non-profit organizations to provide trained staff members who can help homeowners make an initial assessment of their property’s suitability for an ADU. The community organization would serve as an intermediary, providing a free, no-obligation assessment of the improvements needed to build an up-to-code unit and information on potential resources for the homeowner.

Working with community-based intermediaries could make the entire process of building or legalizing an ADU, including interfacing with the city, much less daunting for many homeowners and encourage them to build new or renovate their existing space to create a safe and healthy unit.

In many cities, community organizations have developed innovative programs to promote equitable ADU development. These programs can serve as a model for Chicago; key features of selected programs have been included as case studies (Pages 34-35).

Funding Sources

Financial incentives such as reduced or waived permit fees, subsidies for costly infrastructure improvements like lead pipe replacement, and access to low cost loans can significantly boost ADU production. Restricting these incentives to income-eligible applicants and tying them to proportionate affordability requirements for the new ADU can provide stability for middle- and lower-income homeowners and create more affordable units, fulfilling important housing policy goals for Chicago. We recommend exploring a combination of public and non-profit or philanthropic resources to help pay for these incentives. Potential resources are presented in this section.

Public Resources

Chicago has many existing programs to fund new affordable housing and provide housing assistance to middle- and lower-income households. Some of the programs targeted to homeowners or homebuyers could be expanded to include ADUs. Existing city programs include:

**Homebuyer assistance programs**
The city offers assistance with downpayment and closing costs for income qualifying Chicagoans buying their first home or refinancing their mortgage. The city should explore if some could be expanded to help finance ADU improvement or construction.

**Home-repair assistance programs**
Funding for these currently oversubscribed programs should be boosted and expanded to help homeowners seeking to build ADUs. Programs include:
- Tax Increment Financing-Neighborhood Improvement Program (TIF-NIP), which provides home repair grants to owners of 1-4 unit buildings
- Small Accessible Repairs for Seniors (SARFS)
- Roof, Porch and Emergency Heating Repair Program (Formerly EHAP)

**The Chicago Community Land Trust (CCLT)**
The CCLT offers up to $30,000 in home improvement grants and substantial property tax savings to homeowners who “opt-in” to the Trust, that is agree to sell their home at an affordable price when they sell. For some homeowners, this could be an excellent way to help finance the improvement or construction of an ADU.
**Adopt-a-Landmark Fund**

Buildings that are designated Chicago Landmarks or contributing buildings within a designated landmark district, except for residential buildings that have six units or less, can receive grants of up to $250,000 for qualifying exterior renovation projects. Grants more than $250,000 require City Council approval. This could help fund exterior work related to adding ADUs in buildings with a landmark status.

**Chicago’s Affordable Requirements Ordinance (ARO)**

A portion of the fees-in-lieu collected through the ARO can be used to finance the construction of affordable ADUs.

**Tax Increment Financing (TIF) Districts**

TIF revenue can be used to finance eligible costs, including qualifying infrastructure improvements and site preparation work that may be needed to build ADUs on some lots.

The city should consider allowing the retrofitting of vacant ground level space in commercial and mixed-use buildings, especially in sub-optimal commercial locations, to create ADUs accessible to people with disabilities. To facilitate this, the city could potentially tap into funds and programs that might not be housing specific but are meant to support neighborhood revitalization. These programs include the:

- Neighborhood Opportunity Fund (NOF) and the
- Small Business Improvement Fund (SBIF)

**Private and Philanthropic Resources**

While government programs for financing the construction and maintenance of affordable housing are vital, they fall far short of the need. Individuals, philanthropic organizations and foundations can play an important role in filling some of the gaps. For example, foundations of larger national banks can partner with local financial institutions, which because of their deeper understanding of the community, can better assess the true value and risk associated with loosening criteria to support projects that do not meet traditional lending standards. The larger banks could help fund a loan loss reserve pool, enabling Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) and local lenders to underwrite loans based on the future value of the ADU.

**Conclusion**

The need for safe and affordable housing is likely to increase as more households in the Chicago region face unemployment and rising economic uncertainty due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Accessory Dwelling Units provide an innovative way for Chicago to address the growing housing challenge by adding to its inventory of affordable housing, providing financial stability for homeowners and by energizing neighborhoods.

To promote ADUs, the city should revise its zoning and building codes and streamline its permitting process, which currently discourage renovation and new construction of ADUs. In addition to removing regulatory barriers, the city should promote measures to enhance affordability of ADUs including creative financing structures and greater access to a broad range of financing sources for owners and developers seeking to create ADUs.

The city should implement the recommendations in this report with a strong focus on fostering equity so that ADUs can be built in all neighborhoods across the city by owner-occupants and smaller-scale developers in addition to larger property owners. To do that effectively, the city should work with key implementation partners such as the Chicago Housing Authority, housing focused non-profit organizations, CDFIs, community leaders and volunteers. Aldermanic ward offices can play a key role in spreading awareness of the new ordinance and connect residents to resources that can help them build ADUs.
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO

Ladies and Gentlemen:

At the request of the Commissioner of Housing, the Commissioner of Planning and Development, and the Commissioner of Buildings, I transmit herewith, together with Aldermen Burnett, Haden, Martin, Osterman and Tunney, an ordinance amending various provisions of the Municipal Code regarding affordable dwelling units.

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated.

Very truly yours,

Lori E. Lightfoot
Mayor
ORDINANCE

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO:

SECTION 1. Section 2-44-065 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

2-44-065 Program applications, administration, and related fees.

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*

(9) Compliance Monitoring Late Fee – $20 per unit for all housing units in a project or building in addition to the Compliance Monitoring fee.

(10) Affordable Conversion Unit Initial Registration Fee – $500 per unit.

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*

SECTION 2. Chapter 2-44 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting a new Section 2-44-106, as follows:

2-44-106 Affordable conversion units.

(a) **Title.** This section shall be known and cited as the “Affordable Conversion Unit Ordinance” or “ACU Ordinance.”

(b) **Purpose.** This section establishes affordability requirements for certain conversion units established in conformity with the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, in order to preserve and expand available affordable housing in the City.

(c) **Definitions.** As used in this section:

“Affordable housing unit(s)” means housing that is affordable to households earning up to 60% of the area medium income (“AMI”), as published annually by the Department of Housing. As used in this definition: “Affordable” means annual rent less than or equal to the amount at which total monthly housing costs, as specified in rules duly promulgated by the Commissioner, do not exceed 30% of income for a household making 60% of the area medium income. “Area median income” or “AMI” means the median household income for the Chicago Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area, as calculated and adjusted on an annual basis by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development.

“Conversion unit” has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 17-17-240.6.

“Owner” has the meaning ascribed to the term “property owner” in Section 17-17-02134.
“Residential building” means a residential building, as defined in Section 17-17-02146, that is a principal building, as defined in Section 17-17-02125.

(d) Affordable conversion units – Required when. If, pursuant to Section 17-2-0303-C, two or more conversion units are added, either separately or in any combination, at any time, to a residential building, the owner of such building shall maintain 50% of those conversion units as affordable housing units. Provided, however, that if this 50% calculation results in a fractional number, any such fractional result shall be rounded down to the previous consecutive whole number. This subsection (d) shall run with the land and be enforceable against any subsequent owner.

(e) Registration. Subsequent to the application for a building permit with the Department of Buildings for a conversion unit, the Department of Planning and Development will advise the owner whether any of the proposed conversion units are required to be maintained as affordable housing unit(s). If the owner is required under this section to maintain any of the proposed conversion units as affordable housing unit(s), the owner shall register those affordable conversion unit(s) with the Department of Housing in accordance with rules duly promulgated by the Commissioner. Such registration shall be accompanied by the Affordable Conversion Unit Initial Registration Fee, as set forth in Section 2-44-065, to defray the costs of administering this section.

(f) Recorded notice – Required. If a conversion unit is required to be maintained as an affordable housing unit, the Department of Housing shall require the owner to record, with the Cook County Recorder of Deeds, a notice against the property on which such conversion unit is located indicating that such conversion unit is required to be maintained as an affordable housing unit for the duration of the affordability requirement, as set forth in subsection (i) of this section. Such notice shall require owners and subsequent owners to keep owner contact information, including an e-mail address, current with the Department of Housing.

(g) Building permit – Prohibited when. No building permit shall be issued by the Department of Buildings for any conversion unit that is required to be maintained as an affordable housing unit until: (i) the applicant for such permit provides the Department of Housing with a copy of the recorded notice required under subsection (f) of this section; and (ii) the Department of Housing provides written notification of such fact to the Department of Buildings.

(h) Annual compliance affidavit – Required. If an owner is required, pursuant to subsection (d) of this section, to maintain any conversion unit as an affordable housing unit, such owner shall be required, on or before January 15 of each calendar year following initial registration of that unit with the Department of Housing, to file an annual compliance affidavit with the Department certifying that such conversion unit is being maintained as an affordable housing unit within the meaning of this section.

(i) Duration of affordability requirement. Each conversion unit required under this section to be maintained as an affordable housing unit shall be maintained as an affordable
housing unit for 30 years from the date of the recorded notice required under subsection (f) of this section.

(j) **Inapplicability of other affordability requirements.** Conversion units required under this section to be maintained as affordable housing units shall be exempt from Sections 2-44-070, 2-44-080, 2-44-090, 2-44-100 and 2-44-105.

(k) **Rules.** The Commissioner is authorized to adopt such rules as the Commissioner deems necessary or appropriate for the proper implementation, administration and enforcement of this section.

(l) **Penalty.** In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any person who violates this section shall be subject to a fine of $500.00 for each offense. Each day that a violation continues shall constitute a separate and distinct offense.

(m) **Private right of action.** An aggrieved tenant may enforce this section against any owner subject to this section by means of a civil action in which the court may provide injunctive relief or award treble damages and the plaintiff’s court costs and reasonable attorney fees.

**SECTION 3.** Section 4-6-290 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

**4-6-290 Bed-and-breakfast establishment.**

(a) **Definitions.** As used in this section:

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*

“Bed-and-breakfast establishment” or “establishment” means an owner-occupied single-family residential building, or an owner-occupied, multiple-family residential building, or an owner-occupied condominium, townhouse or cooperative, in which 11 or fewer sleeping rooms are available for rent or for hire for transient occupancy by registered guests. The term “bed-and-breakfast establishment” does not include: (1) a single-room occupancy buildings, as that term is defined in Section 47-17-02163 4-6-220; (2) shared housing units, that are registered pursuant to as defined in Section 4-14-010, that are registered or required to be registered with the City pursuant to Chapter 4-14 of this Code; or (3) vacation rentals, license pursuant to as defined in Section 4-6-300(a), that are licensed or required to be licensed by the City pursuant to Section 4-6-300; (4) hotels, as defined in Section 4-6-180; (5) conversion units, as defined in Section 17-17-0240.6; or (6) coach houses, as defined in Section 17-17-0234.6, unless the coach house was being used for residential purposes as of January 16, 2003. If the bed-and-breakfast establishment is a single-family residential building located on a lot that includes a principal house and an accessory building that was being used for residential purposes as of January 16, 2003, the accessory building shall be considered to be part of the establishment. The term “guests” does not include members of the owner’s family household within the meaning of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance; nor does it include persons who have signed a lease to use and
occupy residential property unless the leased residential property is held out by its owner, or by any person acting on the owner's behalf, to be a bed-and-breakfast establishment.

("Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance")

"Platform" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 4-13-100.

"Short-term residential intermediary" or "intermediary" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 4-13-100.

("Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance")

(f) Legal duties. Each licensee engaged in the business of bed-and-breakfast establishment shall have a duty to:

("Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance")

(8) If the bed-and-breakfast establishment is listed on any short term residential rental intermediary platform or short term residential rental advertising platform, a licensee under this section shall have the following duties:

("Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance")

(ii) not to list, or permit any person to list, and not to rent, or permit any person to rent, and not to book for future rental, or permit any person to book for future rental, any: (A) bed-and-breakfast establishment that is not properly licensed by the city; or (B) conversion unit, as defined in Section 17-17-0240.6; or (C) coach house, as defined in Section 17-17-0234.6, lawfully established after July 31, 2020;

("Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance")

SECTION 4. Section 4-6-300 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

4-6-300 Vacation rentals.

(a) Definitions. As used in this section:

("Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance")

"Owner" means any person who owns 25% or more of the interest in a dwelling unit. For purposes of this Section 4-6-300 only, the term "owner" includes a person who is a lessee of a cooperative pursuant to a proprietary lease.

"Platform" has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 4-13-100.
“Vacation rental” means a dwelling unit that contains 6 or fewer sleeping rooms that are available for rent or for hire for transient occupancy by guests. The term “vacation rental” shall not include: (i) single-room occupancy buildings, as that term is defined in Section 17-17-02163; (ii) bed-and-breakfast establishments, as that term is defined in Chapter 14B-2; (iii) hotels, as that term is defined in Section 4-6-180; (iv) a dwelling unit for which a tenant has a month-to-month rental agreement and the rental payments are paid on a monthly basis; (v) corporate housing, as defined in Section 4-14-010; (vi) guest suites, as defined in this subsection (a); or (vii) shared housing units, as defined in Section 4-14-010, that are registered or required to be registered with the City pursuant to Chapter 4-14 of this Code; (viii) conversion units, as defined in Section 17-17-0240.6; or (ix) coach houses, as defined in Section 17-17-0234.6, lawfully established after July 31, 2020.

(h) Vacation rentals listed on a platform. If a vacation rental is listed on any short term residential rental intermediary platform or short term residential advertising platform within the meaning of Chapter 4-13 of this Code, a licensee under this section shall have the following duties:

(2) Rental without license – Rental of conversion units and coach houses – Prohibited. Such licensee shall not list on a platform, or permit any person to list on a platform, or rent, or permit any person to rent, or book for future rental, or permit any person to book for future rental, any: (A) vacation rental which is not properly licensed by the City; or (B) conversion unit, as defined in Section 17-17-0240.6; or (C) coach house, as defined in Section 17-17-0234.6, lawfully established after July 31, 2020;

SECTION 5. Section 4-13-100 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting, in correct alphabetical order, the language underscored, as follows:

Section 4-13-100 Definitions.

As used in this chapter:

“Coach house” has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 17-17-0234.6.

“Conversion unit” has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 17-17-0240.6.
“Platform” means an internet-enabled application, mobile application, or any other digital platform used by a short term residential rental intermediary to connect guests with a short term residential rental provider.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 6. Section 4-13-260 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

4-13-260 Ineligibility – Listing on platform by a provider prohibited when.

(a) Conditions of ineligibility for listing. A short term residential rental shall be ineligible for listing by a provider on a licensee’s platform under the following conditions:

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

(12) Conversion unit. When the short term residential rental is a conversion unit; or

(13) Coach house. When the short term residential rental is a coach house lawfully established after July 31, 2020.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 7. Section 4-14-010 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting, in correct alphabetical order, the language underscored, as follows:

4-14-010 Definitions.

As used in this chapter:

“Bed-and-breakfast establishment” has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 4-6-290.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

“Coach house” has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 17-17-0234.6.

“Conversion unit” has the meaning ascribed to that term in Section 17-17-0240.6.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

“Shared housing unit” means a dwelling unit containing 6 or fewer sleeping rooms that is rented, or any portion therein is rented, for transient occupancy by guests. The term “shared housing unit” shall not include: (1) single-room occupancy buildings; (2) hotels; (3)
corporate housing; (4) bed-and-breakfast establishments; (5) guest suites; or (6) vacation rentals; (7) conversion units; or (8) coach houses lawfully established after July 31, 2020.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 8. Section 4-14-050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

4-14-050 Unlawful acts.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

(i) **Listing and rental of conversion units — Prohibited.** It shall be unlawful for any shared housing host to list on a platform, or permit any person to list on a platform, or rent, or permit any person to rent, or book for future rental, or permit any person to book for future rental, any conversion unit.

(k) **Listing and rental of coach houses — Prohibited.** It shall be unlawful for any shared housing host to list on a platform, or permit any person to list on a platform, or rent, or permit any person to rent, or book for future rental, or permit any person to book for future rental, any coach house lawfully established after July 31, 2020.

SECTION 9. Section 17-2-0200 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

17-2-0200 Allowed Uses.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-2-0207 Use Table and Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USE GROUP</th>
<th>Zoning Districts</th>
<th>Use Standard</th>
<th>Parking Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Use Type</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P = permitted by right</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = special use approval req'd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req'd - = not allowed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PD = planned development approval

**RESIDENTIAL**

A. Household Living

1. Detached House | P | P | P | P | P | P | P | P | 17-10-0207-A
2. Elderly Housing | - | - | - | P | P | P | P | P | 17-10-0207-A
SECTION 10. Section 17-2-0300 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the underscored language, as follows:

17-2-0300 Bulk and density standards.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-2-0303-C Conversion Unit. In the case of building permit applications for the repair, remodeling, and/or alteration of residential buildings that are located in any RS, RT or RM zoning district and that have been in lawful existence for 20 or more years, the density of such residential buildings may be increased in accordance with Section 17-9-0131 by 33% of the number of lawfully established dwelling units, other than conversion units, that have been in existence in the residential building for 20 or more years; provided, however, that if such residential building contains a single dwelling unit, the density of such residential building may be increased by one dwelling unit. If this 33% calculation results in a fractional number, any fractional result of 0.5 or more shall be rounded up to the next consecutive whole number; and any fractional result of less than 0.5 shall be rounded down to the previous consecutive whole number.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-2-0307 Rear Yard Open Space. All development in RS, RT, RM4.5 and RM5 districts is subject to the following minimum rear yard open space standards, except as expressly allowed under the townhouse development standards of Section 17-2-0500.
(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-2-0309 Side Setbacks.

17-2-0309-A Standards. All development in R districts is subject to the following minimum side setback standards, except as expressly allowed under the townhouse development standards of Section 17-2-0500. Reversed corner lots are subject to Sec. 17-2-0309-B. (See Sec. 17-17-0308 for rules governing the measurement of side setbacks.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Minimum Side Setback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>Detached house Principal residential building: Combined total width of side setbacks must equal 30% of lot width with neither required setback less than 5 feet or 10% of lot width, whichever is greater. Principal nonresidential building (e.g., religious assembly and school buildings): 15 feet or 50% of building height, whichever is greater.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>Detached house Principal residential building: Combined total width of side setbacks must equal 30% of lot width with neither required setback less than 4 feet or 10% of lot width, whichever is greater. Principal nonresidential building (e.g., religious assembly and school buildings): 15 feet or 50% of building height, whichever is greater.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>Detached house Principal residential building: Combined total width of side setbacks must equal 20% of lot width with neither required setback less than 2 feet or 8% of lot width, whichever is greater. Principal Nonresidential buildings (e.g., religious assembly and school buildings): 12 feet or 50% of building height, whichever is greater.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)
17-2-0311 Building Height.

17-2-0311-A Standards. All residential buildings in R districts are subject to the following maximum building height standards, except as expressly allowed in Sec. 17-2-0311-B:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Maximum Building Height (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>Detached house Principal residential buildings: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principal nonresidential buildings: None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>Detached house Principal residential buildings: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principal nonresidential buildings: None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>Detached house Principal residential buildings: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principal nonresidential buildings: None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 11 Section 17-9-0100 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

17-9-0100 Use Standards.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-9-0131 Conversion Units

1. Conversion units in any RS, RT or RM zoning district are subject to Section 17-2-0303-C.

2. Conversion units in any RS, RT or RM zoning district are not subject to the minimum lot area per unit provisions of Sections 17-2-0303-A, 17-7-0702, 17-7-0802, 17-7-0902 or 17-7-1104.

3. Conversion units in any RS, RT or RM zoning district are not subject to the open space provisions of Sections 17-2-0307 or 17-2-0308.

4. Conversion units may be established without corresponding accessory parking.

5. Conversion units shall be maintained as affordable housing units to the extent required under Section 2-44-106.

6. Conversion units may not be established on any zoning lot that contains a coach house.

7. Conversion units shall not be rented, leased, or otherwise made available for compensation of any type for transient occupancy by persons other than members of
the unit owner’s or tenant’s household. As used in this paragraph (7), the term “transient occupancy” means occupancy on a daily or nightly basis, or any part thereof, for a period of 31 or fewer consecutive days. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any person who violates this paragraph (7) shall be subject to a fine of not less than $1,500.00 nor more than $3,000.00 dollars for each offense. Each day that a violation continues shall constitute a separate and distinct offense. The Department of Planning and Development, Department of Housing, Department of Buildings, and Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection are each authorized to enforce this paragraph.

SECTION 12. Section 17-9-0200 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

17-9-0200 Accessory uses, buildings and structures.

17-9-0201 General.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-9-0201-C An accessory building or structure, other than a coach house, may not be constructed on any lot before the construction of the principal building to which it is accessory.

17-9-0201-D No accessory building The combination of all accessory buildings may not occupy more than 60% of the area of a required rear setback, except:

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-9-0201-F Coach Houses

1. Coach houses shall not reduce any existing on-site, accessory parking required to serve the existing principal building on the zoning lot.

2. Coach houses may be established without accessory parking to serve the coach house.

3. Coach houses shall not exceed 22 feet in building height.

4. No rooftop features shall be allowed to exceed 22 feet in overall height above grade on coach houses.

5. At least three feet of open space that is unobstructed and unoccupied from its lowest level to the sky must be provided between the coach house and at least one side property line for the entire length of the building wall, except when a side lot line abuts an alley or street.
6. A minimum separation of 15 feet must be provided between the rear wall of the principal building and the front wall of the coach house.

7. No dwelling unit within a coach house shall exceed 700 square feet of floor area and only one dwelling unit is permitted.

8. Coach houses in any RS, RT or RM zoning district are not subject to the minimum lot area provisions of Sections 17-2-0303-A, 17-7-0702, 17-7-0802, 17-7-0902 or 17-7-1104.

9. Coach houses in any RS, RT or RM zoning district are not subject to the open space provisions of Sections 17-2-0307 or 17-2-0308; but are subject to Chapter 16-18 of this Code.

10. Coach houses in any RS, RT or RM zoning district are not subject to the floor area ratio provisions of Section 17-2-0304-A.

11. When established prior to the principal building on a zoning lot, a coach house must be located entirely within the rear setback of the zoning lot in accordance with this Section 17-9-0201 and shall be exempt from the setback requirements of Section 17-2-0306.

12. Coach houses shall not be established on any zoning lot that contains a conversion unit.

13. Coach houses shall not be established if the principal building contains more than four lawfully established dwelling units.

14. Dwelling units contained within coach houses lawfully established after July 31, 2020 shall not be rented, leased, or otherwise made available for compensation of any type for transient occupancy by persons other than members of the unit owner’s or tenant’s household. As used in this paragraph (14), the term “transient occupancy” means occupancy on a daily or nightly basis, or any part thereof, for a period of 31 or fewer consecutive days. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any person who violates this paragraph (14) shall be subject to a fine of not less than $1,500.00 nor more than $3,000.00 dollars for each offense. Each day that a violation continues shall constitute a separate and distinct offense. The Department of Planning and Development, Department of Housing, Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection, and Department of Buildings are each authorized to enforce this paragraph.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 13. Section 17-10-0200 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the underscored language, as follows:
### 17-10-0200 Off-street parking ratios

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Minimum Automobile Parking Ratio (per unit or gross floor area)</th>
<th>Minimum Bike Parking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>17-10-0207-A Parking Group A</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Detached Houses, Two-flat, Townhouses)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All districts</td>
<td>2 spaces, 1 space per unit, provided that off-street parking is not required for detached houses on lots of records that are 33 feet or less in width if the subject lot does not have access to an improved alley and provided further that the Zoning Administrator is authorized to approve an administrative adjustment allowing a minimum of 1 parking space per unit if such reduction will result in more usable open space on the lot (See Sec. 17-13-1003 CC); 1 space per unit for government-subsidized units.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>2 spaces per unit for detached houses and 1.5 spaces per unit for two-flats, provided that off-street parking is not required for detached houses or two-flats on lots of records that are 33 feet or less in width if the subject lot does not have access to an improved alley and provided further that the Zoning Administrator is authorized to approve an administrative adjustment allowing a minimum of 1 parking space per unit if such reduction will result in more usable open space on the lot (See Sec. 17-13-1003 CC); 1 space per unit for government-subsidized units</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other districts</td>
<td>1 space per unit, provided that off-street parking is not required for detached houses or two-flats on lots of records that are 33 feet or less in width if the subject lot does not have access to an improved alley; 1 space per unit for government-subsidized detached houses and two-flats</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*

**SECTION 14.** Section 17-13-1000 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the underscored language, as follows:

**17-13-1000 Administrative adjustments.**

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*
17-13-1003-BB Additional Dwelling Unit. In the case of building permit applications for the repair, remodeling, and/or alteration of buildings residential buildings that have been in lawful existence for $\geq 20$ or more years, containing and contain not more than 6 dwelling units, sought to correct Notices of Violation cited by the Department of Buildings, or for the voluntary rehabilitation of such structures, in which there is evidence that the building has been converted, altered or used for a greater number of dwelling units than existed at the time of its construction, the Zoning Administrator is authorized to approve an administrative adjustment to make zoning certification of the increased density, not to exceed more than one unit above its original construction, upon review of documented evidence supporting such increase in density.

17-13-1003-CC Parking Reduction for Detached Houses and Two-Flats. [Reserved.]

1. The Zoning Administrator is authorized to approve an administrative adjustment allowing a minimum of 1 parking space per dwelling unit in RS1, RS2 and RS3 districts.

2. Such an administrative adjustment may be approved only when the Zoning Administrator determines that the proposed adjustment will result in more useable open space on the lot.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 15. Section 17-15-0300 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

17-15-0300 Nonconforming uses.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-15-0303 Expansion.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-15-0303-D Nonconforming coach houses on properties designated as official Chicago Landmarks or located within the boundaries of a Chicago Landmark District may continue to be occupied or may be re-occupied. Incidental repairs and normal maintenance necessary to keep such a coach house in sound condition are permitted; expansions are permitted only to the extent that such expansion does not violate any applicable bulk and density standard of Sections 17-9-0201-F(7) and 17-9-0201(F)(8). be used as a dwelling unit for a single household if the Zoning Administrator determines that competent evidence exists that the coach house was previously used as a legal dwelling unit. Incidental repairs and normal maintenance necessary to keep nonconforming coach house in sound condition are permitted, but no expansions are allowed.
17-15-0303-E [Reserved.] Nonconforming coach houses on properties outside the boundaries of a Chicago Landmark District may continue to be occupied as dwelling units provided that they have not been continuously vacant for more than one year. Incidental repairs and normal maintenance necessary to keep nonconforming coach house in sound condition are permitted, but no expansions are allowed.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 16. Section 17-17-0100 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

17-17-0100 Use group and category description.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-17-0104-S Lodging. Provision of lodging services on a temporary basis with incidental food, drink, and other sales and services intended for the convenience of guests. The following are lodging use types:

1. Bed and Breakfast. An owner-occupied, detached house or an owner-occupied dwelling unit within a multi-unit residential building that does not exceed 4 stories in height and contains no more than 11 sleeping rooms or an owner-occupied condominium, townhouse or cooperative in which 11 or fewer sleeping rooms are available for rent or for hire for transient occupancy by registered guests. For purposes of this definition, the term “bed and breakfast” does not include single-room occupancy buildings. If the bed and breakfast is a detached house located on a lot that includes a principal house and an accessory building that was being used for residential purposes as of January 16, 2003, the accessory building that will be considered to be part of the establishment.

2. Hotel/Motel. An establishment containing 427 or more guest rooms and in which short-term lodging is offered for compensation and which may or may not include the service of one or more meals to guests. Typical uses include hotels, motels and transient boarding houses. For purposes of this definition, the term “hotel/motel” does not include single-room occupancy buildings or bed and breakfast establishments.

3. Vacation Rental. A dwelling unit that contains 6 or less sleeping rooms that are available for rent or for hire for transient occupancy by guests. The term “guests” does not include members of the owner’s household. The term “vacation rental” shall not include: (i) single-room occupancy buildings; (ii) bed and breakfast establishments; (iii) hotels/motels; (iv) any dwelling unit for which a tenant has a month-to-month rental agreement, as that term is defined in Section 5-12-030 and the rental payments are paid on a monthly basis; (v) Corporate Housing, as that term is defined in Section 4-6-300; (vi) “guest suites” registered pursuant to Chapters 4-13 and 4-14 of the Municipal Code of Chicago.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)
this Code; (viii) conversion units; or (ix) coach houses lawfully established after July 31, 2020.

4. Shared Housing Unit. “Shared housing unit” means a dwelling unit containing 6 or fewer sleeping rooms that is rented, or any portion therein is rented, for transient occupancy by guests. The term “shared housing unit” shall not include: (1) single-room occupancy buildings; (2) hotels; (3) corporate housing, as defined in Section 4-14-010; (4) guest suites, as defined in Section 4-6-300; (5) bed and breakfast establishments; or (6) vacation rentals; (7) conversion units; or (8) coach houses lawfully established after July 31, 2020.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 17. Section 17-17-0200 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by inserting the underscored language, as follows:

17-17-0200 General Terms.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-17-0234.6 Coach House. An accessory building meeting the requirements of Section 17-9-0201-F and containing one dwelling unit.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

17-17-0240.6 Conversion Unit. A dwelling unit that is: (i) either newly constructed or rehabilitated for reuse, and (ii) located within a principal residential building that has been in lawful existence for 20 or more years, and (iii) established in accordance with Sections 17-2-0303-C and 17-9-0131.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

SECTION 18. Section 17-17-0300 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

17-17-0300 Measurements.

17-17-0301 Division of Improved Zoning Lots. No improved zoning lot may be divided into two or more zoning lots and no portion of any improved zoning lot may be sold unless all improved zoning lots resulting from the division or sale comply with all the applicable bulk regulations of the zoning district in which the property is located; provided, however, that such divisions which do not further increase the extent of any existing nonconformity shall be permitted; for instance, a nonconforming setback which is not impacted by the proposed division.

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)
**17-17-0309 Features Allowed to Encroach in Required Setbacks.** Required setbacks in all districts must be unobstructed and unoccupied from the ground to the sky except that features are allowed to encroach into required setbacks to the extent indicated in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstruction/Projection into Required Setback</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Rear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chimneys that project no more than 18 inches into the setback</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach houses that do not contain enclosed parking but are established adjacent to a public alley must be set back at least two feet from the rear property line; provided, however, that this two-foot setback is not required if the coach house is located at least ten feet from the centerline of the alley, as evidenced by a survey or other similar evidence provided by the applicant and deemed acceptable by the Zoning Administrator</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite dish antennas, not exceeding 1 meter in diameter</td>
<td>Yes [1]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)*

**SECTION 19.** This ordinance shall take full force and effect ten days after its passage and publication. Provided, however, that no building permit application for a conversion unit or coach house shall be accepted by the Department of Buildings until August 1, 2020.
An Accessory Living Unit (ALU) is defined as a dwelling unit within and subordinate to a single-family residence that provides separate accommodations for living, eating, and sleeping while maintaining the exterior appearance of a single-family home. The ALU is intended to provide another housing option for those 62 years of age or older and the disabled. The ALU ordinance is applicable to single-family homes in the R, R1, and R2 zoning districts.

To protect the single-family character of the Village, the creation of ALUs within existing single-family homes is carefully defined by the ordinance and will be enforced through the Community Development Department. This will allow the creation of accessory living units as a special use in the three single-family and townhouse zoning districts. A special use is one that must be reviewed by the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) and approved by the Village Board before it may commence. The ZBA process requires all property owners and occupants within 250 feet of the property to be notified of the application and hearing date before the Zoning Board.

Requirements for Accessory Living Units
1. The principal dwelling or the accessory living unit must be occupied by the owner(s) of the subject property as the owner(s) principal place of residence for at least six (6) months of the year.

2. The resident of the principal dwelling or the accessory living unit must be fifty five (55) years of age or older, or disabled.

3. The maximum size of the accessory living unit is limited to twenty-five percent (25%) of the total area of the principal structure. The minimum size of the accessory living unit shall not be less than six-hundred (600) square feet.

4. Only one (1) accessory living unit is permitted on any lot.

5. An accessory living unit must be located wholly within the principal structure on the lot. No accessory living unit is permitted in any accessory structure.

6. The principal structure on the lot must maintain a single-family appearance with a single, common front entrance on the principal structure shared by the principal dwelling and the accessory living unit.

7. Any second entrance for the accessory living unit may be located at the rear or side of the principal structure.

8. Only the owner(s) of the subject property may apply for a special use for an accessory living unit.

9. An accessory living unit is illegal if it is established without an approved special use permit.
10. If granted by the Village Board, a special use for an accessory living unit automatically expires when the Zoning Administrator determines that one (1) or more of the requirements of this section have not been met. When a detached single-family dwelling that includes an accessory living unit is sold, the special use associated with the accessory living unit continues provided that the requirements of this section are met by the new owner(s).

11. The owner(s) granted a special use to establish an accessory living unit must file an affidavit with the Village annually, no later than ten (10) days after the date of the anniversary on which the Village Board granted the special use, stating that the accessory living unit complies with all the provisions of this Ordinance.

**Process**

Approval of ALUs is through the special use process. Please see the ZBA handbook for information and a ZBA application.

For more information, please contact the Community Development Department at (847) 853-7550 or comdev@wilmette.com.
Business Service Center. An establishment that provides support services to businesses and the public that includes services such as delivery and/or receipt of packages, copying of documents, including self-service copy machines, computer access for a fee, faxing, and sales of office supplies.

Car Wash. A business for the washing and cleaning of passenger vehicles, recreational vehicles or other light duty equipment, whether automatic, by hand, or self-service.

Carport. An open-sided roofed vehicle shelter, usually formed by extension of the roof from the side of a building, but may be freestanding.

Children's Home. A residential facility that provides both long-term residence for and short-term care and services to children up to 18 years of age, who have experienced abuse, neglect, violence, abandonment, and/or are in need of supervised care. A children’s home includes counseling for children within the facility and for parents and children not residing at the facility, and offices for the administration of the facility and its associated programs. It may also include day care services as an ancillary function. Children’s homes must be appropriately licensed by the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services.

Chimney. A vertical shaft of reinforced concrete, masonry or other approved material enclosing one or more flues, for the purpose of removing products of combustion from solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel.

Coach House. An additional dwelling unit located within a detached garage on the upper floor that is associated with, and incidental to, the principal single-family dwelling on the same lot. A coach house includes separate cooking and sanitary facilities, with its own means of ingress and egress.

Coldframe Structure. A transparent roofed enclosure constructed low to the ground used to protect plants from excessively cold or wet weather. It functions similar to a greenhouse to help extend the growing season.

Co-Location. Placement of wireless telecommunications equipment from more than one service or service provider on a single tower or site.

Community Center. A facility used as a place of meeting, recreation, or social activity, that is open to the public and is not operated for profit, and offers a variety of educational and community service activities.

Community Garden. The cultivation of fruits, flowers, vegetables, or ornamental plants by one or more person or family. Community gardens do not include the keeping of any animals, bees, or aquaculture, or the use of heavy machinery.

Community Residence. A residence licensed, certified, or accredited for specialized residential care home by the appropriate state or federal agencies, that functions as a single housekeeping unit for the housing of unrelated persons with functional disabilities who share responsibilities, meals, recreation, social activities, and other aspects of residential living. The use matrix in Table 8-1 distinguishes sizes of community residents by number of residents; this number includes any caretakers that live on-site.

Consignment Shop. An establishment where personal items, such as clothes, jewelry, or artifacts, or small furniture are resold through a broker for the owner at an agreed-upon price.

Contiguous. See “abut.”

Contractor Shop. An establishment where a building trade or building craft is conducted within a fully enclosed structure.

Craft Brew Lounge. An establishment that serves craft beer. Craft beer is defined as a beer from a craft brewery that: 1) produces less than 15,000 barrels of beer annually or 465,000 gallons; and 2) produces a significant volume of either malt beers or beers that use adjuncts to enhance, rather than to lighten, flavor.

Cross-Access. A vehicular and/or pedestrian connection between abutting properties in different ownership that connects the two sites and allows vehicles and/or pedestrians to travel between sites without the having to exit to the street.

Cultural Facility. A facility open to the public that provides access to cultural exhibits and activities including, but not limited to, museums, cultural centers, non-commercial galleries, historical societies, and libraries. A cultural facility may include retail sales of related items and restaurants as ancillary uses.
I. **Chicken Coops**
The keeping of chickens must comply with *(reference needed)* of the Municipal Code. In addition, chicken coops must comply with the following:

1. Chicken coops are permitted in the rear yard only.
2. No hens may be kept or raised within a dwelling.
3. The chicken coop must provide a minimum of three square feet per hen.
4. The chicken coop must be located upon an impermeable surface that prevents waste run-off.

J. **Coldframe Structures**

1. Coldframe structures up to three feet in height are permitted in the interior side and rear yards.
2. Coldframe structures over three feet in height are permitted in the rear yard only.
3. Coldframe structures are limited to a maximum square footage of 60 square feet and a maximum height of six feet. When part of a community garden use, coldframe structures are permitted a maximum square footage of 120 square feet.

K. **Coach House**

1. Coach houses are permitted on a lot used for a single-family dwelling that is a minimum of 6,500 square feet in lot area.
2. A coach house must be located in a detached garage on the upper floor, above parking spaces located on the ground level. A detached garage with a coach house is subject to all standards of item N below, applicable to detached garages.
3. No more than one coach house is allowed per lot and only one dwelling unit may be located in a coach house.
4. No additional parking is required for a coach house.
5. New coach houses built after the effective date of this Ordinance must comply with the following:
   a. New coach houses must be designed to relate to the design of the principal building.
   b. New coach houses cannot exceed the height of the principal building.

L. **Fences and Walls**

1. **Fences for Residential Uses and H District**
   a. For interior lots, fences located within 35 feet of a front lot line or closer to the front lot line than the existing building, whichever is less, must be open fences and cannot exceed five feet in height.
   b. For corner lots, fences located within 35 feet of the intersection of two intersecting street lines or closer to the intersection point than the existing building, whichever is less, must meet the following requirements:
      i. Fences must be open fences and cannot exceed five feet in height.
      ii. In addition, when boards are used as the surface material for such fences, the boards cannot exceed five inches in width and three-quarters of an inch in thickness, and must be installed vertically to form a flat and at least 50% open surface with no less than three and one-half inches of fence open space between each board.
   c. Fences located more than 35 feet from a front lot line or behind the front of an existing building and less than 15 feet from a corner side lot line cannot exceed six feet, in height, with the exception of fences authorized by Item e below.
N. Garage
The following standards apply to residential garages, with the exception of multi-family dwellings.

1. Attached Garages
   a. Front-loaded attached garages are limited to 50% of the width of the front building facade line or 22 feet, whichever is greater. Garage width is measure between garage doors; in the case of garages designed with multiple garage doors, the distance is measure between the edge of the outmost doors.
   b. Attached garages must be set back a minimum of five feet from the front building wall, which excludes any architectural elements, such as bay windows or unenclosed porches.

2. Detached Garages
   a. One detached garage is permitted per lot.
   b. Detached garages are permitted in the rear and interior side yards. Detached garages must be set back a minimum of five feet from the front building facade line. No setback is required from any side or rear building facade line.
   c. If a lot abuts a public alley that provides adequate access to a street, a detached garage must be constructed so that access is from the public alley.
Lexington, KY

The city of Lexington, Kentucky is considering a text amendment to permit accessory dwelling units (ADUs) throughout residential districts. This text amendment avoids several common pitfalls found in many other ADU ordinances that act as poison pills to substantially limit the feasibility of most ADUs. Full ordinance text is available at tinyurl.com/LexingtonADU. The relevant portions of the proposed text amendment are reproduced below:

Definition

DWELLING UNIT, ACCESSORY (ADU) – A smaller, secondary independent housekeeping establishment located on the same lot as a principal dwelling. ADUs are independently habitable and provide the basic requirements of shelter, heating, cooking, and sanitation. There are two types of ADUs:

(a) Detached structures. Examples include converted garages or new construction.
(b) Attached units are connected to or part of the principal dwelling. Examples include converted living space, attached garages, basements or attics; additions; or a combination thereof.

General Regulations for Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

(a) Construction

An ADU may be created through new construction, alteration of an existing structure, addition to an existing structure, or conversion of an existing structure to an ADU while simultaneously constructing a new primary dwelling unit on the site.

(b) Number of Units

One (1) ADU is permitted per lot.

(c) Minimum Lot Size

None.

(d) Maximum ADU Size

800 square feet. For a detached ADU, Article 15-6(c) also applies [limiting the size of accessory buildings, including ADUs, to the greater of fifty percent of the total square footage of the primary structure or 625 square feet].

(e) Maximum Floor Area (FAR) and Lot Coverage

For an attached ADU, the maximum FAR and lot coverage shall be that of the underlying zone. For a detached ADU, Article 15-6(c) shall apply.

(f) Yard requirements

For an attached ADU, the yard requirements shall be those required for a principal structure in the underlying zone. For a detached ADU, the ADU shall be located behind the rear wall of the...
principal residence. Article 15-6 [requiring a three (3) foot setback for any accessory building, including an ADU] shall also apply.

(g) **Maximum Height**
For an attached ADU, the maximum height shall be that of the underlying zone. For a detached ADU, Article 15-6 shall apply.

(h) **Off-Street Parking**
For ADUs located in a zone with a maximum parking requirement, one (1) additional space may be permitted.

(i) **Short-Term Rentals**
If either dwelling unit is used as a short-term rental, as defined in the Code of Ordinances, the property owner is required to occupy one of the dwelling units.

(j) **Design Standards**
Entrances: Only one (1) pedestrian entrance to the structure may be located on the primary wall plane of the dwelling unit.

Exterior Stairs: Any exterior stairs to serve as the primary entrance to an ADU shall be located on the side or rear of the primary dwelling.

(k) **Alterations of existing structures**
If a detached ADU is created from an existing detached accessory structure that does not meet one or more of the standards within [this article], the structure is exempt from the standard(s) it does not meet as per Article 3-2. However, as per Article 4-4, any alteration that would result in the structure becoming less conforming with those standards it does not meet is not allowed.
Village of Park Forest, IL


ARTICLE III: USES

§ III-4.C.8.d. Use of Garages. The area above vehicle parking spaces in a detached garage shall not be used as habitable space, and may not contain a kitchen, bathroom, or sleeping area. In an attached garage, such space may be used as habitable space with a kitchen, bathroom, and/or sleeping area for an accessory dwelling unit in accordance with § III-4.D.1 (Accessory Dwelling Unit).

§ III-4.D. Accessory Dwelling Units and Home Occupations. Subject to building permit approval, accessory dwelling units are permitted in the R-1 and R-2 Districts, and home occupations are permitted in all residential zoning districts, provided that the following standards are met for each type of use.

1. Accessory Dwelling Unit.
   a. Location. An accessory dwelling unit is permitted as part of the existing principal structure on the zoning lot, such as an attic, basement, or attached garage.
   b. Number. One accessory dwelling unit is permitted per single-family dwelling unit.
   c. Size. An accessory dwelling unit may not exceed 40 percent of the gross floor area of the principal structure on the lot, or 800 square feet, whichever is less.
   d. Occupancy. On lots with accessory dwelling units, the property owner must maintain his or her permanent residence in either the principal structure or the accessory dwelling unit.
   e. Entrances. An accessory dwelling unit may have an entrance from the exterior and/or interior of the principal structure.

ARTICLE V: OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING

§ V-2.C. Off-Street Parking Requirements. Table V-2-A. Off-Street Parking Requirements establishes the minimum vehicular parking requirements for the listed uses.

Table V-2-A. Off-Street Parking Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>Parking Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory Dwelling Unit</td>
<td>1 per dwelling unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARTICLE XII: DEFINITIONS

§ XII-2.

Accessory Dwelling Unit: A small, self-contained residential dwelling unit often referred to as a mother-in-law suite, or a granny flat, that is secondary to a larger residential dwelling unit within which it is located.

Single-Family Dwelling: A building that contains one dwelling unit, which is not attached to any other dwelling units with the exception of an “Accessory Dwelling Unit.”
Village of South Elgin, IL

Link to full UDO text: https://www.southelgin.com/vertical/sites/%7B5D95C9C3-6931-4C8F-AA90-3AC331AA0266%7D/uploads/South_ElginUDO_Full_UDOFinal_092718.pdf

SECTION 156.07: USES

§ 156.07.D.4. Accessory Dwelling Units. Accessory dwelling units are permitted in all residential zoning districts within a principal or accessory structure subject to approval of site plan review (§ 156.03.A.2 (Site Plan Review)) and provided that the following standards are met.

a. Accessory Dwelling Unit.
   1) Location. An accessory dwelling unit located in a principal structure may be located anywhere within a principal structure. An accessory dwelling unit located in an accessory structure is allowed in the rear yard only.
   2) Number. The number of accessory dwelling units on a lot shall be no greater than the number of principal dwelling units on a lot.
   3) Size. The maximum size of an accessory dwelling unit shall be 900 square feet
   4) Design. An accessory dwelling unit shall be designed to be clearly secondary to the principal dwelling unit on the site. For accessory dwelling units located in an accessory structure, the exterior materials of the dwelling unit must be compatible with the primary dwelling unit, including siding and trim materials, window design, roof shape, roof pitch, and roof material.

SECTION 156.08: PARKING AND LOADING

§ 156.08.B.3. Off-Street Parking Requirements. Table 156.08.B-1. Off-Street Parking Requirements establishes the minimum vehicular parking requirements for the listed uses.

Table 156.08.B-A. Off-Street Parking Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>Parking Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory Dwelling Unit</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 156.12: DEFINITIONS

§ 156.12.B.

Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU): A small, self-contained residential dwelling unit that is secondary to a larger residential dwelling unit located on the same lot.

Single-unit Dwelling: A building that contains one dwelling unit, which is not attached to any other dwelling units with the exception of an "Accessory Dwelling Unit."
## Definitions

**Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)**
(Commonly known as a granny flat, second unit, in-law quarters, casita, etc.)

“Accessory dwelling unit” means an attached or a detached residential dwelling unit that provides complete independent living facilities for one or more persons and is located on a lot with a proposed or existing primary residence. It shall include permanent provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation on the same parcel as the single-family or multifamily dwelling is or will be situated. (1)

**Junior Accessory Dwelling Unit (JADU)**

“Junior accessory dwelling unit” means a unit that is no more than 500 square feet in size and contained entirely within a single-family residence. A junior accessory dwelling unit may include separate sanitation facilities, or may share sanitation facilities with the existing structure. (2) *Note: a JADU can only be created through conversion of a portion of an existing SFD, not a garage or other accessory building.*

**Single-family Dwelling (SFD)**

One dwelling unit in one building, not including an ADU or JADU. (3)

**Multi-family Dwelling (MFD)**

Two or more dwelling units in one building, not including an ADU or JADU. For ADU purposes, includes LBMC definition of “Duplex” and “Multi-family dwelling”. (4)(5)

## Locations Allowed

ADUs/JADUs allowed in residential zoning districts allowing single-family and multi-family residential uses, and mixed-use zoning districts, planned development districts, and specific plans allowing residential uses. Not allowed in zones that do not allow residential uses, even if a nonconforming residential use is present.

## Zoning Districts Allowed

## Review Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General (if none of the below apply)</th>
<th>Building permits will be processed within 60 days of submittal of complete application. 60-day period is tolled (stopped) when City sends corrections to applicant, and restarted when applicant resubmits revised plans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No existing single- or multi-family primary dwelling on lot, new SFD or MFD proposed with ADU and/or JADU</td>
<td>City may not act on ADU or JADU until it acts on SFD or MFD application; at that point, 60-day timeline applies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic district or Designated Historic Landmark</td>
<td>Certificate of Appropriateness must be obtained prior to application for building permits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property in Coastal Zone</td>
<td>All required Coastal processes must be completed prior to application for building permits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Plan Review Process</td>
<td>For any project that has <strong>five or more</strong> existing or proposed primary dwelling units, Site Plan Review is required for any ADU/JADU prior to submittal for building permits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ADU/JADU General Development Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Height Limit</th>
<th>Side yard setback</th>
<th>Rear yard setback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detached ADU – new construction</td>
<td>25 ft. / 2 stories, or same as zoning height limit, whichever is less</td>
<td>4 ft, or same as zoning whichever is less</td>
<td>4 ft, or same as zoning whichever is less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached ADU or JADU</td>
<td>Same as zoning</td>
<td>Same as zoning</td>
<td>Same as zoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADU created by converting an existing single- or multi-family residence or accessory building, and JADU created from SFD</td>
<td>Within existing building</td>
<td>Sufficient for fire safety (per Building Code and as determined by the Building Official)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**
- Any new/rebuilt accessory building area not used as ADU must comply with zoning height limit of 13 feet for accessory buildings.
- Front yard setback is always same as required for the zoning district, except for conversion of existing building area.

### Parking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parking required</th>
<th>ADU/JADU</th>
<th>Primary Dwelling(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parking required</td>
<td>No Parking Required</td>
<td>Existing garage parking for existing primary dwelling unit(s) must be maintained, unless the garage is converted to an ADU.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Minimum Unit, Lot Size, and Other Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum ADU/JADU unit size</td>
<td>150 sq. ft. (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum lot size</td>
<td>No minimum for an existing legal lot. Any newly created lot must comply with zoning regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum lot width</td>
<td>No minimum for JADU, or ADU up to 800 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum lot coverage, minimum usable open space, and floor area ratio (FAR)</td>
<td>Not applicable for JADU, or ADU up to 800 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum lot coverage, minimum usable open space, and floor area ratio (FAR)</td>
<td>Same as required by zoning district for ADU more than 800 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADU/JADU Standards for Single-Family Dwellings

(Includes situations with more than one detached single-family dwelling on a lot)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum number of ADUs/JADUs for a lot with a single-family dwelling (includes lots with more than one existing detached single-family dwelling).</th>
<th>ADU</th>
<th>JADU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADU created from existing SFD or accessory building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached or detached new ADU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum ADU floor area</th>
<th>ADU created from existing SFD or accessory building</th>
<th>Limited to same physical dimensions as existing SFD or accessory building. (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attached or detached new ADU</td>
<td>50% size of primary dwelling, or 800 sq. ft., whichever is more, up to a limit of 850 sq. ft. for 0–1 bedroom, and 1,000 sq. ft. for 2 or more bedrooms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Maximum JADU floor area | JADU created from existing SFD | 500 sq. ft., but limited to same physical dimensions as existing SFD. (A) |

**Notes:** (A) 150 sq. ft. may be added for ingress and egress only. Counted toward ADU/JADU maximum size.
ADU/JADU standards for duplexes and multi-family dwellings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum number of ADUs on a lot with a multi-family dwelling</th>
<th>ADUs created from existing building area (no additions permitted)</th>
<th>ADU</th>
<th>JADU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1, or 25% of the number of existing legal dwelling units, whichever is more.</td>
<td>Not permitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detached ADU, new or converted from existing accessory building</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Not permitted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conversion of existing accessory space within a multi-family dwelling to ADU

May not convert amenity space (including, but not limited to, laundry rooms, recreation rooms, and community rooms).

Other standards for ADUs on a lot with a multi-family dwelling

Same as for ADUs for a single-family dwelling

Design and Other Standards for all ADUs/JADUs

- Direct exterior access shall be provided. All exterior changes shall be architecturally compatible with existing structures. When a garage is converted the garage door shall be removed and designed to include compatible architectural details and finishes.
- Second story ADUs shall be designed to lessen the view onto adjacent lots including orienting an entrance away from a property line, use of obscured glazing, window placement above eye level, and screen walls. In the Coastal Zone a Second story ADU shall be designed to preserve public view of the beach, bay, ocean or tidelands from public areas.
- When a garage is converted to an ADU, a landscape area with a depth between 18”–36” shall be provided in the area adjacent to where the garage door is eliminated – see Section 21.51.276.D.3.d for exceptions.
- One street tree shall be provided for each 25 ft. of property frontage on the right-of-way, per Section 21.42.050.
- Unused curb cuts must be closed. A driveway, leading to a converted garage, that is too short to provide a legal parking stall must be removed and the curb cut closed.

References:
(1) California Government Code Section 65852.2(j)(1), as amended (AB 881, Section 1.5).
(2) California Government Code Section 65852.22(h)(1), as amended (AB 68, Section 2).
(3) “Single-family Dwelling,” Section 21.15.2410, LBMC.
(4) “Duplex (two-family dwelling),” Section 21.15.890, LBMC.
(5) “Dwelling, multiple-family,” 21.15.920, LBMC.
(6) Minimum size of an “efficiency unit,” defined in California Health and Safety Code Section 17958.1

This information is provided as a convenience to the public, and is based upon the provisions of the California Government Code regulating accessory dwelling units, and the applicable code sections of the Zoning Regulations, Title 21, Long Beach Municipal Code. It is not intended to address every possible situation arising out of ADU regulation. Please contact Planning staff before proceeding on any assumptions based on this guide. No form of approval, verbal, written, or otherwise, is official until plans are stamped and a building permit is issued.

Authority: California Government Code Section 65852.2 and 65852.22; all other code citations from Title 21 (Zoning Regulations), Long Beach Municipal Code.

To request this information in an alternative format or to request a reasonable accommodation, please contact the Development Services Department at longbeach.gov/lbds and 562.570.3807. A minimum of three business days is requested to ensure availability; attempts will be made to accommodate requests with shorter notice.
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Revisions to Plan Commission
Administrative Rules and Procedures
Memorandum

To: Chair and Members of the Plan Commission

From: Johanna Nyden, Community Development Director
Scott Mangum, Planning and Zoning Manager
Meagan Jones, Neighborhood and Land Use Planner

Subject: Revisions to Plan Commission Rules & Regulations

Date: July 2, 2020

Background

Staff is proposing several revisions to the Administrative Rules and Procedures of the Plan Commission. The Rules and Procedures are attached with proposed edits highlighted, including:

- Minor corrective edits to language, Code Section numbers, etc.;
- Edits to create consistency throughout the document with regards to time allotted for comments;
- Clarification on the process for requesting continuances;
- Minor updates regarding submitting materials for presentation prior to a Commission meeting;
- Minor updates regarding Commissioner responsibilities if absent for a portion of a public hearing for a matter they intend to vote on.

Please review the proposed changes and provide feedback or any additional suggested edits. Per Article XVI, the Administrative Rules and Procedures may be amended by an affirmative vote of six (6) members of the Commission, or by vote of a majority of commissioners present if the proposed amendment has been provided to all commissioners at least two weeks prior to the meeting at which the amendment will be considered. Staff intends to receive feedback from the Commission and then provide the resulting amendments two weeks prior to action at the next Plan Commission meeting.
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ARTICLE I  NAME OF THE COMMISSION

The name of this organization shall be "The Plan Commission of the City of Evanston, Illinois", hereafter referred to as the "Commission".

ARTICLE II  AUTHORIZATION

The establishment of this Commission is provided for in Title 2, Chapter 7 of the City Code, and Section 3-1-5 of the Zoning Ordinance, Title 6 of the City Code.

These rules are to be read in conjunction with 65 ILCS, Sections 5/11-13-1, et seq. "Zoning" and 5 ILCS, Sections 120/1, et seq. "Open Meetings" and Ordinance 15-0-78, "Requiring Disclosure of Ownership Interests of Entities Seeking City Council Approval on Real Estate Matters".

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to give or grant the Plan Commission the power or authority to amend or change the Zoning Ordinance, which authority is reserved to the City Council.

ARTICLE III  POWERS AND DUTIES

The Commission shall have the following powers and duties:

(A) To formulate basic policy for a Comprehensive General Plan, to work with the Planning and Zoning Division in its preparation, and to recommend such Comprehensive General Plan, or changes therein, to the City Council for adoption.

(B) To initiate studies, reports and make recommendations to the City Council, City Manager, or officials of other local governmental bodies on matters concerning the present or future development of the City. All studies, reports and recommendations to the City Council, City Manager, or officials of other local governmental bodies on matters concerning the present or future public development or development of the City, which will be acted upon by the City Council, shall first be presented to the Plan Commission to provide them a reasonable opportunity for review and comment.

(C) To study, review and prepare recommendations on plans and proposals of other departments of the City government which relate to the implementation of the Comprehensive General Plan.
To review, hold hearings and make recommendations to the City Council on any zoning matters that involve planning considerations, including, but not limited to, an amendment, planned development and unique use.

To review the Zoning Ordinance from time to time and make recommendations to the City Council for such changes to the Ordinance as the Commission may determine are appropriate.

None of the above, without prior approval by the City Council, shall include the power to obligate the City for compensation to any person or organization.

To carry out the above duties, the Commission shall have the following powers:

1. To invite the advice and assistance of persons having special knowledge, experience or interest in the needs or problems which are receiving consideration by the Commission. Such advisors may include, among others, officials of an adjoining municipality or of other local governments or other persons not living in the City.

2. To conduct such public hearings as provided for in the Code, as amended, and as it deems necessary to gather information and ideas needed for thorough review of the Comprehensive General Plan or other matters before the Commission for consideration.

3. To promote the realization of the Comprehensive General Plan and the community objectives it incorporates through public education and other means.

4. To request from the Planning Division such staff time as may be required to assist the Commission in carrying out its duties.

5. To request from the City Council such funds as may be necessary for the employment of consulting services or temporary employees deemed necessary for carrying out the duties required by this Chapter.

The Chair or his/her designee(s) shall act as the spokesperson or representative of the Commission before City Council, City Council committees, and other public meetings.

The Commission has the authority to adopt such other rules of procedure deemed necessary to conduct meetings and public hearings and to carry out its duties, following Roberts' Rules of Order in situations not covered by adopted rules.

ARTICLE IV  MEMBERSHIP

The Mayor shall appoint nine (9) Evanston citizens to serve as regular members of the Commission, subject to confirmation by the City Council. The Mayor and the manager of the Planning and Zoning Division shall be ex-officio members of the Commission but shall have no vote.
(B) Each regular member of the Commission shall be entitled to one (1) vote.

(C) All appointed members of the Commission shall serve as such without compensation.

(D) Appointments of regular members shall be for three (3) years, and they may be reappointed for one additional term. When a vacancy is created by the resignation of a member prior to expiration of that member’s term, the member appointed to fill this vacancy shall be appointed to a full term unless otherwise provided by City Ordinance or State Statute.

(E) The chair shall notify the Mayor when a member of the Commission has failed to attend meetings during a consecutive three (3) months, or six (6) times during a consecutive twelve (12) months, unless the chair shall determine that the failure to attend was for a good cause.

ARTICLE V GENERAL PROVISIONS

(A) Commission members shall abide by the City’s Code of Ethics set forth in Section 1-10-4 of the Municipal Code, as amended.

(B) Information concerning any pending matter may be obtained from the Secretary of the Commission consistent with the Illinois Freedom of Information Act (5 ILCS 140/1 et seq.), as amended

ARTICLE VI OFFICERS

(A) The officers of the Commission shall consist of the Chair and one Vice-Chair.

(B) At its December meeting, the Commission shall select a Chair and one Vice-Chair from among its members to serve for the following calendar year with eligibility for re-election.

(C) The Chair shall supervise the affairs of the Commission, shall preside at all Commission meetings and hearings, shall provide for the oath to be administered when required to all witnesses in matters before the Commission, and shall conduct the hearings and meetings of the Commission in an appropriate and expeditious manner.

(D) The Vice-Chair, in the absence or disability of the Chair, shall perform all duties and exercise all powers of the Chair. In the event that the Chair be unable to complete his/her term, the Vice-Chair shall be named Chair for the remainder of the unexpired term. At the beginning of such an interim period, the Commission shall also elect a new Vice-Chair.

(E) The Community Development Director shall serve as Secretary of the Commission. The Secretary of the Commission may perform his/her duties through a designee noticed in writing to the Chair of the Commission.
The Secretary shall:

1. Be custodian of the active files of the Commission, and keep all records.

2. Conduct the correspondence of the Commission.

3. In the case of zoning matters, inform petitioners when their petition is to be heard, and notify each petitioner to be present at the hearing.

4. Have public notice of public hearings published in a local newspaper as required by law for zoning matters and amendments to the Comprehensive General Plan, and provide such notice as otherwise required hereby.

5. Promptly deliver copies of said public notice to residents in the vicinity of the property in question as required by ordinance. Failure to do so shall not prejudice the hearing.

6. Furnish a copy of said notice and a copy of each petition and other material information or documents submitted to the Secretary to commissioners.

7. Promptly prepare an agenda, in consultation with the Chair. The agenda shall be reviewed regularly and monitored to ensure consistency with the policies and priorities of the City Council.

8. Record the names and addresses of all persons appearing before the Commission if they have willingly provided their names and/or addresses to the Commission.

9. Keep records of the Commission's official actions, and a verbatim transcript, or video recording and minutes of all public hearings on matters relating to zoning or the Comprehensive General Plan. Keep records and minutes of all meetings of Commission committees or subcommittees.

10. Record the vote of the Commission upon every question.

11. Promptly prepare a prehearing report setting forth a description of any proposed changes, background, alternatives, expected ramifications and staff recommendations on zoning proposals or proposed changes to the Comprehensive General Plan.

12. Be responsible for interpretations of these Rules of Procedures which may be overruled by the Commission by a majority vote.

13. Maintain a website making available to the public commission agendas, packets for members and such other information as the Chair, Secretary
or Commission determine should be available on the website. Because web access is not universal, the Secretary or his/her designee shall also provide access to the above described material for viewing by members of the public in either paper or electronic form at the office of the Commission.

14. Perform such additional duties as may be requested by the Commission.

(F) Should the Chair and Vice-Chair both be absent from a meeting of the Commission, or be otherwise ineligible to act upon a matter before the Commission, the remaining regular members of the Commission constituting a quorum shall elect from among their number an interim Chair to preside over the Commission for the duration of such absence or ineligibility.

ARTICLE VII MEETINGS

(A) The office of the Commission shall be located in the office of the Community Development Department, Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois; and the documents pertaining to any matters may be examined at this location by any interested party.

(B) Except as provided below, regularly scheduled meetings shall be held on the second Wednesday of each month at 7:00 P.M., in the Civic Center, 2100 Ridge Avenue, unless such day shall be a legal holiday observed by the City, in which case the regular meeting shall be held on the following Wednesday, or at such other times as the Commission shall decide. Prior to the first meeting of each calendar year, the Commission shall adopt a schedule for regularly scheduled meetings during the forthcoming year. All meetings must be properly noticed and are subject to change in date and location.

(C) In addition to the regularly scheduled meetings, the Commission shall schedule additional meetings when necessary to comply with the time limitations contained in Article XIII (N) of these Rules to complete hearings and make recommendations. To comply with the time limits, hearings shall be continued to the subsequent special or regular meetings and the time of each subsequent meeting shall be announced at the end of the prior meeting so that hearings are continued to a time certain.

(D) Regular meetings may be canceled by the Chair when there are no matters pending.

(E) Special meetings may be called at the discretion of the Chair, or upon request of two (2) or more members, provided that notice of said meeting is published as required by law. The Commission shall attempt to schedule meetings and hearings whenever urgent matters cannot be heard at the next regular meeting.

(F) A recording shall be prepared for all Commission public hearings. Minutes shall be prepared for all Commission, committee, and subcommittee meetings. Each such record shall become a part of the permanent record for each meeting.

(G) All meetings and hearings of the Commission and any committees or subcommittees of the commission shall be open to the public and subject to the applicable public notice requirements of the Illinois Open Meetings Act (5 ILCS
A quorum of the Commission is required for the transaction of any business. A quorum shall consist of a majority of the currently appointed members of the Commission. The quorum for committee or sub-committees shall consist of a majority of the members of the committee or sub-committee. In the absence of a quorum, the members present may discuss rescheduling matters and available dates and may also act to continue matters previously scheduled for the meeting at which no quorum is present.

In the event the applicant is not present at a meeting for which notice has been published, his/her matter(s) scheduled for that meeting shall be continued to the next regularly scheduled meeting.

No member of the Commission who has a financial interest in the property or the affairs of a petitioner or affected owner, or who believes he/she has some other direct conflict of interest, shall participate in discussion, questioning or voting as a Commission member in the matter involving such property or person.

All meetings and hearings open to the public shall provide time for public comment. To allow for all public comments to be voiced, the following time allotments will be followed:

a. The comments of individual citizens shall not exceed two (2) minutes;

b. The comments of a group of citizens, such as a neighborhood group, organization, association or similar assemblage of individuals shall not exceed ten (10) minutes.

c. All time limits may be modified at the discretion of the Chair. Reasonable adjustments may be made on a case by case basis to accommodate the requirements of extraordinary situations.

ARTICLE VIII COMMITTEES AND SUBCOMMITTEES

(A) The Commission may establish committees and subcommittees as it deems appropriate.

(B) Each voting member of the Commission shall, at a minimum, serve on one committee or act as a liaison to another board, committee, or commission per year.

(C) Committees and subcommittees shall operate in a manner consistent with the Illinois Open Meetings Act (5 ILCS 120/1 et seq.), as amended, and the Illinois Freedom of Information Act (5 ILCS 140/1 et seq.), as amended. Each committee or sub-committee shall maintain minutes and records of their activities. The Secretary to the Commission shall keep records of the actions taken by each committee or sub-committee and shall arrange for the publication of any notice of meetings or hearings required by law or by Commission rule.
All meetings of the Commission shall ordinarily proceed as follows, except that when the provisions of this Article conflict with the provisions of Article XIII – Public Hearing Procedures – in which the provisions of Article XIII shall control.

(A) Declaration of a quorum, introductory statements, consideration of minutes, communications, announcements and review of new business.

(B) Call by the Chair for announcement by members present if they must abstain from consideration of any particular matter on the agenda due to a possible conflict of interest. If such abstention(s) results in the loss of a quorum on any matter, the matter shall be postponed to the next regular meeting date.

(C) Requests for withdrawal or continuances or change in order of matters being considered:

1. Any matter may be withdrawn at any time prior to the Commission reaching a recommendation.

2. A request for a continuance will be considered from any petitioner, his/her representative, the City Council or any interested party, and may be granted by the Commission upon showing that he/she will be unable to proceed with his/her evidence at the hearing for good cause. In determining whether to grant a continuance after the first hearing, the Commission shall consider the time limitations contained in Article XII (N) of these Rules, together with all other relevant information.

3. Request to change the order of matters on the agenda shall be considered, but shall only be granted for good cause.

(D) Hearing of further testimony and/or discussion on continued matters.

(E) Hearing of new matters.

(F) Other unfinished business.

(G) Committee Reports.

(H) Other new business.

(I) Public Comment.

(J) Discussion of next agenda.

(K) Adjournment.

ARTICLE X FILING PROCEDURES FOR AMENDMENTS, PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS AND UNIQUE USES
(A) The Commission shall consider text or map amendments, unique uses or planned developments when a petition has been properly proposed. Proposed petitions will be initiated by,

1. Written petitions requesting that the Commission and the City Council consider such application on behalf of (a) any governmental agency; or (b) any person, firm, corporation or organization; or


(B) In cases where an Application must be presented to both the Commission and the Zoning Board of Appeals, an Applicant may request a joint meeting pursuant to Municipal Code Section 6-3-4-8, as amended.

(C) A petition shall be in the form set forth in Appendix D of the Zoning Ordinance. If the reclassification of property is proposed, the petition shall be accompanied by a “Disclosure of Ownership Interests” statement as required by City Code Section 1-18-1. Ordinance 15-078.

(D) If a specific development proposal is contemplated, a zoning analysis shall be obtained to determine any and all zoning relief necessary. Said zoning analysis shall be completed by city staff in no more than thirty (30) days from the submission of a perfected application.

Prospective petitioners are encouraged to have a pre-petition conference with Planning and Zoning Division staff prior to submitting the petition for final review and scheduling, in order to improve the likelihood that the petition, if acted upon favorably, would achieve the desired objective, and to become familiar with the procedures that will be followed.

The petitioner shall provide any other information that may be required by the Commission to aid it in making its recommendation.

(E) The Secretary shall prepare, within thirty (30) days, a pre-hearing report and place the matter on the agendadocket for the next available hearing, unless otherwise directed by the Commission. Petitions normally will be assigned for hearing in the order in which they are perfected, unless the Chair of the Commission directs otherwise in order to comply with priorities established by the City Council. Petitions will normally be scheduled for the next available hearing following completion of the pre-hearing report. The agenda shall be established by the Chair, or in consultation with the members, from those matters which have been properly submitted or are pending.

(F) The Secretary shall assign a casedocket number when a complete application on the matter is filed, the matter is scheduled for hearing. The case number docket shall be numbered serially from each January 1, the beginning of the calendar year of the City, and shall indicate the number and year.

ARTICLE XI EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

Ex parte communications are communications with any party which has petitioned the Commission for relief or is supporting or opposing a petition before the Commission when the hearing is not in session. In addition, any
communications with interested, or even relatively disinterested, members of the community regarding something that is before the board are also ex parte communications.

Because the actions of the Commission are administrative decisions that are supposed to be based on the record, ex parte communications may violate Constitutional due process requirements, statutes governing zoning and administrative decisions, and notions of fairness. In addition, ex parte communications often lead to the public's perception that commissioners are subject to special influence or are acting unfairly.

For these reasons, ex parte communications between any interested party and a member of the Commission are not permitted. While members of the Commission should visit sites that are the subject of their hearings, they should not have conversations with others about matters that are before the Commission prior to the Commission's decision. This should not be interpreted to prevent a member of the Commission from attending a community meeting. However, because a Commission decision shall be based on all the evidence and comments during deliberation, it is improper for a Commission member to express any opinion expressing a view as to the proper Commission decision prior to the time such a decision or recommendation has been made by the Commission.

ARTICLE XII   NOTICE REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC HEARINGS

The Secretary of the Commission shall give due notice of the time, place and subject of every meeting to consider proposed map and text amendments, planned developments, unique uses or changes to the Comprehensive General Plan, not more than thirty (30) days nor less than fifteen (15) days before the meeting by publishing a notice thereof at least once in one or more newspapers published in the City; or if no newspaper is published therein, then in one or more newspapers having a general circulation within the City. Mailed Notices shall be consistent with the requirements in Sections 6-3-4-6, 6-3-6-8, and 6-3-7-5 and 6-3-6-12 of the Municipal Code, as amended.

The notice shall advise that a copy of the Plan Commission's Rules may be obtained from the Secretary or his/her designee. A majority of members of the Commission may determine that a matter to be considered for public hearing is of such importance as to require extraordinary notice.

In addition to other pertinent information, any notice of a public hearing shall state, "The public hearing may be adjourned (continued) from time to time to dates certain without additional notice."

Extraordinary notice may consist of one or more of the following items to be determined by the Commission with direction given to staff:

1. A press release to the community affairs editors of all local newspapers.

2. Notice to each alderman with a request to notify community groups in their wards.
3. Notice to local access cable television.

ARTICLE XIII  PUBLIC HEARING PROCEDURES

(A) Public hearings shall generally be conducted in the order set forth below. Reasonable adjustments may be made on a case by case basis to accommodate the requirements of extraordinary situations. All time limits may be modified at the discretion of the Chair. At any point in the proceedings Commission members may ask questions of any individual that may clarify material presented or relief requested.

(B) Introduction by the Chair: The Chair shall begin each public hearing by identifying the matter before the Commission and explaining the procedures for the conduct of the public hearing, including time limits, rules governing public comment, and the requirement that repetition should be avoided and that all comments or testimony must be relevant to the matter before the Commission.

An oath shall be administered to all persons intending to testify or who may be called to testify during the course of the public hearing. In a hearing that was continued from a previous meeting, the Chair shall remind those that were previously sworn that they remain under oath.

(C) City Staff’s Summary of the Petition and Relief Sought: Staff shall summarize the proposal, describe all material received from the petitioner, public and other interested entities, and explain any recommendations and the standards to be met.

(D) Petitioner’s Presentation: The petitioner will present testimony of witnesses and other evidence. In general, the Commission shall allow the petitioner to make this presentation without interruption, except for questions allowed by the Chair that may be immediately necessary to aid the Commission or public in understanding the presentation. If the matter is a reference from the City Council or city staff, the appropriate staff member shall explain the proposal. Materials submitted to the Secretary prior to the hearing by the Petitioner shall be part of the record and do not need to be the subject of additional testimony provided the submitters of such material are available to answer questions from the commissioners during or at the close of petitioner’s case. The time limit for petitioner’s case, exclusive of questions to witnesses from Commission members, is 20 minutes.

(E) Requests for Continuance: At the close of Petitioner’s case, the Chair shall inform those present of the following: Persons or groups with an ownership interest in property within five hundred feet (500’) in the case of map amendments and within one thousand feet (1,000’) in the case of unique uses and planned developments, in each direction of the subject property, inclusive of public roads, streets, alleys and other public ways, who wish to object shall, upon written request, be granted one continuance for the purpose of presenting evidence to rebut testimony given by the Applicant. Such request shall state what portions of the applicant’s testimony for which rebuttal evidence will be presented and such continuance shall be by public announcement to a date certain. Such request shall be made in writing following presentation of the petitioner’s case.

If a request for continuance in proper form is received pursuant to the above
provisions by a person who has disclosed his or her name and address to the Commission, the meeting shall be continued to a date certain and the continued hearing will begin with the taking of testimony by those requesting the continuance and proceed according to these procedures.

(F) Cross-Examination of the Petitioner: Commission members and members of the public may address questions to the petitioner and petitioner’s witnesses concerning their testimony. No statements will be allowed at this time.

Cross-examination is limited to questions relevant to the standards and shall be confined to points raised during the testimony of the person being cross-examined. The Chair shall determine the relevance of any question and has the responsibility to limit questions to matters presented to the Commission during the hearing relevant to the applicable standards. In making this determination, the Chair may ask those conducting cross-examination to explain the relevance of their question to the standards and to the testimony of the person being cross-examined. The Chair may exclude any question which is argumentative.

(G) Public Testimony and Comment: Individuals or members of groups wishing to comment or present testimony to the commission may do so after the close of the petitioner’s case. Prior to the start of public testimony or comment, the Chair shall remind the public of time limits and rules governing public comment including the requirement that repetition should be avoided and that all comments or testimony must be relevant to the issues before the Commission. At the conclusion of the Chair’s recitation of the rules governing public comment, the Secretary shall describe all material submitted prior to the hearing by organizations or persons other than the petitioner.

Comments or testimony from organizations shall be taken by the Commission prior to comments from individuals. The time limit for statements from organizations regarding the proposal under consideration shall be no more than 10 minutes. Comments or testimony from others shall be no more than 2 minutes in length. A person may not testify both as a member of a group and as an individual.

(H) Cross-Examination: After the close of public comment and testimony, Commission members and the petitioner may cross-examine members of the public who have testified. Cross-examination will be conducted as provided in section (F) above.

(I) Response by the Petitioner: The Chair shall allow the petitioner a reasonable time to respond to the public testimony and comments presented.

(J) Optional Closing Statement by Staff.

(K) Questions by the Commission: The Commission members may ask questions of any individual that may clarify material presented or relief requested. Such questions shall not be argumentative. At the conclusion of the questions from commissioners, the public hearing will be closed.

(L) Commission Discussion and Deliberation: During the Commission’s discussion, Commission members may direct additional questions to the petitioner or any witnesses or members of the public who testified. The Petitioner, witnesses or members of the public may not address the commission during this part of the meeting without the Chair’s consent.
Commission Action. Based on its discussion, the Commission may: (a) require the petitioner, the city staff and/or city attorney to provide new or additional information and continue the hearing to a date certain; or (b) take action (vote) on the petition and make its recommendation to the City Council, which recommendation may include conditions.

The Commission’s decision shall be made by roll call vote. The decision shall be reported in writing and contain its recommendation based upon the record. The decision shall be accompanied by a finding of fact relating to relevant standards.

The Plan Commission shall issue a recommendation within 120 days of the first presentation by the petitioner to the Plan Commission. The Commission shall hold additional meetings during the 120 day period to meet the 120 day requirement. The Commission, by a 2/3 majority vote, may extend the recommendation period up to thirty (30) additional calendar days to accommodate extraordinary issues that may arise during the hearing process.

Each person addressing the Commission shall testify under oath. Except as provided below, each person addressing the Commission may state his or her name and address for the record. Persons who wish to be heard but who do not wish to provide their name and address shall be permitted to testify under oath. However, by refusing to provide their name and address, they waive any rights arising from the location of their property or residence in relation to the subject property. Witnesses shall testify from the designated lectern area.

Statements made by an attorney for any party shall not be considered as evidence unless the facts set forth by the attorney are verified under oath by another witness or unless the attorney is testifying as a witness.

A person may not testify on behalf of another person. However, written statements may be submitted to the Secretary four (4) business days prior to a Commission meeting, and will be made part of the permanent record. Written statements or letters must have the writer’s signature, address and contact phone number. Such statements shall be construed as the writer’s opinion about the proposal but not as factual testimony.

General: Any materials to be presented by the Applicant or other persons planning to address the Commission, parties in opposition, their witnesses, Attorneys, expert witnesses, shall be provided to the Secretary four (4) business days prior to a Plan Commission meeting where such material are discussed or considered. Materials that are intended to be included in the packet for the Plan Commission meeting must be submitted at least sixfour (64) business days prior to the Plan Commission meeting disbursement of the meeting packet. This allows all materials to be distributed to Commission members prior to the meeting during which they might be discussed. This includes all presentations, plans, sketches, pictures, charts and data or compilations and other similar exhibits, letters, and any other materials supplementing oral testimony. All submissions should be in an Adobe PDF digital format, however, if a PDF cannot be provided, the party submitting materials shall provide no fewer than
twelve (12) fifteen (15) copies to City staff. The Secretary shall promptly deliver copies of such material to Commission members and cause copies to be posted to the Commission website.

Any factual material to be presented by the petitioner or objectors prior to the meeting shall be certified or sworn under oath. The makers of any such material shall be made available for questions from the Commission at the appropriate time in the hearing process. Submission of sworn factual or expert testimony prior to the hearing when such material might be discussed allows interested parties to submit more extensive testimony than would otherwise be possible in light of the applicable time limits.

(S) A petitioner or objector or his or her agent or Attorney may submit a petition favoring or opposing the proposal. Such petition shall contain only a brief statement of the position of the persons favoring or opposing the proposal, their printed names, addresses and signatures. No petition will be admitted into evidence unless the submitter certifies that he or she collected all signatures on the petition and that each person signing the petition did so in the presence of the person submitting the petition.

(T) The Chair may impose reasonable limitations on the taking of evidence, testimony, or any examination of witnesses, taking into consideration:

1. The nature of the case.
2. The complexity of the issues.
3. Whether the person who wishes to cross-examine has some special interest beyond that of the general public.
4. Whether the witness possesses special expertise.
5. Whether the testimony reflects a matter of taste or personal opinion or concerns a disputed issue of fact.
6. The degree to which the witness’ testimony relates to the factors to be considered in approving or denying the proposal.
7. Such other factors appropriate for the hearing.

(U) The Chair may disallow any testimony in accordance with the Rules. However, any ruling disallowing testimony may be overruled by a majority of the Commission present and voting.

(V) The Commission shall allow items to be placed on a consent agenda, upon receipt by the Secretary of a written request by the applicant pursuant to the following conditions:

1. Staff recommendation of approval;
2. Applicant agreement with staff report conditions; and
3. There is no one present at the time of the hearing who wants to speak or introduce evidence in opposition to a proposal.
Any item shall be removed from the consent agenda if any commissioner wishes to speak in more detail about said item.

(W) Only speakers recognized by the Chair may speak. All persons in attendance shall refrain from making remarks, unless recognized by the Chair. All groups or individuals in the audience shall refrain from creating an atmosphere detrimental, or disturbing, to the conduct of the meeting at the risk of being asked to leave by the Chair. The Chair shall have the right to cause removal from the hearing of any person who is disorderly or contemptuous.

(X) The City shall be an interested party in every public hearing, but need not appear. The city staff and city attorney shall not be subject to cross-examination unless they have testified in favor of a proposal originating with the city staff or City Council.

(Y) Any member absent from all or a part of a public hearing who certifies that he or she has read the minutes transcript and/or watched recordings of the hearing for any given matter may vote upon any question before the Commission with respect to such matter.

(Z) If there is not a majority of the Commission present in agreement, then the case passes from the Commission to the Planning and Development Committee without a recommendation. A case shall not be continued to allow absent members to vote.

(AA) Whenever a hearing is continued to a date certain, no additional notice or publication of notice shall be required providing that the notice of the initial hearing met all legal requirements.

ARTICLE XIV DISMISSALS OF ZONING PETITIONS

(A) If a petition is dismissed, the Secretary shall furnish the petitioner written notice of the dismissal.

(B) The petitioner shall have seven (7) working days from the date of notice of dismissal to apply for reinstatement of the matter. In such cases, the petitioner must file a written request with the Secretary for reinstatement. Reinstatement shall be at the discretion of the Chair for good cause shown and upon payment of the fee designated by Ordinance.

(C) In all matters reinstated in the above described manner, the matter will be docketed and republished.

ARTICLE XV RECOMMENDATIONS ON AMENDMENTS, UNIQUE USES, AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS

(A) All deliberations of the Commission shall be conducted, and all motions, votes,
actions, decisions or recommendations shall be made, at a meeting open to the public.

(B) All decisions or recommendations shall be by a motion, made and seconded, and recorded with a roll call vote. If conditions are imposed such conditions shall be included in the motion. A recommendation to grant or deny any petition shall be supported by findings of fact specifying the reasons therefor.

(C) A concurring vote of a majority of commissioners present shall be necessary to make a recommendation in any matter before the Commission.

(D) Only members who have a conflict of interest or those who were not present for part or all of the testimony may abstain from voting.

(E) Minority reports may be prepared by Commission regular members not in agreement with a majority vote on matters decided by the Plan Commission with the following guidelines:

1. The regular member(s) voting in the minority shall notify the Chair and the SecretaryVice-Chair of their intent to submit a minority report within five (5) calendar days following the close of the hearing.

2. The minority report shall be completed and submitted to the Chair and the SecretaryVice-Chair within fifteen (15) calendar days after the close of the hearing. The minority report shall be submitted to the City Council along with the full report of the Plan Commission's action regarding the case in question.

(F) The Commission's report of the recommendation shall be provided to the petitioner, members of the Plan Commission, and the City Council promptly.

ARTICLE XV  COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL PLAN

Provisions regarding the Comprehensive General Plan are contained in Title 2, Chapter 78, Section 2-7-8 of the Municipal Code, as amended.

Petitions for amending the Comprehensive General Plan may be initiated by the Commission, by reference from the City Council, by staff, or by members of the public.

ARTICLE XVI  AMENDMENTS OF RULES

(A) These rules may be amended by an affirmative vote of six (6) members of the Commission, or by vote of a majority of commissioners present if the proposed amendment has been provided to all commissioners at least two weeks prior to the meeting at which the amendment will be considered. These rules may be temporarily waived, suspended, or adjusted by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of commissioners present to meet the particular needs of the public hearing process consistent with Constitutional and statutory requirements for due process.